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Chapter 1 

"John! What the... John! Come look at this! You have a secret passage in your house!" 

This is not the way this job was supposed to go. When John and Tim asked me to come 

look at replacing the kitchen floor and one wall in their Victorian home in the small town in 

Indiana where we live, I almost said no to begin with. I told them it would stretch me to my 

limits. In fact, I would probably have to hire someone to help me do the heavy carpentry. But 

they insisted it had to me be. 

Let me introduce myself: my name is James Worthington, to my friends, Jim. I own 

Worthington Plumbing and Repairs. It says plumbing first, and it does come first. But I do a lot 

of carpentry too—light carpentry that is. Not because I’m some kind of wimp:  six foot, two-

fifteen, curly brown hair, brown eyes, pretty good looking (if I do say so myself) and I’m good 

with my hands. I’m 36 years old and single (O.K., divorced, but that’s another story). After the 

divorce, I moved to Freiburg to start over, and I’ve done pretty good for myself. Overall, I’m in 

pretty good shape, but still, I have my limits. 

 This house, on the other hand, is not in great shape. The roof and siding are good, as is 

the foundation. In between… You name it, it could use work. I mean, it’s structurally sound but 

it needs windows, insulation and lots of moderately difficult mechanical things: pretty much all 

the wiring needs replacing, the bathrooms (there are three) need re-plumbing. And then 

there’s the kitchen. 

The kitchen—there are three of them, too: the place is big and at one point it was 

divided up for three apartments—the one on the main floor, the one they wanted me to work 



on, has no cupboards, has four doors in and out of the room (traffic patterns, anyone?) and the 

floor is so worn under the old linoleum that the boards themselves need replacing. It was that 

floor, and a wall in the adjacent pantry that they had called me about. As I was estimating the 

job, I got the feeling that the wall was ‘designed’ like something I had never seen. I couldn’t put 

my finger on it but when I tore into it—well here we are in the story. 

I’m no great shakes at estimates to begin with, and I told them that. Told them there 

was never any telling how much things could cost when you work on houses this age. You open 

it up and find out afterwards there is rot or carpenter ants or some old repair done so badly you 

have to re-do that, and then you can begin to do the work you planned on doing. So, between 

the normal ‘unknowns’ and this feeling something was wrong, I had padded the estimate extra. 

Good thing I did. 

I had the tin ceiling removed (that stuff is close to irreplaceable) and as carefully as I 

could, I was removing the shelves from the pantry wall when a chunk of plaster three feet wide 

fell off the wall. Or rather, it swung open. On hinges. For a second I just stood there gaping back 

at the hole that was now gaping at me. It wasn't a doorway—not quite tall enough to walk 

through upright. It was more like a hatch, or a half-high access panel, but on hinges. You’d have 

to stoop to go through it or to even see it when the shelves are in place. I saw now that the 

lower shelf was cut to swing with the hatch, to make it easy to get through but still difficult to 

see when the panel is closed. 

“John!” 

“Coming!” 

John arrived, out of breath and apologizing. 

 “Had to finish that paragraph. I finally got the wording right and had to get it on paper –

or on screen, I guess, actually–before I forgot it. What’s going on?” 

John Green is average height, mid-50's and walks with a slight limp. Sometimes he even 

uses a cane. His shirt is tight around his belly but the size of his shoulders and neck warn you he 



is far from soft or weak. He looks like he was a high school wrestler, maybe college as well. And 

I know he grew up on a farm. A shock of pure white hair, kind blue eyes completes the picture, 

with a voice that seems soft even when he’s angry–not that it often happens. And he can be 

painfully polite and slow to say what he really wants to say. He and his partner Tim Brown share 

ownership of the house, “partners in the crime of owing it’, as John often said. Neither of them 

is mechanically inclined: John is a genealogist, speaker and community advocate and Tim is the 

organist and choir director at the nearby Episcopal church. They are good people, good friends 

of mine. They have good money-making skills, but no hammer-and-saw skills. I’m ok with that: 

it’ a good arrangement for both of us. 

“Remember I said there is no telling what we might come across when we begin tearing 

into the old girl?” 

“Yes,” he nodded, his eyes on me, but his mind obviously still on that document. “So, 

what did you find?” 

I hate it when people don’t see what’s right in front of them. Maybe it’s just a pet 

peeve, but there is a gaping hole in the wall right in front of him. 

“Look,” I said, trying to not sound annoyed and point at the hole in the wall or the door 

or hatch or whatever you call it. 

“Yes? You found something in there?” 

I forgot: not only is he not a carpenter; he also trusts that I know exactly what I am 

doing at all times. Apparently he is thinking that’s the way things are supposed to look when 

you remodel. 

“John, this hole in the wall is not a hole.” 

At that, he adjusted his thick glasses on his nose, moved the shock of white hair from 

one side of his high forehead to the other, and peered into the darkness. 

”It’s not? What is it?” 



I grit my teeth. I began to think he’s playing me. 

“John, you have a secret passage here or something.  I took the shelves down and all of 

a sudden this door opened up.” 

“I see.” He paused. “Does this mean... I mean, is this one of those things you said would 

cost more? I mean, what do we do about it? ” 

“Dammit, John!” I exploded. “You are supposed to get really excited and hop up and 

down on one foot and say ‘Woohoo! My very own secret passage!’ Or something like that!” 

“Oh. Well, excuse me if I skip the hopping. My leg...” He’s trying real hard now not to 

smile. Bastard! 

“John, dammit! This is important! This is part of the history of this house, and you ... This 

house has been in your family for a hundred years and nobody told you there was a secret 

passage in the pantry?” 

He thought for a minute and then answered, “Not that I can recall, no. But what would 

it be for?” 

“Man, c’mon! You’re supposed to be way excited and thinking genealogy and family 

secrets and all kinds of stuff.” 

“James, I apologize. I am all wrapped up in that grant proposal and just can’t get excited 

about this at the moment. Sorry to be such a wet blanket on your excitement. But, find out 

more about this and if you need me to ...” 

I was on the verge of getting angry but I realize he’s right. I pulled him out of his 

workday, out of his office, out of his world and into mine as if mine was the only one that 

mattered. 

“Tell ya what,” I said to him. “You stay here and I’m gonna see where this goes. If I get 

stuck or of I don’t answer when you call me, for, say 5 minutes, then...” 



“Maybe you should wait until Tim... ” 

“Hell no!! I’m excited! This is the first time I ever saw one of these! I wanna see where it 

goes!” And with that, I ducked my head and slid into the hole in the wall. 

The passage was narrow, a full body squeeze for me, but smooth boards ran horizontally 

on the walls and sliding along it was easy. After a short passage, stairs led down. Probably into 

the basement, I thought, which almost made me turn back. Any plumber knows that the air in a 

long-enclosed space was likely be poison, or at very least oxygen-poor. If I passed out, there 

was nothing Tim or John could do for me but call the undertaker. 

But then a puff of sweet smelling air—outdoor air!—moved across my face, coming up 

from the dim space below. I relaxed and began down the stairs, still cautious because they were 

narrow and dark and old as they were, they could collapse. The light was dim at the bottom of 

the stairs but I made out that the stairs ended in a room. And that there was no railing.  

I called out to John what I discovered; he answered back that he heard me and asked if I 

was all right. I replied yes and kept moving. He was getting scared I could tell, and I wanted to 

find out what this room was before he panicked. If they just went to another part of the cellar, I 

could use the regular cellar stairs to explore later. 

 My eyes finally adjusted and I saw I was in a room about ten feet square, dirt floor or 

maybe dirt-covered concrete or brick. One small window with a broken-out pane of glass was 

set high up on the wall to the right of the stairs. The fresh air! Three of the walls were stone, 

same as the ones in the rest of the basement. The wall under the stairs, however, was different: 

half was stone, the other half was brick. The brickwork was sloppy and looked like an amateur 

job. Near the window but lower on the same wall some boards were leaned against the stone 

wall. I walked over and examined it: another ‘door’! The hinges were rusted and wouldn’t move 

(remember the WD-40 next time!) but it was open a crack and I peeked in. It was dark but I 

could see it was more than just an alcove. It was a tunnel! A tunnel tall enough for a little kid to 

walk through or a man to walk hunched way over. 

“Holy Crap!  John! I found another secret passage!” 



“Jim? Are you there? I think you better come up now. I’m… it’s almost time for Tim to 

come home for lunch. Do you want some, too?” 

I cursed under my breath. No sense of adventure! 

“Sure. Alright. I’ll be right up,” I shouted. I glanced once around the perimeter of the 

room, checking the masonry for damage or anything out of the ordinary. I tried to peek out the 

window, to see where it looked out in reference to the rest of the house. It didn’t seem to fit 

any place I could figure, but the window was too high and the glass left in it was too dirty to see 

much. Maybe under the porch or bay window on that side of the house? 

“Jim? Are you coming?” 

“On my way, John.” This was going to be a lot more exciting job—and a lot harder to 

complete–than I ever could have estimated. 

  



Chapter 2 

"So John, what have you got for lunch?"  

I knew better than to agree to lunch without asking. Lunch at John's place could be way 

more exotic that tuna-on-white-bread, my regular.  

He stared off into the air, as if reading it off a memorized menu. 

"Lunch today is greens from the Farmers' Market and cold chicken breast left from last 

night, cut up together in a salad with havarti cheese, and sunflower and pomegranate seeds." 

He manages that much with a straight face.  

"Oh." 

"I take it you'd prefer a juicy medium rare beef burger on a toasted sesame bun with 

double bacon, cheese, and a side of French Fried potatoes?" 

I brighten. "Yeah! My kind of lunch!" 

"I thought you would," he replies dryly. "But the menu here is already set." 

"In that case..." 

"See you in an hour?" he smiles. We do this a lot. 

"Half an hour: I want to do some exploring." 

* * * 

It turned out longer than half an hour. The Diner was busy, the waitress chatty, and the 

other patrons talkative. Oh, The Diner: located on Main Street, middle of the block. Parking is 

always a problem but the exercise is worth it. Officially it's “Rick's Diner”. At least, that's what 

the faded sign above the front door says. The original Rick died of a heart attack about ten 

years ago, but his name remains. The wait staff kept it open until the bank agreed to loan the 



money to the head waitress to buy it from Rick’s relatives in Chicago. They were happy to be rid 

of it.  

It’s a diner: red vinyl seats, Formica tabletops and food posters on the walls. The seating 

is mostly booths. The girls keep it very clean and well-lit and there's counter service if you’re in 

a hurry. Today I was in a hurry but the counter wasn't fast: did I mention the waitress was 

chatty? It was almost an hour before I walked out. But I had two more jobs lined up for the 

week.  

I pulled up in front of John’s house in time to see Tim crossing the street toward the 

house. My guess was he was coming home from choosing and arranging the Sunday music with 

the pastor. Tim is a year younger than John, about the same height maybe a little taller. Trim, fit 

with angular, dark features. He has a nervous intensity that reminds you of a small black bird, 

all precision and purpose when he moves. Yeah, pretty much the complete opposite of John. 

"Hey, Tim. How you today?" 

"Oh. Hello, James.” No nicknames with Tim. “I'm doing well. How are you? 

"Not bad. Ready for Sunday?" 

" Pastor and I just put together an exceptional music program. Maybe you could stop in 

and listen this Sunday?" 

He didn't sound very hopeful, but I appreciate his invite. 

"Going to church" is another one of those things at their house. Both men know that if I 

ever go to church it won’t be theirs—too formal. As far as that goes, John seldom goes there 

with Tim. I tried it a couple of times, for their sake. OK, that and it was a pretty well-heeled 

crowd, so picking up some jobs was also on my mind. But I found out that work boots and 

jeans–which I always wear– were frowned upon. Actually they were more of a surprise and a 

mystery, as in ‘why wear those?’ which I was asked several times. No matter how hard the 

church ladies tried to notice my new shirt instead, it was obvious. I shrugged it off: their loss, 

not mine. I did get some work out of it and lots of invites back. But that's another story. 



"I'll think about it” I said, my standard answer. “Got some interesting news about the 

remodel job, though."  

"Oh… Really?" Tim's idea of caution makes John look downright reckless. For Tim, 

‘interesting' is just a nice word for ‘a very expensive and unpleasant-surprise'. "Is everything 

ok?" 

"No, no! I mean, yes. It's the house: I found something very interesting in the demo...er, 

removal process." Never use the word demolition in front of Tim. He gets scared. Very scared. 

"Come and see." 

He hesitated, as if following me is going to cause another disaster. Then up the porch 

steps slowly. "Is this going to be expensive?" he asked. 

I laugh. "Not as far as I know. I guess it depends on what you want to do about it." 

"Oh God!" 

After greetings and lunch menu announcement, I show Tim the doorway. He reacts 

pretty much the same way as John. "So,... we need ... what?"  

"Tim! You have a secret passageway in your pantry! This is great! Makes the house 

worth way more on the market!" 

He glanced at John. "Are we selling?" 

I give up. To me, exciting. To them, something to worry about—or just another expense.  

"Tell you what” I said. “You guys have lunch and talk it over, what you want to do about 

this hole in the wall. I can do pretty much anything you want, including just board it up and 

forget it. My recommend is to preserve it, maybe improve it with a full size door though. It's a 

great feature and doesn't harm the house structure as far as I can see. In the mean time,” I said 

as I stepped through the doorway, “I'm going exploring!” 



“Be careful down there,” John worried. Tim looks between John and I. "John? What's 

going on? Does that… down there? Does it go somewhere?" 

"John, you explain? And keep an ear out, in case I shout."  

“Here.” John holds out a ball of twine, the kind people used to wrap around boxes to 

mail. “In case the tunnel branches or is too dark to see in.” 

“Tunnel?” Tim's eyes were now big and he licked his lips, wiped his palms down his pant 

legs. 

“It's fine, Tim. I'll fill you in. Let's eat.” But he took a long look at me, like he was trying 

to get a picture of me to remember me by. 

They did make a pair. God help the woman that ever tried to get between them. 

* * * 

I squeezed down the passage and stairs. By the time my foot hit the bottom step, I could 

barely hear the sound of Tim’s voice and I couldn't make out any of his words. Whoever built 

this did some great sound insulating–a nice feature with the ‘secret’ so close to a main room. 

I’d forgotten to look at the house to see what was on the window side, as I came back from 

lunch. Must be the driveway side, I told myself. There was a window and a door to the porte-

cochère in the dining room on that side: John’s driveway ran along that side of the house. 

Maybe the window was under the steps? Beyond the driveway was a fairly narrow strip of lawn 

and a fence between this house and the house next door. Interesting. 

I surveyed the room again: it looked the same as before. Three and a half walls of stone, 

one-half of brick under the stairs. I walked over to the door, cursed myself for forgetting the 

WD-40. I tried to move the door and the board with the latch on it cracked off. The rest didn’t 

move. A breeze soft and cool flowed from the tunnel. That was good. I looked as far down the 

tunnel as I could, which was not very: no light from the other end and I’d left my belt in the 

back of the truck.  



"John! You got a flashlight?" No answer. "John!?" Again, no response. I went to the 

bottom of the stairs. "Hey John!" I could barely hear the murmur of voices.  

In my best bass, I bellowed, "JOHN!" I waited, but no response, and the murmuring 

continued. Damn! The soundproofing was amazing. I was pretty sure the two men were sitting 

right above me on a bare wooden floor on wooden chairs. They should have felt the vibrations 

from the last shout! 

I made my way up the stairs, slid out of the secret door and into a shouting match. 

 "We don't have the money to do this, John!" Tim was almost hysterical. 

"That is not the primary concern here, though, is it, Tim?”John was his quiet, stubborn 

self. 

Tim was sitting with his back to the pantry doorway, John was facing me as I stepped 

through, into the dining room. 

“ Oh… Yes, Jim?"  

 I kept my head down.  

“Sorry to interrupt. I'll just get a flashlight from the truck.” When I returned Tim was 

gone and John was in the kitchen, rattling dishes. Loud. 

"Are you two going to be ok with this project now that it...sort of changed?" As I spoke, I 

set the twine down. Tim came around the corner into the kitchen and stopped short. He gave 

John a look that would kill a lesser man.  

“Uh... we were discussing that,” John said in his Most Quiet voice, his eyes very 

pointedly fixed on mine. “At this point, it would be possible to just put things back the way they 

were, is that right? Did I understand you correctly?" 

My stomach sank---good bye money.  



“Well, sure... if that was what you want,” I said. “There’s a little bit of work down stairs, 

half a day, maybe less. Just to shut the..." I saw John stiffen and took the hint "uh, the ... hole in 

the foundation wall down there. Not much of a tunnel that I could see," I hurriedly add. "It's not 

dangerous, structural-wise. Just to keep out unwanted... uh...‘friends'? " 

Tim relaxed a little, sighed, and excused himself to wash his hands and head out to the 

Market. He worked part time there in exchange for a huge discount on the organic produce. 

John mouthed "Thank you" and I said loud enough for Tim to hear over the running 

water, "Yeah at this point we can just button it up, do it another time. But with the economy 

the way it is, materials will be a lot more, no doubt." I grinned at John, who gave me a thumbs 

up. "And the tin to match the ceiling... I found it yesterday at the reclaim yard. Not sure if it will 

be available again." John beamed at me. "But, hey whatever you guys want. You pay the bills 

around here." 

Tim came back into the kitchen. "Actually I pay the bills around here, Jim, and I am 

concerned that this new..." he pauses, looking for a nice word "...this new development. That it 

... well, maybe we should just kind of stop and revisit this later."  

"I think you’re right, Tim. And the tin ceiling is not all that important anyway," John 

chimed in. 

"Yes it is! Why are you saying that?" Tim was a perfectionist when it came to the house. 

Whatever the house was in its prime, it needed to be that again, either preserved or brought 

back to that state. 

‘'Well, this so-called secret—I don't think it was part of the original house anyway. So we 

can remove it and put things back to original," I said, playing along. 

“Won't that be expensive? Can't we just put things back the way they were?" John and I 

were both playing him now, and he pretty much knew it. But he was really obsessive about the 

place. 



“Well, pretty much. Actually, yeah for sure! I can just button it up, get it all back 

together and painted by tomorrow afternoon," I said. "My only concern for you is that hole in 

the wall, letting in the cold and whatever wildlife.” 

Tim shuddered. "Maybe fix that part then, at least. And John and I will discuss the rest 

tonight.” He looked at John. “Remind me?” 

"Of course. And in the mean time, Jim, you can inspect the hole, see what it might take 

to... do whatever it needs done?" 

"On it, boss!" And I slid through the low doorway and down to the secret room with my 

flashlight. 

* * * 

I decided it should be called a secret room: the acoustics that insulate it from the rooms 

above make it pretty clear that whatever went on down here was not supposed to be heard up 

there. And the tunnel—who digs a tunnel from the basement to, well, anywhere? I was almost 

hoping the tunnel would be no more than a root cellar or even a wine cellar, just some kind of 

storage alcove. Or maybe this whole room was nothing more than ‘cold storage' for a Victorian 

Era chef that wasn't satisfied with a simple ice box like the rest of the villagers. The house was 

big enough that a hired cook was well within reason. But if it was just storage, why the too-

narrow stairway? And why the concealed door? The shelves that had been hiding the door 

looked to be the same age as all the other ones in the pantry. And if it was for regular kitchen 

use, why on earth was the door cut so short? It didn’t add up. 

 I realized the floor was brick, with something on top. I scoop up a handful of very old 

sawdust. Damp sawdust sprinkled on the floor to keep dust from blowing while you swept. That 

was a vote for a storage area. Or, as I thought about it, it made sense if you were going from a 

dirt floor tunnel to a food prep area. That made it a wash. But along that line of thinking, if this 

had been bulk food or vegetable storage, there should be marks on the walls: places to attach 

shelves or bins, some way to store food off the floor.  



A quick sweep up and down with the flashlight didn’t reveal any horizontal lines where 

shelves left marks. No vertical lines either, where shelf standards would be to hold them up. I 

looked at the ceiling: maybe they were hung from there? Nope. Oh, wait. In the corner, 

between the window and the tunnel entrance, there was something. I walked over with the 

flashlight, and two thin vertical shadows resolved into a couple of heavy duty chains attached 

to the ceiling. And at the bottom of each chain, about shoulder height was an iron manacle. 

  



Chapter 3 

Imagination is a good thing when you do remodeling and need to picture what your 

results will look like. I can do that. But this…for this, the pictures were way too vivid. 

"John?!" The hair on the back of my neck began to prickle. No answer from above. 

"JOHN!" I bellowed. Still no answer. I swore at myself: damn the soundproofing. And that made 

the hair on my forearms stand up even higher. I decided I wanted to go up stairs. Now! As the 

possible uses for those manacles started flashing through my head I moved even faster, 

smashing my head on the top of the low doorway out into the pantry. John looked up from 

where he stood in the kitchen. 

"Oh, Jim.” He saw the look on my face and said, “What is it, Jim?" 

"Didn't you hear me yelling for you?" 

"No, I just came from the front hall. I was talking to Tim as he left for the Market. What 

did you find?" 

"Can you make it down these stairs? I'd rather show you than just tell you." 

"I seriously doubt it. I'm not as athletic," here he patted his ample belly, "as you are. 

And there is my bum leg..." 

"Right. Well, John, in your secret room down there, attached to the ceiling, are... a pair 

of chains with manacles...” my throat went dry and I couldn't finish. 

He smiled and chuckled."So the stories might be true."  

"What?! You mean, you knew?" 

He paused, as if looking something in his mind's eye for a moment, and then shook his 

head. 

"Not really ‘knew’. I was warned that my uncle was a little eccentric, but no one ever 

divulged the details." 



By now, my heart rate had returned to normal, but I was a little angry: a warning would 

have been nice. And my head hurt. And I wanted to sit down. Squashing the anger for now, I 

said, "Sounds like a story. You got some coffee left?"  

"Oh! Of course. Sit down at the table. Cream and sugar, right?" 

"Just cream." 

John and Tim had made some effort at furnishing the house with period furniture. The 

dining room was typical of the rest of the house. There was an electrified gas chandelier, 

Victorian style wall paper full of huge roses with the authentic thin, flat brown and rose-

patterned carpet to complement. Lace curtains and fancy shades blocked the view to outside 

through the window that faced across the driveway to the neighbors. A round oak dining table 

and chairs matched the huge oak hutch that stood against the wall between this room and the 

pantry and kitchen.  

Lest you think them purists though, let me warn you that they were also bachelors: the 

oak table was pushed up against one wall of the dining room to make room for an eight foot 

folding table set up in front of the window. It was loaded to overflowing with houseplants and 

mementos from vacations and craft projects. 

John called from the kitchen, "Would you care for something to go with the coffee?" He 

proceeded to rattle off a long list of pastries and sweets he ‘just happened to have available'. 

"Naaa, just the coffee." 

He came out to the table with two cups of coffee and a plate heaped with goodies– no 

doubt organic and of course from the Market–and set them down. "Just in case", he beamed, 

and took one for himself. 

I smiled and took one too. He knows me pretty well. 

"So, what was it you found down there? A manacle?" 



"Not just one, but a pair, hanging on chains from the ceiling. And the acoustics... you 

really can’t hear a THING down there from up here! Which means you probably could never 

hear what went on down there." 

"That would make sense." Again he paused. "You know this house has been in the family 

for some time. An uncle on my mother's side bought it way back when it was fairly new, 

according to the family stories." Again he paused. "My uncle was, I believe, the second owner. 

He was an interesting character. According to family history, he lived very well but without any 

visible means of support before, during and after the Great Crash of 1929. Very well, for the 

times. Especially in a small village like this." 

"A yuppie, eh?"  

"Something similar although not exactly. Definitely a conspicuous consumer. A typical 

Victorian gentleman with money, only a few decades later. He lived here until after World War 

Two, always in comfort, but never employed." 

"So for this situation, he could afford whatever he wanted? Including a private 

dungeon?" 

John smiled. "I suspect so. Now, what he was actually doing with one—that is another 

question. Those kinds of things were not–are not! – discussed in our family. There were enough 

secrets of, shall we say, lesser offences, such that they left the more embarrassing ones alone." 

"Which is the long way of saying... what?" 

"My family included a lot of professionals and preachers. What goes on in the 

basement, stays in the basement you might say. For business’ sake! In other words, don't out 

me on my recreational habits and I won't out you for yours." 

"So, your uncle was a freak." I’m not a professional or a preacher. 

"Shall we say he fit in well to the ‘don't ask, don't tell' mentality of the Victorians?" 

"You're talking to a simpleton, bro. What was this guy?" 



"My uncle, so the stories go, was into kinky sex and not necessarily with just women. 

That's just the story, and knowing that it comes from a small, Midwestern town in Victorian 

times, it's hard to tell what they meant by kinky." 

"Until today," I muttered. This was getting stranger than the plumber in me wanted to 

deal with.  

Until today," John nodded. "But the idea of a secret room and a tunnel might have 

something to do with some other things I have dug up in my genealogy searches." 

"Like what?" 

"Well there a whole series of newspaper articles, very sensational, about an unsolved 

disappearance in this neighborhood. Rumor was the man was murdered and the body hid. Of 

course, no one could connect any foul play to my uncle. He just happened to live next door to 

the missing person." 

"Wait! Let me guess. Next door..." I looked around to get my bearings, "was that away?" 

I pointed out the window, in the direction the tunnel led. "That's where the tunnel heads, as far 

as I can tell." 

John's characteristic smirk–always appearing when he knew something you didn't and 

he was letting the secret out a little at a time–changed to a look of confusion. 

"Uh... actually, it would be the opposite direction. Are you sure you aren't turned 

around?" 

I stood up and went over to the wall that separated the pantry from the dining room, 

walked along it. "Here are the stairs," I said. "I come off the stairs and turn"—I turned to the 

right with an about-face—"there. And I am facing the entrance to the tunnel. Which I still 

haven't been in, by the way." 

"That's interesting. Very interesting!” He didn’t even hear my last. “The house... they 

give the street address in the article. Let me go look it up to be sure." He left and came back in a 



few minutes, walking slowly and flipping through a sheaf of papers. "I printed these out 

yesterday, just in case we came across something." He quickly scanned page after page, then 

re-scanned one page in particular. "The article says... it gives the address of the house of the 

missing person... my mistake! It IS on this side of the street… next door that way." He pointed 

out the window. 

* * * 

I wasn't in a big hurry to get back to the manacles downstairs. They didn’t feature in my 

fantasies, in this particular case they creeped me out. But the only way to the tunnel went past 

them. And this new information made the tunnel even more appealing.  

"How about you read over the article, see what else you come up with. And I’ll go take a 

quick look at the tunnel, see where it actually does go. I can't believe they would dig a tunnel 

under the driveway. There’s nothing to connect to there and that' a LOT of dirt to hide!" 

"Jim, be careful." He was serious."I can't hear all that well and if what you say is true, I'll 

not be able to hear a call for help in any case." He thought for a minute. "Cell phone?" He 

suggested. 

"Not that far underground. No signal, almost for sure."  

"Doubly careful then! That tunnel is almost a hundred years old and certainly not 

maintained on this end. I don't know what’s on the other side.  

"Gotcha boss. If I'm not back in half an hour, call 911. Let them earn their pay today." 

"Oh. Hadn't thought of that but that would work. I was trying to figure out how I would 

get down those steps myself." 

"That's why they get paid the big bucks. Anyhow, back in a flash." 

"Jim?" He fumbled in his pocket. "This might be silly but here." He handed me the ball of 

twine again. "In case... something. I don't know..." 



I smiled and took it from his hand. "Thanks." 

I ducked, slid and climbed down to the secret room again, flashlight in hand. I avoided 

looking the manacles and I stuck my nose in through the tunnel doorway. The air was still now, 

no breeze like earlier. Something to remember. I broke the door trying to open it: for once I was 

glad the noise wouldn’t be heard upstairs. I tied the twine John had given me to a piece of the 

wooden door and gave a tug. It held. And off I went, hunched over, to find out what was at the 

end of the tunnel. 

  



Chapter 4  

The tunnel was about three feet wide and four feet high in the middle—plenty of room 

to get through on hands and knees. If you were short, you might be able to walk through bent 

at the waist. The roof of the tunnel was arched and the roof and walls had been thickly coated 

with whitewashed. You know whitewash? My grandfather told me stories about it. It’s the lime 

and water ‘paint’ that Tom Sawyer was supposed to paint the fence with. When you paint it on 

earth, it bonds to the dirt and gives it a crust that, aside from a little smudging, keeps you clean. 

As I crawled along on hands and knees, I couldn't tell what the tunnel floor was made of. Too 

much of the whitewash had flaked off onto it. 

All the time I was crawling, I was also sniffing for the smell of sewer gas or something 

that might knock me out or flat out kill me. I kicked myself for not bringing my ‘sniffer kit' with 

me, the chemical set that would tell me for sure what was in this air. I know better than to go 

into a closed up underground space without testing. I didn’t smell anything but a mixture of 

damp earth and fresh air but I know too well that there are odorless gasses that can do you in.  

All this was on my mind while making sure I didn’t put a knee on John’s string and break 

it. Oh, and listening. It's a scary thought to know that at any minute tons of earth could 

suddenly drop down on you and pin you flat on your belly, face down in the dirt, no air to 

breathe and no way to get free, choking on a mouthful of chalky earth. Just a thought.  

It was that thought that almost made me freeze, and I turned my head to get a glimpse 

of the room behind me. In the process, I brushed the side of the tunnel with my head and 

knocked a bunch loose whitewash into my eyes and mouth. My hands were already dirty from 

crawling and I didn’t want to wipe with them. "Thanks," I muttered to myself, "just the 

encouragement I need!" But as I held still, the whole thing did not collapse and the air was still 

fresh if not moving. So I began to crawl ahead again. I made a mental measure based on my 

backward glance and figured I should be somewhere in the middle of the driveway by now, 

which meant... Hmmmm. Which meant I had no idea how far the other house might be because 

I hadn’t stopped to estimate how far the other house was from the driveway! Damn me! I was 



in too big a hurry to get here and now I had no idea how far I had to go! I shined the beam of 

the flashlight ahead, but it revealed nothing distinct, no end wall that I could make out, not 

even a turn in the tunnel. I started to turn around and go get the information and the sniffer, 

and whatever else I actually needed for this little trip. I say I started to. With a thrill of fear, I 

realized I couldn't. The tunnel wasn’t wide enough. 

Anger and fear in a man’s mind can drive him to do strange things. Being a man and 

being angry with myself for forgetting so much, and feeling some fear about the consequences, 

I made a decision. I decided that, having made this many mistakes, I might just as well keep 

going and see what happens. Away I crawled, a little faster than before. About a year later– ok 

well, maybe three minutes in real time, anywhere but inside that tunnel– the beam of the 

flashlight showed something other than darkness up ahead. As I crawled closer, I could feel air 

moving on my face. The slight breeze–just a puff now and then– smelled like a mix of moist, 

moldy basement and the fresh outdoor odor of ozone. Good, I thought. There is some kind of 

outlet here, maybe enough to turn around in. I had apparently reached the end of the tunnel. 

I stretched out a hand: ahead of me was a door (or wall?) of narrow vertical boards held 

together with a couple of horizontal boards. The vertical boards had narrow spaces between 

them, letting the air through. It was whitewashed like the walls, with most of it flaked off. It 

didn’t move when I pushed it. I shined he flashlight around the edges of it: a rough frame 

surrounded it with no hinges or latch showing. Or was there? To the left, about half way up was 

a hole in the board with a piece of string coming through—a latch string? How quaint. Or 

normal for back then–maybe another clue to the tunnel's age? If it was a latchstring, the other 

end should be looped around the latch and pulling on the string should lift the latch, let the 

door open and get me out of this too-small space. I pulled the string.  

It broke, of course. Left me with a piece of rotten string in my hand and still no way to 

turn around. I lay down on my belly, head on my hands, to rest for a minute, and think. If the 

string was out, that meant something. If the string was rotten, that too meant something. If the 

door was closed but I could smell fresh air and basement type air, that also meant something. 

Put them all together now, I thought. What do you come up with, and what do you do next? I 



reached out and gave the door another push. Nothing happened. I pushed it again, harder. It 

moved a little. Not much. Hmmm. Once more, this time I thumped it as hard as I could with the 

palm of my hand. It gave a dull thud but no more movement. So, the latch was tight and not 

going to give way like the string did. It might give in to more pounding but that wasn't 

something I was ready to try: it was probably a door into someone’s basement. Someone I 

didn’t know. Someone who probably had no idea a tunnel opened into their basement. What if 

it was another secret room, in the other house? I thought about putting my eye to the latch 

string hole, but I didn't see any light coming through and it would mean shoving my head 

against the whitewash, knocking more of it loose. Yeah, not today. Alright then... I waited for 

another idea. But the urge to just get out dominated my mind. OK, then, just… reverse engines 

and crawl back. Looking at my watch, it had been about ten minutes. John would be getting 

anxious and neither one of us could hear the other guy if anything went wrong.  

But, what else could go wrong? 

  



Chapter 5 

I crawled backward to the secret room. Twice I ran into the wall and each time received 

a shower of white flakes and an ugly thrill in my gut. It wasn’t until I emerged into the room 

that I realized how dark and small the tunnel was and how relieved I was to be out of it. I was 

about to call out to John but heard his voice at the top of the stairs.  

"Jim? Can you hear me? Jim!" 

I went over to the bottom of the stairs and looked up. There, pale and shaking was my 

friend John: he had managed to squeeze his ample body through the short doorway, stand up 

with his cheek against the wall and slide along the narrower-than-him passageway to the top of 

the steps. I have never seen anyone so relieved to see my face! 

"John!" I was almost speechless. "What...?! Man, wait there, I’m coming up. I just got 

back." 

"Well good. I was worried..." 

"I see!" 

"Yes, well...But I'm afraid we now have another problem."  

"What's that?" 

"Getting us both out of here." 

In his concern for me, John had braved the too-small door and the too-small 

passageway to come rescue me. But John was claustrophobic— big time claustrophobic and I 

knew it. We had talked about how we both handle it, for me in reference to some of my own 

stories of plumbing in too-narrow spaces and for him, from some horrific events in his abusive 

childhood. But now that I was safe, he had no reason to be doing what he was doing. And he 

was having a panic attack. 



 I could see his thinking on his face: neither of us could get out unless he could, and he 

was suddenly convinced he couldn’t. 

"No sweat, man." I was trying to think of an alternate plan if necessary, but like earlier, 

nothing came to mind. "You just slide back the way you came, til you get to the doorway. That's 

the first step. We can only do one thing at a time." 

He began to slide back toward the door. 

"That's what I did coming back through the tunnel: just one thing at a time. Not that 

hard to do," I said. 

He tried to smile and shuffled his feet backward, eyes fixed on me. He was fine until he 

unexpectedly ran into the end of the passage wall behind him. I had followed him and was 

about three feet away when I saw the look. Sudden fear. Hopelessness. He froze. In his mind, 

this was The End. He was trapped with no way out. He looked at me with huge eyes, sweat 

pouring down his face, his back to the short doorway. His shirt was already soaked. "Now 

what?" he asked. 

"I want you to pretend you dropped your glasses and you have to pick them up." 

"I don't understand. What do you mean? I have my glasses." He felt his face, felt the 

sweat running down it. He was very, very close to losing it. 

"Slow down, John. Breathe deep, three times. Start NOW!" 

"Jim what are you talking about?!"  

"BREATHE, Dammit! Breathe DEEP! One! Breathe in! Two! Exhale!" I had come close to 

having claustrophobia attacks myself in situations where I'd gotten myself stuck under houses 

or up under the eaves in old attics. You try to fit where you can't, you get stuck, and then you 

have to figure out, alone, some way to get out. I knew it was hard to think straight and wasn't 

even sure yelling would get through to him. But that was all I had. 



"AGAIN! BREATHE IN!" It worked. The look of panic lessened and he was getting control 

back. "Now, keep your face to me, and bend your knees toward me and slide down the wall. 

Squat down as if you dropped your glasses, as if you were getting down on the floor to look for 

them.” He looked at me, face still blank.  

“Just squat down, no hands. Keep your hands by your sides. You couldn't fall if you 

wanted to with that belly!" 

At that, he grinned and made an obscene gesture with the hand that was on my side. I 

grinned back. He was present again. Good sign. By now, sweat was pouring off both of us. He 

twisted his hips, bent his knees and slid down. As his did, his feet popped out through the door, 

he put his hands on the floor.  

"Now stick your legs back through the door and crawl backward. Good! That’s one. Now 

the other. OK now back your butt out, if it will fit!" 

"That's not very nice of you to say, Jim. I got it in here you know!" 

"Yeah but you were coming after me. That's some motivation."  

"You have a high opinion of your own worth." 

"You betcha. Somebody around here has to." 

"Well if I get out of this, maybe my opinion of you goes up a notch." 

"Whatever dude. Just back out and see if you can stand up after all this. I wanna get out 

of here too!" 

He did, and he could, and he wobbled to the nearest chair in the dining room. He asked 

for a glass of water, which I got him. The episode convinced me that doorway had to be 

changed to full height for the safety of all involved. And besides, if I was going to do any real 

work in that room I needed a better way in and out. We would either have to find a way in 

through the stone wall of the basement or cut this door to a useable height. 



The other thing was the door at the end of the tunnel. I was about to quiz John about his 

neighbors and their possibly agreeing to let me inspect their basement, when my cell phone 

rang. I knew by the tune it was Sherri. Sherri Moore is a good-looking blonde, nice figure, and a 

great dresser. All-round nice girl, don't get me wrong. But when a divorced 30-something legal 

secretary makes it her life's work to make sure you stay safe–because she has designs on you–

‘nice' doesn't quite work. The weird thing is that she always seems to know when in am in 

trouble, or need something. So why was I so surprised at her call? Heck, I dunno. Should have 

expected one in the tunnel. Somehow she always gets through.  

"Hey Sweetie! Where were you? I had a feeling I should call. And I got your voicemail. 

How come you didn't pick up? Something wrong?" 

"Hi, Sherri. Yeah, I was under the house and a Dirt Monster had a hold of me by 

the...uh... ankle. Couldn't get to the phone."  

"What? Really?" Yes, she’s a blonde. Not too blonde, but still a blonde. 

"Yep. Barely got away with my life. Look, I'm still on the job, so... can I call you back 

later?" 

"You never do! Tell me now, what really happened? You were stuck under there, 

weren't you! I could feel it!" She’s not a dumb blonde. And as usual, she knew. 

"Not exactly. I got out fine, not even a scratch on my ankle. Might need to wash my 

hammer, though. Dirt Monster blood is corrosive. Talk to ya later." I hung up. She would call 

back in about 5 minutes and ask about the hammer. Bet. 

"Jim, do you always talk that way to her?" 

"No, sometimes I'm mean. But as usual she was right on the money. She knew I was 

stuck. Well, almost stuck." 

"A good friend to have. Does she call like that often?" 



"Yep, every time. And she knows what's going on before she even asks. But I have a 

question for you." I wasn't about to go through the ‘you should marry her' routine. John is a 

devoted matchmaker.  

"What's that?" He smiled, and let the moment pass. 

"Who lives across the driveway from you and how upset would they be if I asked to 

inspect their basement?" 

"Well to the south of us..." 

"No, the ones across the driveway."I pointed out the window, past the jungle of 

houseplants that hung behind the memento-laden folding table. I had no idea where south was. 

"Them," I said. 

"Yes, the ones to the south." 

"Just making sure."  

"I don't know." 

"Y' know, …”I said.  

He began to smirk.  

“Some days you are less than helpful."  

The smirk widened to a quiet smile. 

"You didn't let me finish, John said. “I don't know them personally. What I do know 

about them is this: they are a young family, own the house, and have two young children, a 

clean, well-organized basement, and their parents visit often." 

"You know about their basement? You've been in it?"  



"‘In God We Trust' license plates,” he continued. “Green Bay Packers decorations, she 

stays home, does in-home child care, and as I said, both sets of parents visit frequently as do 

other siblings. But quietly. Not a noisy bunch like the ones to the North, who I suspect..." 

"Whoa! Stop! T.M.I." For not knowing them, John seemed to keep a pretty good eye on 

them.  

 "What's T.M.I.?" 

"Too much information. All I want to know is if they would let me inspect the basement. 

And what were you doing in their basement any way, if I may ask?" 

"I was down there with former tenants helping with plumbing. It used to be owned by 

nice older couple then a series of renters." 

"And none of them knew there was a tunnel between these two places?" 

"Seems not. Now the older couple..." 

"Wait! I might want to talk to them later but not ‘til we get in next door and see what's 

there." 

"Well, unfortunately, the present owners are out of town for the week. Summer 

vacation for them. Probably at her parents. They have a cottage on Lake Michigan." 

"How do you know that?" 

"The kids told me. I was on the front porch the other day and they..." 

I held up a hand. "Gotcha. Kids get excited and talk. Did they mention the secret passage 

way to your house?" 

"No." 

My phone rang again. It was Sheri. 

"Do you need another hammer? I can lend you one..." 



"Sherri. C'mon! I was joking. No monster blood on the hammer. Just spider guts. And 

turns out it wasn't even poisonous." 

"Ugh! Did you wash it off? I wondered what you meant by a dirt monster." 

I sighed. "I wiped it on my pants. I'll wash them tonight. Promise. " 

"Why did you call a spider..." 

"Love you sweetie. Got another call coming in. Call you tonight." And hung up. 

"You know Jim, you really ought to ..."  

The doorbell spared me the ‘need-to-marry-her/not-getting- any-younger/she'd-be-

good-for-you-lecture. I had been married once, a long time ago. And once, a long time ago was 

enough. I wasn’t interested in marriage at the moment. 

“You expecting company?” I asked. 

  



Chapter 6 

I watched John as he went to answer the door. He had recovered from his panic attack 

enough to function mentally, but as he made his way to the front door, I noticed he was limping 

more than usual. From the front hallway I heard the voice of John’s neighbor from across the 

street. As the two entered the dining room, I stood and gestured, offering her my chair.  

‘Hello, Miss Ginny!" The time I spent in the South taught me that any woman over 30 is 

a ‘Miss,’ regardless of her marital status. Mrs. Virginia Anne Richland technically was ‘single’: 

she was a widow of 20 years. Tall, slim, well-dressed and well-groomed, her subtle make-up 

complemented her bright blue eyes and perfect grey hair, but nothing covered the fundamental 

sadness of her personality. She beamed at the gesture. "Why, thank you Mr. Worthington! 

You're such a gentleman! And so few are today." She held out the plate of cookies. "Try one 

and tell me what you think? It's a new recipe." 

"Aren't these for John and Tim, though?" 

"Oh!"She turned to John, blushing. "Forgive me, John! Is it alright if I offer him one?" 

"Of course! I was just going to make some fresh coffee. Or is it tea, for you, Ginny?" 

"Oh, don't bother!" 

"Jim? Coffee?" 

"I could use another cup." 

"Virginia? I'm making it anyway. Would you like some?" 

"Oh, well, in that case... Why not?" 

I bent over to pull out the chair for her and a flurry of whitewash flakes fell from my 

head and shoulders. I looked down at myself and saw dirt stuck to the knees of my jeans and 

toes of my boots as well. Dirty tracks led to my chair from the hallway to the kitchen.  

"Oh! Mr. Worthington…!" 



I brushed the chips from the chair onto the floor."I'm sorry. I was on a break from 

working...in the cellar. " 

"Here let me get a broom and clean that up!" 

As she went towards the kitchen, I realized that the door to the passage was still open. I 

almost leaped in front of her.  

"No, that's fine. I'll get it! John! Where's your broom? In the pantry?" 

He didn't pick up on it. "Of course. Why?" 

"I just made a mess in the dining room. Paint chips all over the floor." 

"John," Miss Ginny chimed, "I'd be happy to sweep up the mess and let Mr. 

Worthington get back to work." She continued on toward the pantry. 

"If you insist, ma'am,” I butted in. “But please, let me at least get the broom. It's my 

mess, after all." 

"Why you are so sweet! Of course." 

I got the broom and quietly swung the secret door shut. This was one secret that 

needed no publicity from a gossip columnist in a small town. 

Yes, Mrs. Virginia Anne Richland kept a spotless house, a manicured lawn, a perfect 

hairdo and, for her age, a perfect figure. As a well-off widow, she had more time and more 

money to spend than almost anyone else in town. But this left her with very little to keep her 

busy. In other words, she needed some dirt in her life and was determined to get it from 

someone, somewhere. Her ‘digging' methods were not limited to cookies and calling. Prayer 

chains on the phone, campaigning, volunteering for various (but never sundry) causes, 

gardening in her front and side yard and going for brisk walks—all were suitable information-

gathering activities. And so as not to put all that work to waste, she wrote a weekly column for 

the local Freiburg newspaper, "News About Town". Yes, Miss Ginny wrote a gossip column. 



Now, I, for one, did not want news of a secret room with shackles in a friend's house to 

be spread all over town, even if it would be good advertizing for Worthington Plumbing and 

Repair. This could be a really bad thing for John's reputation, even if whatever happened in that 

secret room happened a hundred years ago–as I hoped they had! Church organists and Board 

Members like John and Tim do not publically own private dungeons. 

For you who live in big cities, maintaining a reputation might not be much of a job: stay 

away from the police station, shady bars and park your car in the garage. Nobody in a city 

knows anyone anyhow, the way I see it. Small towns are different. If your great grandfather was 

suddenly found out to have been a horse thief, it made a difference in how people look at you 

now, three generations later. And if you hold a public office or own a small business–and many 

in small towns do–it can be a long, long time before anyone will allow that you are not just like 

your grandfather and let it go. Maybe genetics matter more in small towns.  

Miss Ginny, being the lady she is, took the broom from me with a smile. But being the 

woman she was, she understood immediately that I was keeping something from her in that 

pantry. When the mess was swept she insisted on dumping the sweepings and returning the 

broom and dustpan to their proper place. "It's only right," she cooed, as she brushed past me to 

the kitchen and then the pantry.  

And I let her. Not because I had closed the door: my dirty tracks led right to it. It wasn’t 

the dirt; it was something about Miss Ginny. The problem with women who won't admit they 

need glasses is that they miss important details. Miss Ginny needed corrective lenses on at all 

times. According to John, her optometrist had warned her about that every visit for the last 

nine years. But the only time she actually wore the glasses that hung on the golden chain 

around her neck was when she held them up to her eyes to read something. And there was no 

polite way to ‘read something' in John's pantry without looking like she was nosey. And she 

wasn't about to look nosey. So when she peered into the nearly empty pantry, she saw my tool 

bag and some of the broken shelves on the floor. 

As she returned the broom to the pantry, she stuck her neck out and peered around. 



"Oh!... Is this where you are working, Mr. Worthington?" She looked up from the pantry 

floor and smiled brightly at me. I had followed her to the pantry doorway.  

"Yes, ma'am. Looking to update the pantry." 

"Well, my goodness! How did you get such earthy dirt on your knees in here? John?" 

She turned to him where he stood in the kitchen, "Did he get that mud off your pantry floor? 

Was it in that much need of cleaning? You know I have volunteered to come help you with 

housework." She laughed a wicked laugh. "I know that sometimes your knee bothers." She 

looked back at me, and then again to John with the sharp eyes of a hungry wolf sensing blood.  

"Where did all that dirt come from, John?" she asked after a pause. 

"I have no idea where Jim gets his dirt from." And holding very still, he smiled, that mild 

smile of his that doesn't part his lips.  

  



Chapter 7 

Miss Ginny stopped for a moment, stunned, and began to blush. Crimson deep as an 

Indiana summer sunset rose from her neck, lit up her cheeks and ended in a sparkle of 

perspiration on her forehead.  

"I.. .uh.... " and she turned to me. "Well?" 

The Yankee in me was very tempted to tell her it was my private dirt, but the southern 

gentleman won out: I told a lie. 

"John, I forgot to tell you. While I was taking one of the shelves out, I knocked over a 

plant." I nodded to the banquet table in the dining room. "The pot broke. I cleaned up the mess 

and I took what was left out back. I'm sorry I forgot to tell you. Guess I got my knees in it while I 

was cleaning up." 

If her blush got any deeper, I think Miss Ginny would have turned purple. She looked 

between us and without another word, walked out into the hall. As she pulled open the front 

door, we heard her pause, but she said nothing. And then the door slammed loud enough to 

almost break the glass. We both burst out laughing so loud no doubt she heard us. 

"You did NOT say what you said!" I finally choked out to John. "You are going to be so 

very, very sorry!" 

"I told the truth, didn't I?"  

"Better!" 

For another five minutes John and I would look at each other and start chuckling again. 

"What do you suppose she'll do? You know this can't go unpunished!" 

"Oh, I don't know. But I'm sure the punishment will fit the crime." John was not what 

you call aggressive, but catch him in the right mood, you couldn't exactly call him ‘passive' 

either.  



“Did I mention that she is under some... shall we say stress?” he asked. 

“What do you mean?” 

“It’s a long, somewhat complicated story, but suffice to say, she is having some family 

troubles—things from the past coming back to bother her.”  

“Is this the kid you were talking about a couple of weeks ago?” 

“Well, actually, yes.” John almost blushed. He was a master at ‘confidentiality’ due to his 

past and his work, and I seldom figured out these kinds of connections. “I helped her find a 

young relative of hers, and was at their initial meeting just to be sure it went... somewhat 

smoothly.” 

“Not so smooth now?” 

“Apparently she is not used to keeping company with his….type. He is staying in the area 

though.” 

John loves to fix difficult relationships. Maybe it keeps his mind off his own stuff. I prefer 

plumbing to people most of the time. It’s just easier.  

"Well, I better get back to work." I hesitated then. "Uh, actually, what do you want me 

to do? I can finish tearing out the old shelves and maybe look for another way into that secret 

room in the main part of the cellar?"  

"That sounds good. And it will give Tim and I time to settle what actually will get done in 

the end."  

For all these two were ‘a little nuts' in a lot of way, they had been steady customers and 

friends for a long time. It was their house–and friendship–that had gotten me through some 

very lean times in my first years here, and I appreciated it. I wasn't going to try to force work on 

them now. But I had a gut feeling that this room and tunnel were not just about Tim and John. 

Or even me and my business. And it wasn't a good feeling either. 



I got the rest of the shelves out of the pantry and out the back door. Without really 

knocking over a plant. I did knock a pot off the stove trying to get one long board out the back 

door, but nothing broke. After cleaning up in the pantry a little, I took the regular stairs down to 

the basement to see what I could find. I had been down there plenty of times before. When 

John and Tim bought it, the house had been subdivided into three apartments, two upstairs 

and one down. They decided to ‘turn it back' into a single family. The process of re-doing the 

water and gas lines had been a nightmare–what to take out, what to leave. Nothing was labeled 

and all were old and ready to snap if you bumped them too hard. A few did and I scrambled to 

shut the water off more than once. So I thought I knew their basement. 

I walked the length of the basement and couldn't find anything in the stone wall on that 

side of the house that looked as if it had been changed or repaired. While I was down there I 

checked the kitchen floor joists again. Two were cracked, another one was completely broken. 

No wonder the floor creaked and sloped. The joists were on the original list to get fixed, and 

would take maybe half a day if I was allowed to do it my way. But Tim would want each of them 

fully replaced, not just ‘doubled up'. His way would mean go rent jacks and stands to hold the 

floor while I removed the old ones and replaced them with new ones. It would likely take two 

full days. But, on the other hand, it's nice to do a restoration kind of good job, not just the 

faster, cheaper kind. 

When I returned to the cluttered dining room John had papers all over the dining room 

table.  

"Aren't you supposed to be typing up a report or something?" I asked him.  

"Get yourself a cup of coffee and come look at these. This isn't the original house on this 

lot." 

"What!?" The coffee could wait. 

"I had forgotten these. They're called Sanborn Maps. They show what house stood 

where in the city and shows the basic outline of the house, what it was made of and how close 

to the surrounding buildings." 



“Never heard of them.” 

“They were for fire insurance purposes, back –oh, in the first third of the century, 

roughly. I use them sometimes in my genealogy work. Actually the detail is impressive.” 

“As in, maybe tell us what that room is doing there?” 

“Not the why, but maybe the when. That is," he paused and looked up, "maybe answer 

the question, was it part of this house or maybe part of the one that sat here originally."  

"Uh, I think the carpenters building a house might notice a basement room with no 

access..." 

"Without a stairwell, none of the basement rooms have access, Jim. Think about it."  

"What? Sure they do!"  

"Not unless the stairwell and stairs are built." 

"Well, who would be that stupid?" 

"There have been such things happen, plenty of times, over the years. Remember the 

closet we found up stairs? No door into it, with the clothes still in it." 

“That's different, it was a remodel.” But I saw he was right. 

“Actually, it's exactly the same. The important part is what the Sanborn says about the 

previous house. And I don't seem to find any information on that house in this bunch of 

papers," he said as he shuffled through the pile of loose maps and printed web pages.  

"And that might explain the room?" 

"It might. As I said, my uncle was not an innocent lamb by the standards of his day but a 

dungeon... not likely. Of course, it might have been built for another purpose and ‘remodeled'." 

"So, what do we do?" 



"I need to find that map! But, first, how did your survey go? Anything new?" 

"Nope. Been through your basement before, with the first remodel—" 

John nodded. For all their income, they had asked for a payment plan on that one. 

"—and there was nothing then. I checked again, but I just don't see anything there, no 

repairs, no patches. All I can think of is if someone redid the whole wall, just to keep it secret. 

But you are talking a hell of a lot of money there, and... I dunno... it just looks original. They'd 

have to redo the whole foundation all the way around the house—and just to hide a door?" 

"I agree that would be extreme, even back then when things were cheaper." 

"So,... what next?" 

"I will try to hunt down an older Sanborn, see if the older house was shaped a little 

different or what. Maybe find out what happened to it, just out of curiosity." 

"If it burned, they might have had to re-do the whole foundation," I offered. 

"True." He was getting lost in his papers again, drifting from ‘here' to ‘la la land', as I 

called it. 

"Anyhow, I need to go home and have some supper,” I said.  

“I'll call in the morning to tell you what the decision is, if we come to one that quickly.” 

 

* * * 

...from “News About Town” a weekly column by Virginia Richland 

“And a final, more personal note, how very nice it is when you see some of our older, 

more historic homes being renovated without being ravaged. Imagine watching a Victorian Lady 

being brought back to her former glory after having to watch year after year as she settled into 

a somewhat seedy middle age. So it is in my neighborhood, on my very own street. I have the 



pleasure of watching as the house across the street (well, almost across the street) is slowly and 

lovingly being restored from the inside out. Congratulations, thanks and cudos to the lucky 

couple who own it!” 

  



Chapter 8 

The drive home was slower than usual: I was stuck behind the school bus. I have to 

admit I enjoyed seeing the kids running from the bus to the house, or stopping to shout back at 

a friend still on the bus. Yes, I've hear the horror stories about ‘having kids’, but I don't believe 

that's the whole story, any more than the stories of ‘perfect children'. After all, I remember 

growing up, and I was both, depending on when you took the picture. Or who was taking the 

picture. I would like kids of my own again, some day. I say kids in the plural. I had a little girl... 

but that's a old story for another time.   

When I got home, I was greeted by the regular crowd. Home, for me, is my five acres 

called "Paradise Hollow". It’s three miles east of town with a meadow, a small creek and a two 

acre woodlot. There's the house, a couple of small outbuildings and a small barn with a new 

metal roof. I’m pretty proud of the roof—cost me a pretty penny, but it's guaranteed to out-last 

the barn itself. The barn houses a half dozen chickens, a loud-mouth rooster, and a large stall 

for two milk goats, Snowflake and Grumpy. Oh, and an indeterminate number of cats and 

kittens, and my faithful pooch, Ralph. He's been with me since I got to Freiburg five years ago. 

Best dog I've ever had, always there for you, always hungry. He was first to the truck, got first 

licks in. And received first pets.  

For me, this is family. 

The rest of the Hollow consists of a two garage that actually holds two vehicles—my 

work truck and an old Jeep I keep around mostly for fun. The house is a nineteen twenty's 

bungalow, built when materials were cheap and labor was almost free. A farmhouse in every 

sense of the word: two small bedrooms (one for an office/spare room) and a small bathroom. 

The rest— about half the square footage of the house—is a huge eat-in, sit in, live-in kitchen. 

Or maybe it's a huge living room with a small kitchen built in next to the fire place that takes up 

that end of the room. Yeah, that's more accurate. I cook some, but Sherri uses the kitchen more 

than I do. Microwave works good, and I have a built-in gas grill for beef. There is only one right 

way to cook beef and that is the way I do it. 



There were three messages on the answering machine. I learned a long time ago not to 

take all my calls on the cell, especially for new jobs. I couldn't do anything about them when I 

was already on another job and the interruptions made everything take just that much longer. 

The recording gave my cell "for emergencies only," and most people were considerate enough 

to oblige. I returned the calls, scheduled one for an estimate the next morning, a leaking 

outdoor faucet. No telling what that could involve–anything from replace a washer in ten 

minutes to dig up the pipe and replace the piping from the curb to the house over the space of 

two or three days. The other was a drain that was clogged almost to a full stop. I called them 

back, asked if they wanted to pay extra to have it done today or wait til tomorrow morning. 

They agreed to wait. I long ago found that saving money was almost always the way people 

would go when it came to drains, unless it's a holiday or special occasion. I personally don't care 

very much either way, but when it interferes with my supper—and theirs—it costs more. And 

there are other plumbers in town. So I offer them a choice. The third one was from John. As 

usual, he didn’t say what the call was about. 

I called him back and got his answering machine. I let him know I would not be over 

tomorrow til the afternoon. My guess was that he and Tim had talked about the job, but hadn't 

settled anything yet. When he heard I would be busy for most of the day he would be glad: It 

would be less pressure on Tim. Tim was a real good guy until you tried to hurry him. Then he 

reacted like a cornered animal. 

Now it was time for supper. Beef, of course: my favorite in spite of the doctor's 

suggestion that I lighten up on it. My blood work always came back ‘slightly high', but it has 

every year for I can't remember how long. Yes, I get regular check-ups thanks. This body is the 

most important tool I own and I pay way too much for insurance not to use it. And the doc is a 

good customer of mine. Back to supper. Beef, broccoli and ... bread. That would work. Toast the 

bread. Coffee and then on to the old bills and miscellaneous paperwork that goes with small 

business ownership. I made sure there was some left over beef for Ralph. 

* * * 



The next day was easy as my days go. The drain was a fast job, the leaky outdoor faucet 

was a pipe that cracked from frost last winter, but it wasn't as bad as it could have been. It 

required replacing just the one small piece of pipe that came up from below the frost line. 

Some digging but overall not too hard to deal with. Gave them a price, told them I could do it 

today, if they wanted. They agreed, and I spent the rest of the day there. Back home, evening 

chores and a cold beef sandwich made a satisfying day. No messages, so I tomorrow I would 

probably be able to get some wood cut from the acre of trees on the far side of the property. It 

was a great setup I had, and I knew it. No word from John, so I assumed he and Tim were still 

discussing or else John had gotten caught up in his research. He loved finding out neat stuff 

about old things. His grant writing and genealogy "business" fit him very well and he was good 

at both.  

Next morning broke sunny and cool. The wood cutting trip began right after breakfast 

and took most of the morning. Rode out to the woodlot in the Jeep, expecting to bring some 

back with me. I busied myself cutting three trees I had marked previously for harvest. Once 

they were down I'd ‘chunk' them up and leave them to dry. The fireplace heated most of the 

house most of the winter. 

I got two of the trees down, had cut a few of the biggest limbs off, and was about to 

drop the third tree. It was almost time for some late lunch. Then, over the noise and smell of 

the chainsaw, the smell of smoke caught my attention. There aren't many other people living 

out this way—the area is a little swampy and there are better, cheaper places to build. I was 

about to ignore it. Who cared if some kid was cooking his lunch on a campfire? The wind wasn't 

high and there had been a good soaking rain a few days ago. I’d heard a few shots, too, so 

maybe a hunter making a day of it.  

But out of habit I looked back at the house. The brush is pretty thick along the edge of 

the woods and I keep the trees thinned out enough that there is always a pretty good growth of 

underbrush. Made for good small game hunting and lots of blackberries. I had to walk out to 

the Jeep at the edge of the woods before I could see anything. I looked towards the house and 

saw the back side of my barn completely engulfed in flames, crackling and popping like only old, 



dry barn siding can. My lone rooster was crowing in alarm and one of the goats was bleating in 

a frenzy. And then I hear the siren scream of the fire truck on its way. 

  



Chapter 9 

I jumped into the Jeep and took off, almost flipping it as I crossed the shallow ditch from 

the meadow onto the yard. The fire truck had already arrived and they were reeling hoses out. I 

saw a familiar car in the circular driveway. It belonged to my housekeeper. Maria Garcia comes 

out from town once a week and cleans up the worst of my mess, does the dishes and floors, 

dusts and such. It keeps Sherri happy—she doesn't have to do the work (she used to; not gonna 

talk about that argument!) or worry that I will get sick from eating off dirty dishes or trip and 

fall over dirty laundry. Yes, she’s blonde.  

As I jumped out of the Jeep, Maria ran over to me, hysterical. From what I could make 

out between sobs, she had come to clean, when she heard the sound of the fire and called 911. 

"It was ... a whoosh... .and then..." She began to cry again. 

"Maria, was there anyone around? Did you see anything before that? Any cars or any 

people? " 

"Oh.... uh..... Yes! Yes! There was a truck parked just down the road. I didn't see a driver 

though. It might have been a hunter, though. I... I heard some guns... shooting... before..." She 

lost control again. 

"Maria! Do you remember anything about it? What make, or what color?"  

"Red! It was red, like my husband's truck!” she choked out. “I thought for a minute…” 

She choked again. Then through her tears she smiled, “At first I thought it was him, mi corazon, 

but I didn’t see anyone in it. And then I saw it was not his truck." 

At that point, the Fire Chief came up, asked if I knew who owned the place and were 

there any people in the barn. 

"I do. And there better not be anybody in my barn," I said. The anger in my voice scared 

Maria even more. "Maria here says she saw a red pickup truck parked down the road when she 

arrived. The fire broke out soon after that." 



 "Alright. We'll follow up when we get this under control." And he was gone, shouting 

directions to his men. 

I helped Maria to her car, told she could stay or go home, that I would pay her for the 

day either way. She was so shook up, she just broke down then and sobbed. About five minutes 

later Sherri showed up. She was in almost the same shape as Maria. 

"Jim! Are you alright? I had this feeling something horrible had happened to you, and 

you didn’t answer your phone!" Her eyes were red and her makeup was streaking down her 

face. 

"I’m alright, but the barn is not looking too good. And I haven't seen any of the animals." 

"Oh no!" As we talked, there was a huge crash, and one side of the barn collapsed 

outwardly. The roof–my new metal roof–twisted and pulled with it and several strips peeled 

off, flying like stiff paper in the scorching updraft of the flames. 

"Maria says she saw a pickup on the side of the road a little ways away. Did you notice 

one? It was red, she said." 

"I don't remember. But I don't think so." 

"I'm thinking this must have been set. I can't for the life of me see how else it could have 

started. There's no electric in the building."  

Sherri said nothing, clinging to me and shivering. "Maybe some paint or something?" 

"Nope. Keep that in the garage on purpose. I can replace a vehicle easier than those 

animals. And a lot less no heartache. And my damn roof!" 

At that point, Snowflake walked around from the far side of the house. Both goats were 

in the pasture when I left. She was looking very nervous and came over to me, looking for a 

treat. 



"Hey momma! Where's your hubby?" She bleated and nervously stepped back from my 

outstretched hand. I took a step towards her and without a sound she whirled on her back feet 

and trotted around to the side of the house farthest from the barn. On a hunch I followed her, 

Sherri stumbling along beside me. Sherri was now crying softly. Around the corner I saw 

Snowflake still moving, heading toward the back of the house. 

Another crash, followed by a roar of crackling and popping. As we rounded the back 

corner of the house, we saw two things. First, my barn now had no front. It had collapsed, the 

beams holding it to the remaining side of the structure had given way. Flames roared up from 

the fresh wreckage. It was only a matter of time now that the whole thing would collapse, a 

total loss.  

The second thing we saw was my goat Grumpy. He was lying on his side on the steps 

that led to the deck that opened off the kitchen.  

"Grumpy!" No response. "Hey boy!" Still no response. 

I walked over to him and knelt down. There was a bullet hole in his shoulder and a dark 

pool of blood stained the bottom step.  

* * * 

John was having the time of his life. Before him lay a library table covered with open 

ledgers, maps and court record books. And he was finding some extremely interesting things. 

His uncle's house had indeed been built on the foundation of a previous house. The original had 

burned to the ground and his uncle bought the lot to build his own stylish new house. The 

house next to it, the house to the south as John referred to it, had sustained significant damage 

but it had been repaired and significantly remodeled. 

Across the street from the court house, at the county library, he had already made 

copies of several newspaper articles of the same year: the fire was recorded but there was 

more: the owner of the surviving house to the south was being investigated for possible arson. 

There was no follow-up story to confirm or deny what the investigation turned up. Now, at the 



courthouse, he looked for any investigation or judgment regarding the fire, but came up empty. 

Another odd thing, the house owner was named but it wasn't a familiar local one. John had 

done enough genealogy for locals, and had gotten to know all the most familiar family names. 

For him, it was one more mystery to find the answer to. While he was there, he wrote down 

names of the owners of both houses, before the fire and after, and pondered if it was worth 

going through the abstracts of the two deeds, just to find out what else there was. He knew the 

process. He had done that for a living at one point.  

In the end, he decided not to, for now. But he kept his notes on what he found and 

where he found it, for future reference. He went back over to the library and looked up the 

Sandborn maps for the ‘old’ and ‘new’ houses, including the ones nearby. It might be the case 

that a relative had bought one of the places, and gifted it. If the one odd name turned up there, 

he could get the abstracts. 

As he stood up from the Sandborns, a slender, middle-aged woman came over to him. 

She was medium height, wearing a nondescript dress and thin white cardigan. Her gray hair was 

pulled into a bun on the very top of her head. She looked the very image of a spinster. 

"Are you finished for today, sir?" 

"I think I am...Dorothy." He hesitated at her name, checking his memory against her 

name tag pinned neatly on her blouse. "Thank you very much for your help."  

"Will you be back tomorrow? That is, shall I re-shelve the books or put them aside until 

then?" 

"Oh, no. Again, I appreciate all your help. But if I need anything else, it will be probably 

next week or later." 

"Very well, then. You have a pleasant day!" 

As he left the smile was replaced with a slight frown on her red lipsticked lips. And he 

just walks away smiling, leaving the mess for someone else to clean up.she thought. With a sigh 

Dorothy closed the books, arranged and sorted them. The thought occurred to her that if he 



didn't leave the mess, I wouldn't have a job. With that, she sighed again and continued her 

work. As she went to close one of the oversized reference books, a name caught her eye. It was 

a reprint of a newspaper notice, some kind of court proceedings, but it had someone with the 

maiden name of her best friend Virginia on it. She normally didn't, but this time, she sat down 

for a moment and read the piece. According to the ‘whereuntofors’, her friend's relative way 

back when—back when Virginia was a little girl, probably—was buying a house for someone by 

a name she didn't recognize as local. Hmph. Not very interesting. Why would he want to know 

about this? And he was actually excited about it? She made a mental note to ask her friend 

Glenda about this mystery person.  

During decent weather Dorothy made a habit of walking to work and home with Glenda 

for company and security. "A good-looking widow these days can't be too cautious," they would 

say to each other, and then giggle. Glenda Jurado worked across the street from the library, at 

the County Court House, as a clerk. On their way home, Dorothy mentioned the man and the 

article to her. 

"Funny you should mention it. I think the same man came across and looked at the 

court records for that year. Wonder what the big draw is there." 

"Won't Virginia be surprised when we tell her what we found?" 

"Did you actually read about it?" The librarian spoke in a shocked voice. 

"Well of course! It's public information. And you know she would, if it was you or I. And 

besides, maybe she can use it in her column!"  

They looked at each other and giggled at the thought. 

  



Chapter 10 

 “Did you start that barn fire?” Virginia was furious. 

“Yeah.” The voice on the phone was sullen, tense, young.  

Silence. Then, “You stupid fool! I know that man! You promised me you wouldn’t do 

anymore of that. What’s wrong with you?” 

“I was bored...” 

"You were WHAT?! I know that man! He’s James Worthington, a plumber who has done 

work for me. In fact he’s working on the house across the street!” She paused. “Do you want to 

go back where you came from? Do I need to notify the authorities?! If that‘s your excuse for 

destroying other people’s property, that you are ‘bored’, I can arrange for you to be taken away 

and never come back! I don’t need trouble like you in my life.”  

Silence. 

She waited, then, “Are you are sure no one saw you?" The tone of the question bordered 

on paranoia. 

"Who is there to see anyone that far out of town?" 

"When I ask you a question, I expect an answer not a question back!" 

"I am sure no one saw me," he stated in a flat voice. 

"Good. I will call you in two days. Until then, try to stay out of trouble." 

"What do I do for money until then?" 

"You have a credit card. Use it." 

"Hey, that's not the deal!" 



"It will have to do for now. You have a card with enough room on it to keep you longer 

than two days. I'm not made of money and you have used enough of it for now." 

"I was thinking of staying at the Boat Casino. Sort of lay low there." 

"Do what you want, but there's no more money until next month." 

"Next month?! But you said..." 

"That's a week away. Make it last." The phone went dead. 

He swore out loud as he slammed a muscular fist on the seat beside him, cracking the 

cheap cell phone. He swore again and hit the steering wheel. He was already out of money. 

* * * 

...from “News About Town” a weekly column by Virginia Richland 

“In closing, I just wanted to mention something that has been in my mind for quite a while. It 

was brought to my attention by a friend that we are indeed a product of our past. Our ‘today’ is 

a sum total of all our past days. I am not sure I like that idea, to be honest, knowing some of my 

own past! But by this, let me encourage you to make your day today–and every day this week–

a day that you don’t mind having to deal with in the future. Because what we are now is very 

much influenced by who we have been in the past.  

And that means that our future is in our hands–today! God Bless!” 

* * * 

"Richland residence, Virginia speaking." 

"Ginny? This is Dorothy . How are you today?" 

"Oh, Dorothy! Fine, thanks. And you?" 

"Fine. Just fine. I saw something odd at the library today, and wanted to tell you about." 



Pause. 

"You still there?" 

"Oh." Another pause. "Yes, sorry. I thought I heard a noise in the back. Must be one of 

those stray cats." 

Well, I was saying, I saw something interesting today at the library. There was a man 

looking over all the old newspapers. Said it had to do with some real estate. But I think it was 

something else, something to do with genealogy and your family!" 

Another pause. 

"Really?" 

"Ginny are you alright? You want me to come over?" 

"No, no! I... I thought I heard it again. Getting old, I guess. Anyway, did he find anything 

interesting? I never really looked." She laughed, but it sounded nervous and forced even to 

herself. She began to wonder... did she take her pill this morning? 

"Well, that was the interesting part!” Dorothy was relishing the role of news-bearer. “He 

was looking for information about your grandfather, it turns out. And oh, boy! Did he find 

some!" Her voice  

“Oh?” Ginny was becoming more agitated by the second. She couldn’t remember if she 

had taken that pill or not, and it was really bothering her now. 

“Well, he was mayor, way back in the early 1930's, you know? And he...well, he 

disappeared. Left a letter on his desk and was never heard from again!” 

“I know that Dorothy: he was my grandfather. But... why was this so interesting?” 

“Well... that's kind of unusual.” 



“He was my grandfather,” Ginny repeated. “I used to visit him when I was a little girl. He 

was a good man.” Virginia was sure now she hadn’t taken her pill and needed to get off the 

phone and go take it. “I still miss him.” 

“Oh. Well, no one said he wasn't a good man. It was just...kind of odd, how he left 

office. You know: so abruptly and all and no one knowing where he really went or why.” 

Dorothy was a little crestfallen. “But, anyhow... I thought I would give you a call and let you 

know.”  

In her kindest, sweetest voice she added, “Maybe you could ask the man yourself what 

he was up to. He lives just catty corner across the street from you." Dorothy waited for the 

response, grinning to herself, holding her breath.  

"John?! John Green?" 

“The one and only!” 

* * * 

The barn was gone. In its place stood a smoking eight foot high heap of charred timbers 

and twisted sheet metal roofing. It lay atop a jumbled pile of smoldering , charred hay bales. 

The house hadn't totally escaped damage either. The vinyl siding that faced the barn was 

melted and sagging. The window frames were charred. The garage had escaped only with a 

constant stream of water from a hose dedicated to it. It was one of few times that I was glad I 

paid for city water: there was a fire hydrant in front of the house and without it… I didn’t want 

to think about that. 

The Fire Chief had us move my vehicles and both the ladies’ cars out to the side of the 

road. After that, there was nothing for us to do but watch in helpless amazement and horror. 

The cats and chickens were scattered out in the meadow, and would come home eventually. 

Ralph was nowhere to be seen but I expected him any moment. Snowflake was moping and 

bleating on the far side of the house. She didn't seem to want to run off so I left her there. And 

Grumpy… I wasn’t thinking about him yet. 



As the sun went down, the firemen rolled and stowed their hoses, the Fire Chief came 

over to where Sherri and I stood. He had a stranger with him. 

"Excuse me, Mr. Worthington? This Bill Taylor, fire investigator for our area. He can talk 

to you about any suspicious activity regarding the fire." Bill Taylor was a short, sandy-haired, 

wiry framed man in his middle thirty's, with an intensity that made him look bigger.  

"Mr Taylor..." I nodded to him. 

"Call me Bill. Sorry to have to be here, Mr. Worthington." 

"Call me Jim. Sorry you have to be, too." I turned to Sherri."This is my... friend, Miss 

Sherri Bowman." She shot me "the look." I was always at a loss as to explain our relationship. 

She wasn't my fiancé, or live-in. Anything else I could think of had to do with... well, sex. And I 

wasn't thinking about that at the moment. 

"Were you the lady that discovered the fire, ma'am?" 

"No, that was Maria,... what's her name, Jim? Maria..?" 

"Garcia. She's in the house, I think. Will you go get her, babe?" 

"Sure." 

She left and I turned to Bill. "Any sign that it was set? I can' think of any reason for this 

fire otherwise." 

 "I was going to ask you if there was anyone you are aware of that might want to take 

revenge on you or something like that. There is a possibility of an accelerant being used." 

"A what?" 

"Gasoline or kerosene, splashed on the barn siding and then lit. Make it burn faster. 

There were traces of gasoline odor. Was there anything like that stored in that end of the barn? 

Or machinery with gasoline in it?" 



"No. I kept all that in the garage. Are you saying someone set the fire?" 

"Couldn't make a statement like that with what little we have to go on at the moment. 

But if you would, please don't do anything to the barn or go near it until I OK it. If the fire was 

set, you might be destroying evidence. Oh, and enemies? Did you say yes or no to that? Anyone 

who might be so unhappy as to set this fire?"  

"Not that I know of. I pay my bills and try not to make enemies. I'm self employed." 

"O.K. See anything suspicious today?" 

"Maria said she saw a red pickup parked down the road. I was out there–"I pointed to 

the woods "—when I heard the fire popping and the truck siren. By the time I got back here 

from the woods, you all had already arrived." 

"You all?" He grinned. "Not a local, eh?" 

"Not really. Been here ten years, but I guess that doesn't count?" 

"Not in this town. If you weren't born here you'll never really be local." 

"Here she is!" Sherri and Maria returned and while Bill got her statement of what 

happened, I took Sherri aside. 

"Do you think you could drive her home? She doesn't look like she ought to be driving." 

"I was going to suggest that. She's still shaking. And I think she might have seen Grumpy 

as we were coming out." 

I had forgotten the bloody goat on the back step, but now I realized it was something 

significant. So while Sherri got Maria into her SUV, I took Bill around to the back steps.  

"Looks like a .22 did it. Pretty good aim." 

"From short range I'd say." This was the first time I had gotten a good look at the actual 

wound: it was definitely short range. Grumpy was as good a guard ‘dog' as Ralph. If someone 



was closer to the barn than he thought proper, he would have at least trotted over to see what 

was going on. Or just charged an intruder. Seeing how close the shot was, I began to worry 

about Ralph. 

“Looks like he was shot somewhere else and made his way here.” He pointed to a faint 

trail of blood leading back toward the rear of the barn. The fire was too hot to follow it. 

“Remind me to look at it when we can.” 

Bill finished his exam of the body, wiped his hand on the grass and stood up. As he did I 

mentioned Ralph. Bill frowned.  

“Could mean trouble for him as well. Seen any sign of him?” 

“No, and that worries me.” 

“Well,” Bill shaded his eyes as he looked at the setting sun, “tell you what. If you don't 

see anything of him by this time tomorrow give me a call. In fact, if you do see him, give me a 

call as well, so I can finalize this report. Things are beginning to look suspicious. We might bring 

some sniffer dogs out tomorrow, see what they can find around the barn.” 

“Will do.” 

“And if you think of anything else, or if Maria does, let me know that too.” 

“What's a good time to call?” 

“Before 4 P.M., give me time to get things in proper form on my end.” 

“Will do. And thanks Bill.” 

“My pleasure. Sorry to have to meet you this way.” 

I said goodbye to Sherri and Maria as they got into Sherri's SUV. Maria said she'd be 

back for her car early in the morning, and that her husband had agreed to bring her out. He 

hadn't gotten off work yet or he would have come for her tonight. I kissed Sherri goodbye as 



Maria grinned, and told them to keep their eyes open for any more clues along the way back 

into town. 

“And be careful,” I told them both.”Who knows what might happen!” 

‘Thanks for the encouragement!” Sherri retorted. But her eyes were serious. “You be 

careful too. Do you want to sleep on my couch tonight?” 

“I appreciate the invite, but I'd rather stay here, see if Ralph shows up.” 

“Whatever you want, honey. But be careful!” 

“Will do. Now get Maria home in one piece and I'll see you both in the morning.”  

At least, I hoped so. 

  



Chapter 11 

An hour later things had finally wound down and the police and fireman left. I sat out on 

the deck until the cold forced me to go in the house. It was October and the evening wind was 

chilly. Before I went in I surveyed the yard one last time. The barn was still smoking, but I didn’t 

see any coals. The yard looked empty and I realized my vehicles and Maria’s car were still 

parked on the side of the road.  

I pulled the truck and the Jeep into the garage and locked it. I looked Maria's car over. I 

thought she and her husband would have come out to get it before dark. Probably come get it 

first thing in the morning, before he goes to work, I thought. I checked to see if the fire had 

damaged the paint. Nothing I could see, but her keys were still in the ignition. I got in and 

pulled it around to the back of the house, and started to take the keys inside. On second 

thought, I put them under the driver’s side floor mat. If I wasn’t home she might need them, 

and at least this way she could call and find where they were. 

I started to climb the steps to the back deck, and there was Grumpy. I turned around, 

got the shovel out of the truck, carried him out to the edge of the woodlot and buried him. It 

was completely dark when I got back to the house. I got the shotgun out of the safe, checked it, 

loaded it, and laid it on the floor by my bed. 

* * * 

The weather changed. The sun rose under low-hanging raggedy clouds that scudded 

across the sky pushed by a chilly breeze and leaking misty rain. I hadn't slept well. I kept waking 

up to the smell of smoke and wet, burnt wood. I got dressed, made coffee and walked out on 

the deck, half hoping the rain and cold would wake me out of a bad dream. What was left of my 

barn was still smoking a little in the mist. I called for Ralph. For once, I hoped he would come 

running and jump on me with muddy paws and doggie smell. He didn’t. The chickens were very 

quiet, some of them hiding from the rain in Ralph’s seldom-used dog house. I really did need to 

build them their own coop. Maybe this was the motivation to do it!  



As I turned to go inside, I glanced over at Maria's car. It looked like it was sitting at an 

odd angle and I walked over to the edge of the deck to take a closer look. It sat on four flat 

tires. Someone had taken care to make sure the slashes on the side walls were long enough to 

see from a distance. A chill ran up my spine.  

I waited for the investigators. The sniffer dogs arrived about ten thirty. According to 

their handlers the rain had washed away any scent from the day before and they left within 

fifteen minutes. I assumed Bill would get their report, but I called him anyway. As an 

investigator, he was disappointed but philosophical.  

“We have enough evidence to call it suspicious already, and I doubt we would get a 

much clearer picture even with the dogs. Between the noise Mrs. Garcia heard and the gunshot 

to the animal, it would be difficult to not call this suspicious. And if a common accelerant was 

used, it wouldn't give us much of a clue as to who did it.” 

“What about the truck she saw?” 

“If we had license plate information, it might help. But without that,... it's not against 

the law to park a red pickup on the side of the road. Any hunter or hiker could have done that. 

By the way, did your dog show up?” 

“No, no sign of him.” I had a bad feeling in my stomach as I said it. Ralph was the original 

Chow Hound. Skipping meals was unthinkable even if he had caught a rabbit or woodchuck an 

hour before. 

"There was something else, Bill. The tires on Maria Garcia's car were slashed." 

"What?!" 

"I parked my vehicles in the garage last night and locked the door, just in case someone 

did return. I pulled her car around back, right up to the deck, but someone still got to them. I 

called the police this morning; they have been out and done their thing. No obvious clues again, 

just like the fire. " 



"This... well, it isn't directly related to the fire, but it is a very interesting development. I 

will certainly note it in the report. Anything else? Or should I ask, ‘anything else so far'?" 

"No, but you bet I'll let you and the police know." 

About five minutes after I hung up with Bill, Sherri called on my cell. After greetings and 

assurances from here that everything had gone well on yesterday's trip to the Garcia's, I told 

her the morning's news. She was frightened. 

“I knew there was something wrong! But…They couldn’t find anything? Honey, someone 

is after you!” 

“You think so?” I told you—blonde. I didn't laugh, but she heard it in my voice. 

“Jim! I'm serious! You need to call the police or something.” 

“I did that. Told them about the fire as well. They already knew about it though.” 

“And poor Grouchy?” 

“Buried him out by the woods after you left last night.” 

“Poor thing! But what about you, Jim? I don't want to come out there and find you with 

a hole in your head!” 

“My shotgun is loaded, safety on.” 

“And locked in the gun safe! What good is that?” 

“So are you going to let me move in with you, bring my killers to your neighborhood? Or 

did you want to move out here with me and protect me?” 

She was silent a moment and then, “I didn't think about them following you. Do you 

think they might?” 



“With a sign on my truck, it's easy enough to follow me if they want to—even ‘World's 

Dumbest Criminals' could do it if they can read. It just depends on what they are trying to 

accomplish.”   

“Well, I was going to say come stay here for a few days, but now that you mention it...” 

“Hey, I understand babe! I wouldn't put you in that position. And anyway, I still have a 

few animals left to feed out here. Speaking of which I haven't seen Snowflake this morning. I 

was letting her dry out, so she might not have needed milking earlier, but by now she should be 

yelling her head off.” 

“Oh Jim! You don't think...” 

“I didn't hear any shots. I'm thinking I need to call John though. The project at his house 

got a little complicated and he and his partner needed to discuss how to proceed. This might 

change things for me, for a little while anyhow.” 

“You spend a lot of time over there, don't you?” 

“Jealous?” I grinned into the phone. “Remember that they are paying customers as well 

as pretty good friends of mine.” 

“Of course I'm jealous! Anybody or anything that comes between you and me makes me 

jealous! What kind of complications?” 

“Uh...” I hesitated. She was not very savvy about construction situations, and the secret 

room and tunnel–I still was a little shy about telling her. She talks. “Normal remodeling stuff: 

you tear into it and find out later what's really there. That kind of stuff.” 

“Oh. Well, what else is on your schedule, Mr. Busy Man?” 

“Clear at the moment. And considering all there is to do here, that's a good thing! What 

are you thinking?” 

“Lunch with my favorite man!” 



“Meet you at the Diner in what, an hour?” 

Sherri almost squealed in delight. “Yay! See you then!” 

  



Chapter 12 

The Diner was filling up as I arrived. It was just before noon and the special was Amish 

Chicken. I ordered for myself and Sherri, knowing that waiting another five minutes to order 

could mean a 25 minute wait. I was pretty sure she would complain it was too much food and 

too much carbs but I also knew she didn't have all day. And even though I was taking the time 

to eat with her, I was anxious to get back to the Hollow and begin to clean up the mess. I was 

losing hope for Ralph and Snowflake: neither one showed up for their morning food. Even if 

they were hiding out from the weather, they should have showed up already. 

A few people in the diner expressed sympathy about the fire; news like that travels fast. 

I thanked them but didn't talk about any details, beyond that it was suspicious and the fire 

marshal was looking into it. That raised an eyebrow here and there, but no one said anything. I 

didn’t mention the animals. 

While I was waiting for Sherri and the food, I checked voicemail and saw I'd missed 

another call from John. I needed to call him anyway, to tell him the news about the barn and to 

see what he had come up with. He doesn't watch television news and seldom reads the local 

paper. Heck, neither do I. He probably hadn’t heard about the fire. He'd left a voice mail on my 

cell saying he had found some interesting information and asked when we could meet.  

As I listened to the message, I looked out the window. He was just walking past the 

diner window! He wore his long khaki rain coat and pork pie hat. In one hand he held a smallish 

black umbrella that threatened to collapse against the wind and toted a drag-behind leather 

brief case, probably filled with loose papers. Hopefully no ‘borrowed books'—one of his bad 

habits. His khaki pant legs were flapping in the gusty wind, soaking wet where the umbrella 

didn't shield him from the rain. And he was shivering. John is not nearly as hearty as his bulk 

might indicate. 

I hit dial. He stopped, shifted the umbrella to the other hand and fumbled for the phone 

in his pocket. 



“Hello?” 

“John. Turn around and go into the door on the right.” 

He paused and looked around. “Hello?”  

“John! You just walked past me! I'm in the Diner. Come on in and have lunch!” 

At that he looked behind him at the window, to see where he was.  

“Look in the window!” I got up and began to walk toward the front door. “Shall I wave?” 

He caught sight of me, smiled and hung up. As he came in, I asked if he wanted some 

hot tea and got the waitress's attention to add it to the order. 

“Why are you out walking in this weather?” I asked him. “Is your buggy broke down?” 

Most of John's life's activities are walking distance from his house. He does own a car—an old 

Plymouth— but he doesn't use more than twice a month to hit an out-of-town library for his 

genealogy work. If it broke down, he wouldn't get it repaired until he needed it again. It wasn't 

a money issue, just not one of his priorities. 

“I was only going to the court house. Why waste the gas?” I pointed look at his pant legs 

and soaked shoes. “Oh. That. Well, actually, I didn't realize it was this cold or wet out until I was 

half way there. No sense turning back then!” He grinned and sat down, pulling his drag-behind 

over to make an arm rest. 

We moved to a booth near the back of the Diner—as quiet a place as there was this 

time of day. I began to fill him in on the fire, the phone call and miscellaneous other events of 

the past two days. As I finished, I saw Sherri's SUV pull up to an empty parking spot right at the 

front door. Such luck! The coffees and tea arrived as Sherri hustled in, all smiles and fresh air. 

She took off her jacket and sat down next to me, I asked her what she wanted, hoping to sell 

her on what I had already ordered.  

“What's the special?” 



“Amish chicken.”  

“Oh, that sounds good!” 

That was easy. 

“John, what do you want? I'll treat.” 

“Oh, I'll wait til I get home.” 

“No watching allowed while we eat! What do you want?” 

“The tea is good.” 

“Another special” I said to the waitress, who hustled off before John could stop her. 

“You can take the left-overs home, or I can, either way,” I offered. 

That satisfied him and we got down to business. I told him a few details about the fire, 

leaving out the missing and dead animals (hey, it was lunch!), and then asked him what he had 

found. 

“Jim, your barn burns down and you just move on to my research?” 

“Not much you or I can do about the barn. Clean up the rubble. Want to come help?” 

“Uh. No thanks.” He didn't smile. “What about your animals?” 

“Wasn't going to bring that up. We're about to eat.” 

John got very quiet and stayed that way. In some ways he's a funny guy: a tree-hugger in 

a lot of ways, but uses paper by the ream; no pets but he is very conscious of their treatment. I 

suspect there was a personal story there. Did I mention he is a private person? He didn't push 

for an answer and I didn't offer. Sherry had sense enough to not ask, too. I knew he would ask 

later. 

At that point, the food arrived and we set to it. After a few minutes, I tried again. 



“So, what did you find out about the first house on your lot? Did you find that map, 

what's the name?” 

Sherri perked up. “The first house? What?” 

“John found out there was a house built on their lot before the one there now. ” 

“Is that what's messing up the repairs now?” she asked brightly. 

John and I exchanged glances.  

“I think we better tell her,” John said.  

“Tell her what?” Sherri's voice revealed a little temper. “Are you guys are keeping 

secrets? What's going on?” 

John looked at me. 

“It's your house!” I said quickly. 

“ It's your...woman.” John smiled that quiet smile of his. 

“Thanks bro.”  

“Hello! I am present! And I hear you!” 

I turned to Sherri. “I was doing some tear-out in their pantry and I opened up a 

passageway in the wall that no one knew was there.” 

“A secret passageway! How cool! Where does it lead to?” 

“Uh, we're not going public on this. There's a problem. It goes down cellar to a secret 

room and...” 

“TOTALLY cool!” she almost shouted in excitement. “A secret room in the basement!” 

A few heads turned to look. 



“Hush! It's not that nice. In fact,” I hesitated. Did I want to trust her not to shout? I love 

the way the lady gets excited, trust me. It's a large part of what keeps things fresh between us. 

But this was not the time for public display of excitement. 

“Wait. No more until you promise to not shout.” 

“I promise,” she stage whispered, leaning into the table between John and me. 

“John and I were trying to find some explanation, and the fact that his house is the 

second one built on that lot came up.” 

“So it might have been built there for the house before yours?” she looked at John, in 

amazement.”They just built over it?”  

“Perhaps,” John answered. “Or perhaps not. We still don't have any conclusive evidence 

either way.” 

“There's more. And it makes it not so nice.” 

Sherri was quiet now, tense. 

“There are shackles and manacles in the room.” 

She gasped, and clapped a hand over her mouth. 

“There's more.” 

Her eyes got big. 

“There is a small tunnel that...” 

Sherri gasped out loud “OhMyGod!” Several heads turned.  

“Planning a Halloween party!” I said loudly. Smiles and nods as they looked away. Then 

looking at her and John, I said, “See why we weren't going to tell you just now? “  



“But who cares if we tell? I mean, it's so exciting.” She was in heaven: something out of 

the ordinary in this small town, and in her small life.  

“Sherri, that tunnel goes somewhere.” 

“Where?!” 

“To the basement of the house next door.” 

She got her hand to her mouth before the noise came out, but the clap of her hand was 

almost as distracting. 

“Yes. Not only privacy issues now, but suspicions of possible prior times. And the people 

next door have little kids. That makes it that much more delicate. And no, they don't know. And 

besides that, Virginia Richland showed up and almost discovered it too.” 

“The gossip columnist?” 

“News About Town is not a gossip column. Not exactly,” I hedged. 

Our perky teenage waitress showed up to refill cups and take plates.  

“Busy plotting over here?” she smiled brightly. 

“You betcha! Haunted house, secret room and all!” I smiled back.  

“Sounds like a lot of fun! Am I invited?”Karen was cute. 

“No,” Sherri said, without a trace of smile in her voice. 

“I'll let you know,” I glowered at Sherri. “It's still a long way off. In the mean time, we're 

gonna need some take-out boxes.” 

“I'll be right back with them!” she perked. 

It was Sherri's turn to glower. “What are you thinking, mister?” 

“I think I should be asking you. She's a junior in high school. I'm...” 



“...old enough to be her father!”  

“Ouch! Should I mention how close to her mother’s age you are?” I ducked a slap in the 

face and grinned. 

“You are taken,” she threatened. 

“Yes ma'am. And you are late getting back to work. Want me bring your doggie bag for 

supper tonight? Maybe we can finish the meal… or something else?” 

“I'll think about it,” she said severely. But a smile crossed her lips. 

“Think quick: the boxes are here.” 

She looked at her cell phone clock. “Oh my gosh! Yes. Bring them by! Gotta go!” She 

grabbed her coat and was gone. The rain had slowed to a light drizzle and John suggested 

coffee and dessert at his place to finish our conversation. I agreed. Enough publicity. 

As the two men walked out, a pair of cold blue eyes watched with animal intensity. The 

same eyes stared at the pickup truck with the sign on it as it pulled away.  



Chapter 13 

Dorothy and Glenda always had lunch on Thursdays at the diner. Always had salad and 

tea, which allowed them to have pie afterwards, calorie-wise and budget-wise. Always talked 

over the “prayer requests” from the Wednesday Night prayer meeting, and what they might 

portend for the petitioners. But today, instead of talking they had followed the conversation in 

the booth behind theirs about a secret room. They didn’t speak: their comments were made 

with exchanged grimaces and snickers. But as the party of three left, their eyes followed. 

“Dorothy! Who was that?!” Glenda had to lean forward to hear the answer above the 

lunchtime clamor. The salad she toyed with the whole time lay abandoned. 

“Well, the older gentleman I recognize. He came to look up Virginia's grandfather's 

house. Remember I told you? That's John Green, Virginia's neighbor.” 

“I know but who was the good looking younger man? And that dreadful blonde?” 

Glenda rolled her eyes.  

“Why Glenda?” Dorothy smirked. “Interested?” She ducked a mock slap. 

“Stop!” Glenda tittered. “Just answer the question!” 

“I'm not sure... we'll just have to look it up! There goes his truck with a sign on the door! 

Quick! What’s the name?” 

* * * 

The blue eyes belonged to a muscular blonde man in his early twenty’s sitting at the end 

of the counter near the door, his cheeseburger and coke untouched. He had come in right after 

Jim and had tracked him the whole lunch hour. When Sherry sat with him, he quivered. When 

she left, he started to leave, but instead took a long look at her license plate and sat back down. 

Seeing him get up to leave, Karen came over to see if he wanted dessert.  

“Na. Who was the hot blonde, just now?” 



She smirked. “A little old for you, isn’t she?” 

He glared at her, slapped a ten in the counter and left. As he climbed into his red pickup 

truck, Karen shrugged. He wasn’t that good looking, she thought. But wow! What a body.  

* * * 

I took my time paying the bill, chatting with a few acquaintances to give John time to get 

to his house and put the coffee on. He had walked on ahead. I would bring his drag-behind in 

the truck. I spread the word that we were helping plan a Halloween party for one of the many 

charities John is involved with. A lie, true. But the tunnel made me nervous and I wanted any 

overheard remarks to point at something else, at least for now. The idea of a Halloween party 

worked: I'm not good at lying and I’m not used to having secrets to keep. Just not my way. 

Especially secrets that affect so strangers’ lives like John's neighbors. As I walked out of the 

diner, I hoped John would have some good information and some great ideas on what to do 

about it. The fact that the family next door wouldn't be home for another week didn't help. The 

sooner we could tell them what was going on, the better. At least, that's what I hoped. 

I parked on the street in front of John’s. Tim would have driven to work and I didn’t 

want to get blocked in. The roll-behind was heavy, I noted, as I carried it up the tall porch steps. 

I knocked and let myself in, shouted hello as I maneuvered my way through the heavy oak-and-

glass front door. The smell of fresh-brewed coffee contrasted nicely to the smell of wet leaves 

from outdoors. 

“Hello! Perfect timing!” John was setting up the coffee cups in the dining room as I 

walked in. “Pastries are warming in the oven and was just getting the half and half for your 

coffee.” 

“Here, man. I can get it. Have a seat. You've been walking all day.” 

“Oh, I can use the exercise.” As he turned back to the kitchen, he lost his balance and 

almost fell, catching the back of a chair for support. 



“Alright, buddy! Get your papers from your bag and I'll get the coffee.” I didn't mention 

to him his pale face and shaking hands: John has several medical problems, some of which he 

admits to and some he doesn't. This was one of the latter. I'd seen him overdo enough times to 

know his low blood sugar symptoms. Pastry and sitting down would ‘cure' it. 

“Oh. yes. And half and half; I had Tim pick some up the other day, knowing you would 

be around. In the fridge, middle shelf.” He sank heavily into his chair and started spreading out 

papers from his bag.  

When I returned, he looked a little better. He had surrounded himself with piles of 

papers, highlighted, paper-clipped and labeled with sticky notes.  

“Looks like you had fun at the court house. “ 

Big smile. “Actually, productive fun. I was at the Library as well. I found some interesting 

facts about this house and the house next door.” 

“Like what?” 

“Well it seems our inquisitive neighbor is not inquisitive for nothing.” 

“How so?” 

“Her father's father was friends with my father's brother.” 

“Wait! Say that again really slow...” 

“Her grandfather owned the house next door. My uncle owned this one. They were 

friends as well as neighbors. In fact, they attended the same prep school.” 

I didn't get the significance for a moment. Then, “Wait! What? The house next door...” 

“They were neighbors.” 

“So... her Grandpa and your uncle... they must have at least known about the room and 

tunnel? “ 



“Maybe, yes. Or, possibly, they were the ones who created it.” 

“So... wow. But, why? Or do I want to know?” 

“That is a very good question with no clear answer so far.” He smiled that 

barely-a-smile kind of smile. 

“OK, boss! What else did you find? Spill the beans!” 

“Several things. First this house we are sitting in is not the first house to be built on this 

lot. There was one before it. But second, perhaps more importantly, these two houses may be 

part of a cover up of a murder. Or at least a disappearance that could easily be a cover for a 

murder.” 

“WHOA! What?! Where do you come up with that?” 

“Well, one thing at a time. Here are the deeds for the two houses. I have done title 

searches for a living, so this was easy. These documents verify that my Uncle John Green–that 

was his name too–owned this house on these dates,”—he pointed them out for me on a page 

of what looked like scribbling. Or Latin. Or maybe both. He pointed again to another paper. 

“And here is the deed for the house next door. It is deeded to Richard Riggs, Mrs. Richland's 

paternal grandfather. According to the dates, they were neighbors for several years.”  

“OK, got that. They were neighbors. How does that make a murder? And how would 

Miss Nosey know anything about this?” 

“All good questions. While I was looking for the house owners, I was also looking for the 

addresses and the names of anyone else who might have lived in either of the houses. 

Remember there was a house on this lot before this one. And someone owned the house next 

door before Richard Riggs did. I didn't want to miss a name if the previous owners were the 

ones who built the room.” 

“Good thinking. And?” 



“A dead end as far as I can see at this time. I didn’t recognize any local family names, but 

that isn’t conclusive proof of anything. What I did find...” He paused. “Well, let me put it this 

way: newspapers in small towns haven't changed much over the years. They record mostly local 

events and social happenings–the kinds of things big city papers skip over in favor of regional or 

national news.” 

“What's your point? You found social news about these houses?” 

“Quite a bit, actually. Apparently these two homeowners were part of the local ‘in 

crowd' back in the middle to late 1920's and early thirty’s. They did a large amount of 

entertaining that made the news. One of the gentlemen–Virginia's grandfather– ran for mayor, 

making his parties even more important.” 

“And more newsworthy.” 

“Exactly. Newsworthy and very popular. Add to that, he was a widower. His first wife 

died when their only child was a few years old. He sent the child, a boy, to live with his parents. 

He never remarried as far as I can tell. Not terribly unusual, except that he was quite a man 

about town, socially, and it would seem that some lucky lady would have managed to land him 

in front of a Justice of the Peace. And with all the entertaining, one would think that having a 

wife to arrange some of that would be convenient, to say the least.” 

“Maybe he didn't want to get hurt again. Kept himself busy with lots of other people 

instead?”  

John paused for a moment. “Is that your reason?” 

“Let's stick to business.” 

“You being still single doesn't go unnoticed, Jim.” 

“Business.” 

“Very well.” John took his time before continuing though. “The house before this one—I 

found very little information on it. It was built and about ten years later it burned. Not unusual 



in that era. Even the rebuilding on the same lot was not unusual. That's why I said ‘inconclusive' 

as to when the room and tunnel might have been built. There are more places to look but I 

haven't have time yet.” 

“So, the house next door... the owner was grandfather to Miss Ginny and he sent her 

dad...what? Her dad was sent away to be raised by his grandparents? And then... what about 

Ginny and her grandfather? how did he treat his granddaughter, you think?” 

“The newspapers back then, especially in small towns, published the social goings on of 

their residents in great detail. Knowing this, I looked to see who might have visited the 

household next door, famous as the man already was. There was a piece that said, and I quote, 

“The newly re-elected Mayor Richard Riggs had the pleasure of his granddaughter's company 

this week at his home” 

“And that would be… Miss Ginny?” 

“Little Miss Virginia Riggs , now Virginia Richland.” 

Chapter 14 

“Our Lady of the Nose?” 

“Exactly.” 

“And there is more. But not so nice.” He paused. I waited. 

“Seems her grandfather’s life suddenly ended in a foreign place. Or...perhaps....it ended 

here and someone said he went to a foreign place.” 

“How... what?!” 

“He was mayor for several years. Before that he was the City Clerk/Treasurer. And 

before that, for some time, he worked for a company in Chicago that traded with the Far East, 

Japan and China.” 



“And you found this all in old newspapers? Seriously?” 

“Yes. The ‘social media’ of the time. Perhaps that’s a warning to us all to be careful what 

we tell others!” 

“I guess. So,…sounds like he was quite a guy.” 

“He was. But it seems something caught up with him. About ten years into his career as 

mayor, the newspapers ran a story about his unexpected resignation and disappearance. 

According to the story, he disappeared after leaving a letter on his desk one evening about 

returning to work in the Mysterious East. No one saw him leave town, he took very little from 

his home and no one ever heard from him again.” 

“So, what really happened?” 

“That's a mystery: no one knows. As far as I have been able to research, no one ever saw 

or heard him again. His belongings were donated and the relatives sold the house.” 

“You suspect foul play? Isn’t that kind of... I dunno...” 

“Far-fetched? Perhaps. But it fits the known facts. Rich, successful politicians do not just 

‘disappear’. However, I find no murder motive at this point, just the suspicious circumstances.” 

“Chicago Mob and bootlegging? That might fit a secret tunnel to another house.”  

“Possibly. There is also a room with shackles, however. How does that fit?” 

He had me there. 

“Yes, well… the room might conceivably be left from the previous house,” John 

continued. “But being connected to the tunnel and the other house—that makes it unlikely. It 

also begins to point to something going on between the two households. Something other than 

just bootlegging, something kept secret, or as secret as possible.” 



“So... most of this is your imagination, when it comes down to the murder stuff? And 

the question remains, what do we do about your tunnel and the secret passage and room in the 

basement?” My turn to be practical. 

“First, we keep searching. I have more sources to check. Genealogists like myself have, 

shall we say, alternative avenues of finding information.” 

“Trade secrets, no doubt.” I grinned. 

“Something like that.” John smiled his Mona Lisa smile again. 

“So, in the mean time, what do you want me to do with the pantry? That was the 

beginning of all this, and as it stands it's still an unfinished mess.” 

“Tim is almost persuaded to continue, but not quite yet. And ...” 

“Did you tell him about the tunnel?”  

“No. That would be an unnecessary burden to him.” The Smile. “The room being there is 

more than enough to upset him. He hasn’t attempted to visit the room and probably won’t. If 

you would, please, don't tell him about the tunnel. I will do that at a more opportune time.” 

“You are so nice to him.” 

“Sometimes.” 

* * * 

The library computer was slow as hell. But finally, with her license plate, he found her 

address. This would be a piece of cake. He looked up the company name on the magnetic sign 

on the truck as well. Chump, he snorted. 

* * * 

“Where are you?” 

“I told you: I’m at the Casino.” 



“I told you to stay in the area. And not waste your allowance on gambling.” 

“It's not an allowance. I'm not a kid and I don't need you to mother me.” 

“Obviously you do, or I wouldn't have to be telling you this again. I need you tonight.” 

“I might have plans.” 

“The only plans you have are the ones I give you. I have need of you sooner than I 

thought. Be back here tonight after dark. Use the alley and come to the back door.” 

The phone went dead. 

* * * 

...from “News About Town”, a weekly column by Virginia Richland 

“And in closing, I just want to say again that our past indeed does alter our future. Our 

own past that is. There is nothing wrong with examining your own past to see what has 

affected you, and to try to discern what changes to make in the present. However, to spy into 

someone else’s past for the purpose of trying to give them advice on what they should be 

doing? Perhaps it is better to leave that to the experts, the psychologists and all. If this applies 

to you, I can only say, Be very careful what you do. There are consequences.” 

* * * 

At six years old, Miss Virginia Riggs was the perfect little girl. Her blonde hair hung down 

past her shoulders in ringlets, her sky blue eyes sparkled and she had "cheeks like apples", her 

grandfather always told her, "round and red and sweet as the day is long." Sweet tempered and 

obedient, she was the little girl everyone wanted to call their own. When she visited Grandpa 

Riggs in Freiburg, all his friends told her that when she grew up they wanted to marry her. She 

always laughed and told them “That's silly!”  

At Granny's house, where she and Poppa lived, the rooms were small and dark and 

messy. Most of the time Poppa just sat very quietly and stared at nothing or listened to the 



radio. Great Grandma—Ginny called her Granny—said Poppa was sad and she should either be 

quiet or go outside and play. Grandpa's house, on the other hand, was big and light and warm. 

All his furniture was shiny and the carpets were much thicker than the one in Granny’s parlor. 

Everything was new and everything smelled good. He had a Housekeeper who kept it all clean. 

And he had a Cook with the darkest skin Ginny had ever seen who made the most delicious 

meals and desserts a little girl had ever eaten. And best of all, Grandpa was always ready to 

play. Everything at Grandpa Rigg's was the best. 

 When Ginny was promoted from First Grade to Second Grade at school, for a reward 

Grandpa Riggs had sent her a train ticket to visit him for the whole summer. The first week was 

more fun than she had ever had, but then Grandpa had to go back to work. Even that wasn’t 

too bad because there was so much to see and do. But today, Grandpa was at his office and it 

was raining. The Housekeeper had finished her work and gone home and Cook was busy in the 

kitchen. Ginny wanted to help, but Cook had shooed her out so she could get ready for a party 

that night. Grandpa Riggs had lots of parties at his house, and Cook said this one was very 

important. He was Mayor, the cook had said, and a lot of important people were coming 

tonight and with the country in the mess it was in this had to be the very best dinner she had 

ever cooked, and no, Miss Ginny could not help. Not this time. 

Ginny had wandered through the house, out onto the porches, and back in, returning to 

the kitchen. Grandpa was still at work and there was no one to play with or talk to. Cook finally 

asked her if she would go down cellar and get her one more big potato from the root cellar. 

Ginny was not afraid of the dark was she? Ginny jumped at the chance! Cook snapped on the 

electric light from the top of the cellar stairs and Ginny scampered down. As she was coming 

back with the potato–a huge lumpy one, the biggest she could find– she noticed something 

different. On the wall under the cellar stairs was a set of shallow shelves lined with dusty 

canning jars. They were the old kind, Cook had told her before. They weren’t safe to use for 

food, but they came in handy sometimes for other things. The shelves were supposed to be up 

against the wall, but now one corner of them was pulled out from the wall. 



She forgot all about the potato. She peered behind the shelves. And there where there 

should be stone wall was a door! The door had no handle, only hinges and a latch string. Ginny 

knew about latch strings: if you pulled the string onto your side of the door, it kept people from 

coming through the door. But the string was on her side, so if she pulled it, she could open the 

door and see what was there. She was about to pull the string when Cook called from the top of 

the stairs and asked if she’d found that potato yet. For a moment, Ginny hesitated. She was 

pretty sure Cook had other things to do, and that the potato could wait. "Still looking!" she 

called out.  

And she set the potato on the shelf and pulled the string. 

  



Chapter 15 

Ginny was a little bit afraid. She hoped there were no spiders because she was afraid of 

spiders. The passageway beyond the door was low and dim but she could see that there was a 

lighted room at the other end. She put her hand on the passage wall. It was hard, dry and 

covered with whitewash. She moved cautiously along. She really hoped there were no spiders. 

The light brightened as she got closer to the other end of the tunnel. The door at this 

end of the tunnel was open and there was a room. On two walls were storage shelves. On 

another wall, stairs came down into the room, just like in Grandpa's cellar. Opposite the 

shelves, a small window high up on the wall let the light of a rainy, grey afternoon in. Ginny was 

about to look out the window to see where she was when she heard a door open and footsteps 

begin to descend the stairs. 

In a panic, she whirled and ran down the passageway, shut the door, grabbed the potato 

and made for the stairs. Cook had just started down the cellar stairs and was about to let her 

tardy helper have it verbally. But when she saw the little girl pale and out of breath she 

relented. 

“What happened darlin’?” 

"I... I... heard something! And it scared me." 

"Oh, poor darlin'!" Cook took a step back up the stairs. "Come on up here! It’s prob’ly 

just a mouse. I'm sorry I sent you down there alone, baby! I'll tell your Grandpa and he’ll set at 

trap for whatever that was! Come on up now!” As she took Ginny’s hand she asked, “Did you 

get that potato?" 

* * * 

Mrs. Daisy Crenshaw lived across the street from Grandpa. As far as Ginny was 

concerned, Mrs. Daisy Crenshaw was not a nice person. She was too nice some times and not 

nice enough the other times and there didn't seem to be any way to tell which one she was 



going to be when she came to visit. And it seemed like she came to visit way too often. Almost 

every day! And besides all that, her breath smelled funny. 

Sometimes she waited til Grandpa was home, and wanted to talk to only him. Those 

times, Grandpa said Ginny was not welcome to be in the room. Sometimes she came to talk 

about Grandpa, to Cook or Ginny, and was very friendly and asked things like what was his 

favorite color or food or something like that. She never talked to the Housekeeper though. 

Housekeeper said Mrs. Crenshaw didn’t go to church; that was supposed to explain it all.  

Cook tried to explain to Ginny why Mrs. Crenshaw acted like she did. Mrs. Crenshaw, 

Cook explained, was a widow and that things were hard for her. She said that Mr. Crenshaw 

had died in a Stock Market Crash–whatever that was– and had left her a very little money to 

live on. Grandpa and Uncle John had been good friends with Mr. Crenshaw since school days 

and now Grandpa wanted to do whatever he could to help her out. 

Sometimes Mrs. Crenshaw brought Ginny presents but they were never as nice as the 

ones Grandpa gave her. And sometimes—Ginny could tell—they weren't even new. Sometimes 

Mrs. Crenshaw asked questions about Uncle John, Grandpa's next door neighbor. But she didn't 

seem to like him very much. One time Ginny asked Mrs. Crenshaw, if she didn't like Uncle John, 

why she wanted to know so much about him? Mrs. Crenshaw told Ginny she was impertinent 

for asking. Ginny had no idea what that meant but she guessed it was bad because after that 

Mrs. Crenshaw didn’t talk to Ginny very much. And that was O.K. with Ginny! 

* * * 

Mrs. Daisy Marie Crenshaw sat in front of her fireplace. The flames danced gaily and the 

warmth on the back of her hands felt good. Her glass was almost empty of the two fingers of 

gin she allowed herself. It was good to forget the troubles at her doorstep. The radio was 

playing low and Dorothy Fields was singing, "Just direct your feet/To the sunny side of the 

street." So she did, in her mind. How good life had been! In boarding school, she had plotted 

and pursued Robert "Bud" Crenshaw for her husband and gotten the man she wanted. She 

made sure he got the job she thought he should have and the house they deserved on the 



street they belonged living on, in the neighborhood full of people of their kind. When she got 

done, they were sitting pretty.  

It wasn't easy, either, living so far from Chicago. In her heyday, right after the Great 

War, she had been a real vamp, the life of the party at much larger parties than this hamlet had 

ever seen. This town was so small and lifeless now, sometimes it was hard to breathe. Oh, it 

had been fun when she and her swell hubby had first moved here. New job, new house, even a 

new motorcar. But just as all the newness wore off, Bud–her poor, poor Bud!–had gotten very 

busy with the company. He made them scads of money but they just seemed to throw it all 

away. That's what he said. And then the company got itself all balled up in money troubles and 

Bud was worried all the time and working even more and then two years ago that horrid Crash 

came. And that was the end of everything. Her Bud! Poor, poor Bud! She thought that called for 

another teeny glass of gin. Not too much: it was such a bore to try to find some these days. 

She got up and walked–only a little unsteadily, she noted with a restrained but 

triumphant smile– over to the cabinet between the windows that looked out on their street. 

Past the sheer curtains and through the glass she saw the softly lit windows of the house across 

the street, the Mayor's Residence. The place, the position and the man she now had eyes on. 

Mayor Richard Riggs was a catch equal to her own Bud, no doubt about it. The two men had 

been classmates, but Dickie didn't come from such a swell family as Bud. In fact, he had no real 

family except for his parents and they were from someplace in Europe, which sounded neat 

until you found out they now lived on a farm south of Chicago and had no money.  

Richard—he hated his school nickname Dickie, she found out the hard way—had done 

well for himself in spite of all that, maybe even better than if he had been handed the goods, 

like her Bud. Now he had the money from his business in Chicago and the political power of the 

mayor's office. And best of all: he was single. She needed him and what he had—money! An 

income that was suitable for her and him. He was single—a widower. She was single—a widow. 

Something needed to happen to change both of those situations. 

* * * * 

 



Virginia Richland stood in the twilight at the window. Past the sheer curtains and 

through the glass she saw the softly lit windows of the house diagonally across the street. John 

Green's house. And of course, Tim’s house as well. What was it about that house, she 

wondered? It was not her grandfather's house, which stood next door to it, directly across from 

her house. But there was something that drew her to John’s house. Something that would not 

come to mind but would not leave her alone either. Something dark, almost evil, she thought. 

She shook her head, tried to remember, bring it to mind. And she tried to remember if 

she had taken her antidepressant that morning. She knew these thoughts were typical when 

she missed. As she headed to the kitchen shelf where she kept the pill bottle, she tried to 

review the facts, apart from the feelings. Just like her therapist said to.  

Hadn't John been the one who did the genealogy searches that had turned up her 

grandson? Yes. Hadn't he been the one before that who had listened for hours to her ramblings 

and tears, before the anti-depressants? Yes. In fact, wasn't it he who had suggested she talk to 

her doctor about getting them? Yes, again. There was nothing evil about any of that was there? 

What was there to fear at that house? And Tim! He was the sweetheart who had 

steered her to the natural food diet that had helped her lose the pounds she had wanted to for 

so long! Surely that counted for good, didn’t it? She smiled to herself at that. How tactfully he 

had suggested the foods and not mentioned the obvious bulge in her tummy!  

Two hours later the feelings of dread had still not gone away. The news from her friend, 

about John snooping in her family past—he had been looking up information about her 

grandfather, without telling her about it. Why?! She hadn't asked him to look up anything in 

months. It had been over a year, actually. Why was he doing this? What was he trying to prove? 

She realized she was standing in front of the window again, looking at his house. She 

deliberately turned her back on the window. How long had she stood there? As she turned 

away, the feelings and thoughts came tumbling at her, pounding at her head, an avalanche of 

feelings so intense she stumbled to the love seat that centered on the fire in the fireplace. She 

sank down, suddenly physically exhausted. The flickering flames did nothing to thaw the terror 



that suddenly gripped her. She was back in that dream place again. Everything was in a fog, and 

The Dream surrounded, engulfed her. The door and the white passageway, the hiding and 

being found, the shouting and anger and blood, and more shouts. The dream about terror and 

running, crawling and hiding, running, crying. Outwardly, she sat slumped back on the couch. 

Inwardly she was so tense she was afraid she would break something. 

She tried to shake her head. It was a dream! It was just a dream! Wake up Virginia! It is 

just a dream! Touch something. Look around! Focus on some object right here, right now. 

  



Chapter 16 

Driving back from the Casino gave Timothy time to think. Not that he particularly 

wanted to think. Life was better now but there was a lot of it that was just as bad as it had 

always been. For instance, Timothy Newburg hated his red hair. He was tall and muscular for 

his age, and good looking too. But the hair! The only thing he hated more than his red hair was 

his freckles. Every time he had changed schools–which was often, being a foster child–it was 

the same heckling from the guys and the same comments from the girls who called his freckles 

cute. He began lifting weights at fourteen, hoping the muscles would shut the guys up and 

distract the girls from his face. The girls didn't stop but he found out how fast a fist would shut 

the guys up. The fighting gave him a reputation but it also kept any would-be friends at a 

distance. Between the fights and the frequent moves, Timothy could never really had a real 

friend. And the only family he could remember–his blond-haired mother–had given him away 

to strangers when he was in kindergarten. The bitch! 

His mom–he couldn't remember her name, even--she said they were going for a ride in 

her convertible. He remembered that. And the sun and the wind as they rode along. The ride 

was longer than usual, and the wind and the music put him to sleep. He woke up when she 

picked him up from the seat of the car where he had fallen over asleep. She handed him to a 

stranger, kissed him, petted his wild blonde hair, and got in the car and drove away. He 

remembered all that. That was the last time he saw her, the convertible and her long blonde 

hair. He was sure she was crying. 

Things were better now. He had his pickup truck, a .22 rifle and an aunt, or so she said. 

Frickin' old bat! He didn't really believe she was his aunt but she had told him is mother's name 

–Rebecca– and some other things that only family could know. He didn't believe she was an 

aunt, but she had a mustang just like his mom's. It couldn't be the same one, but hey! Who 

cared? If he could keep his junk together and outlive her, it would be his. 

* * * 



Virginia pinched her forearm hard enough to leave a bruise. The moment passed. The 

bruise on her arm began to change from bright red to dark, almost purple. Her fingers ached 

from the violence of the pinch. But the dream had stopped.  

She went to the phone, almost automatically, and dialed the third number on the list 

posted beside the phone, the number right after the ones labeled "FIRE" and "POLICE". Of 

course, there was no one there, but even the voice on the recording was a comfort. "You have 

reached the after-hours recording for the office of Richard Greer, LPC. If this is an emergency, 

please hang up and call 911. If this is not an emergency, ..."  

She waited. Her last appointment– she had cancelled it because she didn't think she 

needed it. There was nothing to talk about and things were going well. But that was before all 

this stuff across the street began. Before her—nephew, he was her nephew she had told him—

had contacted her. Timothy Newburg. She wondered where he had gotten the last name. His 

mother was never married and it wasn't her maiden name.  

There was a beep and she stumbled over her words trying not to sound... trying to 

sound normal. "Hello, Dr? This is Virginia Richland. I missed my last appointment, silly me! And 

I... wondered if I could come in this week. Maybe tomorrow? Please call me back, it's... it's 

important that I see you soon. Please. And...uh... Thank you." She hung up, feeling somewhat 

foolish. Of course it was important, why else would she call? But just hearing the recording of 

his voice was a help. He was so good, so solid, so stable. He would know what to tell her. And 

he knew what to say because he knew—and only he knew—her reasons for the dream.  

* * * 

She was just past her seventeenth birthday when her first child was born. The farm on 

the other side of the woodlot supplied the sire, a sturdy young man whose parents would have 

nothing to do with the idea that their son would do such a thing. In the face of that, Ginny’s 

father and great-grandmother were kind but firm: the child would have to go. To a good home, 

of course. But the baby needed someone who could support and raise her properly, and they 

just couldn’t manage it. Even at seventeen, Ginny knew that this was the Great Depression and 



there were no good homes for illegitimate children. But there was nothing else to do: the baby 

girl with the golden hair went to a home somewhere in Chicago. 

At the end of the War, Ginny married George Richland, grandson of a good friend of her 

grandfather's. It was a good marriage, comfortable if conventional. George was kind, reliable 

and a good provider. She never told him about the girl. Ginny had all the security she had 

longed for as a child, but there was no excitement to balance it. George was the quintessential 

insurance executive, methodical, conventional and routine in all he did, even in the bedroom. 

Eventually, Ginny found a more exciting partner in another farmer, who ran a road-side 

vegetable stand at his farm. Ginny began to show and she was forced to admit to her husband 

that this was not his child. After a week-long silence full of tension and tears, it was announced 

that the child would be allowed to stay. They had already been planning on two, a boy and a 

girl. They already had the boy, and this child, according to the most advanced and modern 

testing in the best hospital in Chicago, was also a boy. What was not said to Ginny was that if 

the child really was a boy, it would be officially pronounced dead at the Chicago hospital and 

placed with a good family. As it happened, it was a girl child. George, efficient as ever, wasted 

no time announcing that the business of child production at the Richland home was finished. 

He never touched his wife after that, sleeping in a separate bedroom. How had she been so 

foolish? Not once, but twice!  

As Ginny sat shivering and bruised in front of the fire, that history ran through her head 

again. Her failures as a woman, as a wife. And as a mother: both children had contracted 

Infantile Paralysis in the summer of 1952. She knew her children were being punished for her 

sins, and that her grief and guilt and shame were fitting punishment for her sins. No pastor 

needed tell her that, nor try to convince her otherwise.  

Both children died. George was stoic through it all, there for her steady as a rock–and 

just as forgiving. He never once brought it up afterwards, but after the children were gone he 

became more distant, spending most of his free time at the Elks Club. Virginia likewise was 

seldom home. She threw herself into her Red Cross work and church volunteer work. She had, 



of course, made a good name for herself in the community with this. That was the one good 

thing in her favor. But it didn't outweigh the rest of her life. 

Ginny returned to the window, discretely pushing the curtain to one side with her index 

finger. It was already dark. John's house was not directly across from hers, but stood one house 

over, its broad front steps leading up to the double oak doors. As usual, the porch needed a 

good sweeping, and the leaves should have been raked again. She tried to help him out, 

mentioning things that needed doing, but he was oblivious. George would have known how to 

approach it. She just took cookies and mentioned it. 

But there was something else about his house that bothered her. An attraction, yes, but 

more than that. It was almost as if it was her responsibility. No, it was more than that, as if she 

were somehow custodian of it or ...something. She shook her head again and turned from the 

window, trying to break that spell the house seemed to cast on her. A half hour later she found 

herself knocking on John's front door, a plate of cookies in hand. 

  



Chapter 17 

When the doorbell rang a second time, John sighed, pushed away from the table and 

stiffly, slowly rose to answer it. Jim had been gone only an hour or so, Tim was working late, 

and he had just gotten well-immersed in his research. He'd ignored the first ring, hoping it was 

some fresh-faced young person soliciting money for a worthy cause he could ignore. But with 

the second ring, he’d heard his name from the porch. It was the voice of his neighbor, Mrs. 

Richland. With cookies, no doubt. Just before supper. 

"Why, hello, Virginia. I was just thinking of you. Come in." Sugar coated lies. 

"Why, thank you, John. I just made some cookies and wondered if you would try one, 

tell me how they turned out? I’m not too late am I?" 

John chuckled. "No, not too late at all. But, are you are willing to use me as your human 

guinea pig to test them?" 

"Oh! Well, no of course not!! ....Oh, John, you know what I mean!" Virginia was 

nonplused but she recovered when she saw a smile. "You are such a tease! And a sweetheart! 

Do you like them?" 

"I haven't tried them yet. Come in and have some with me? I just put coffee on." 

"Why thank you, I will." As they walked down the short hall to the dining room, Ginny 

complimented him again on the Victorian oak woodwork that swathed the front door, stairs 

and the double doors to the ‘parlor'. 

"This house is so beautiful and friendly, John; so much like I remember it from when I 

was a girl. I'm so glad you haven't modernized it." 

"Thank you... I think. Actually we have done some updating every year. Not to change its 

basic character though." He paused but then decided not to bring up the pantry project. "We 

are thinking of having the kitchen redone. The floor and actually add cabinets. Make it a little 

easier to work in. And maybe refinish the floors here in the dining room and the parlor." 



"Yes, I noticed your friend Mr. Worthington the other day. He's doing the work?" 

"He was working on the pantry. The ceiling is in need of some minor repair." 

"Does it still have the tin? I remember as a little girl looking up and wondering how 

someone had made those designs in the plaster so perfectly, so uniform. My grandfather's cook 

laughing at me and told me the secret: that they were made of tin, in a factory nearby. That is 

the original ceiling, isn't it?" 

As she spoke, she began to glide toward the pantry door with the speed and purpose 

only a nosy old woman on a fact-finding mission can possess. John wasn’t quick enough to get 

there before her and Tim's cheery greeting at the front door only slowed her advance. 

"Anybody home?" he called his standard greeting as he hung up his coat in the front 

hall. 

"As a matter of fact, we have company," John replied, raising his voice. Tim was 

uncomfortable when surprised by visitors. Apparently he was having an exceptionally good day: 

he broke into a smile when he saw Virginia.  

"Mrs. Richland, nice to see you!" Seeing the plate of cookies, he added, "Did you try that 

recipe we looked at the other day at the co-op?" Tim worked part time at the local store run by 

a food co-op that specialized in local produce and organic ingredients. He had been the one 

who had suggested specific herbs and diet changes that had helped her regain her health after 

her husband George died.  

Virginia paused just before the pantry doorway and turned to greet him. John headed 

through the pantry to the kitchen and the coffee. He gave the pantry a quick eyeball on the 

way: all safe. 

"You know Tim, I started to and then realized I didn't buy the ingredients I needed when 

I was there! I needed wheat germ and... something else I can't remember..." 



"Honey? Or maybe the oil they recommend? Now it’s my turn to forget what it was, but 

I remember it was something out of the ordinary." 

As they chatted, John concentrated on the coffee and got cups and saucers ready to 

carry into the dining room. As he did, he tried to think of something reasonable that would 

allow him to keep Ginny from examining the pantry. She had her glasses on and he could see 

she was in that mood to find ‘something’, no matter what. He needn't have bothered. Tim was 

in an unfortunately talkative mood. 

"John?" Virginia had her head stuck in the pantry, pushing her way past several boxes 

still on the floor from Jim' aborted remodel. She pulled her head out, looked into the kitchen at 

John and said, "Tim says you found a secret stairway and room when your friend Mr. 

Worthington was remodeling. You didn't mention any secret passage to me, did you? Did you, 

and I forgot?" Her voice rose as she started into the kitchen towards John. 

The coffee pot shatter as it hit the old linoleum floor. John stood, face white, the front 

of his shirt and pants wet and steaming with hot coffee. 

* * * 

Jim stopped at the feed store on the way home to cancel his feed order. No goats, no 

need for feed. He didn’t want to think about Ralph. While he was there, he got looking at the 

new chain saws and talking to the manager. He was in no hurry to get home, considering what 

waited there. By the time he walked out, it was dark and raining again. 

Just before dark, a red truck pulled up parallel to Jim’s white one. The driver glanced at 

the sign on the truck, got out and tossed a bundle from one truck bed to the other. With a 

smirk, he got back in and quietly drove away. 

* * * 

It was dark and the rain was coming in sheets as I headed home. When I got home, I ran 

for the house, got soaked anyhow. You’d think I’d keep a coat in the truck. Maybe tomorrow. 



While I changed into dry clothes I listened to the message machine. There was only one 

message. 

"You have gone too far this time. From 

today on , you will get no work, no money, and you 

will be ruined unless you abandon that job, that 

place and that person. Stop now or pay the price." 

 

The machine switched off and silence filled the house. The hair stood up on my arms. 

 "What the hell?" It was too far from Halloween for prank calls. And the whole tunnel 

and room thing had me already on edge. I reached over and hit the replay button. Same 

message, the time stamp repeating that it was received while I was out. It wasn't until I checked 

the message machine that I realized I hadn't gotten any calls on my cell phone that day.  

While I tried to process what that message was supposed to mean, I made coffee, and 

started the fire. In the process, I took a trip to the bathroom. I switched on the light and by the 

mess I had left earlier that morning, I realized Maria hadn't been over to clean either.  

Another "what the hell?" was on my lips until I remembered her car. I noticed it was still 

out back as I came in. She would be hard pressed to get around without her vehicle and I felt 

guilty. Maybe I needed to call again, see if she was alright after yesterday. I knew her husband 

Juan was working at close to minimum wage and they depended on what she made just to 

make ends meet. A ‘day off’ for her due to no vehicle was close to disaster. 

Which reminded me that my agent had told me I needed to bring him a list of the 

contents of the barn, to get that claim started. Ugh. I hate lists like that. There was always 

something left out. And how do I put a value on my animals? They were as much pets as 

anything. Which made me think again of Ralph. Where the heck did that hound go?  

I got the coffee on and the fire started and went to the door and called Ralph. The rain 

was coming down steadily now, and the wind had picked up, gusting now and then. I called 



again but the rain and wind made it hard to be heard. Or at least made it hard for me to believe 

I was being heard. Ralph was not a dog who stayed away from home. Even when it was the 

season when he thought all his ‘lady friends' required his attention, he came home every day at 

least for one meal. He and I usually shared the evening meal like a ritual, sitting quietly together 

on the deck or in front of the fire in weather like this. 

There was no response. I closed the door quietly, poured a cup of coffee and sat in front 

of the fire alone. Usually I was tired enough physically that I would doze off after a few minutes, 

and wake up in time for bed. Tonight, there was too much on my mind. The room, the tunnel, 

the fire, Maria not showing and whatever that message on the phone meant. And now Ralph. 

The phone rang. Considering the day, I almost let the answering machine pickup but 

relented. 

"Hello?" 

It was Sherri. "Hey sweetie! I thought you were coming over for dinner?" 

"Oh hell!! Dammit! I forgot all about it! Sorry babe! And I left the food in John's 

refrigerator, too." 

"Uh huh. Nice. Way to treat a girl!" 

"You want to order in and I'll come over? I forgot all about it, seriously. It's been one of 

those days." 

"You forget supper, and so that's reason I should buy you dinner?" She was partly 

joking, but he could hear the edge in her voice. 

"I can pay you back..." He grinned into the phone and then added, "with money, too, if 

you want that." 

"Now what's that supposed to mean?" she giggled.  



"Well, I got some cash in my wallet... I just figured if you ordered it would get there 

faster." 

"Lunkhead! Get over here. Pizza or Mexican?" 

  



Chapter 18 

I waited just inside the kitchen door for the rain to let up, but it didn’t, so I ran for it. I 

was soaked to the skin by the time I got the truck door unlocked and open. I don't do the 

remote opener thing. Too easy to lose if you carry it alone, and too bulky to carry with the 

other keys I have to have. I started the motor, turned wipers and defrost on and wheeled 

around the circular drive and out onto the road to town. Clock said quarter to eight.  

While I drove I mulled over the pros and cons of telling Sherri about the phone call. It 

would scare her; that was bad. On the other hand, in the past she'd often been a great help at 

pointing out facts that escaped my notice. And this was one of those times I needed the help. 

Needed to tell John, too, but that could wait until tomorrow.  

Sherri's apartment complex was on the far side of town from mine. It was built before 

the Regan era, with one side set up for seniors and the other for the newly wealthy. Since then, 

the two sides had been merged with Sherri ending up on what had been the senior side. The 

brick exterior was in decent shape, the shrubs were mature and well-trimmed, but the whole 

thing looked a little tired and sad. But it was reasonable price for the size.  

Sherri answered the door wearing a frilly, colorful blouse and a long hostess skirt. It 

reminded me of an old I Love Lucy episode. The blouse was part way unbuttoned, far enough to 

be inviting without being indecent and the skirt accentuated her ample hips. I liked it a lot. 

“Well, look at you!” I wrapped her in my arms, kissed her warm and deep and then held 

her back by the shoulders, examining her outfit. “I like it.” 

“Do you?” she squeaked. “Salvation Army special, but it was so appealing I couldn't 

resist! The colors are my colors and the stripes in the skirt make me look taller. And the price...” 

She saw my eyes beginning to glaze over at the details and changed the subject. “And it goes 

with the food: the best Mexican in town!” 

“Oh yeah? Are you my hot tamale?” I grinned and put my hand on her waist as we made 

our way to the kitchen. She'd just begun to lay the food out from the delivery. 



She turned and circled her arms around me. Looking playfully up into my face she asked, 

“Maybe, ... but what does that make you, for me?” 

“Uhm... a beef burrito? Or a big, spicy chorizo?” 

“You are BAD!” Sherri began laughing and pushed herself far enough back to slap my 

chest. I grinned and pulled her close again.  

“What were you expecting me to say? Chicken fajita?”I pulled her close again and kissed 

her full on the mouth. She melted.  

“Now that's more like it”, she said after a few minutes. “You still want Mexican? Or... 

something else?” 

“Both. I'm starving.” 

“At the same time?” She giggled as she felt my body respond. 

“How about we take care of the food before it gets cold, and then move on to 

something hotter?” 

“Hmmm. I suppose we could do that. But you need to get out of that soaking wet shirt 

right now. Let me throw it in the dryer.” 

* * * 

John's face was white but his hands and right forearm where the coffee had spilled on 

them were already turning an angry red. 

“A what?” He squeaked. He tried to keep his eyes on her face and his voice even. 

“Oh, John! I'm so sorry! I didn't mean to startle you! Oh my…!” Ginny hurriedly bent 

down to pick up the pieces of the broken coffee pot.  

Tim shouted from the doorway, “No!” In a calmer and somewhat embarrassed voice 

said, “Let me get that, Mrs. Richland. You'll cut yourself! John, are you alright?” 



John 's face was white and he swayed a little. “I'm fine, Tim. I'll get..” 

“No!” Tim almost shouted again. “You sit down. Virginia, give him a hand walking 

through the mess. No,” he repeated as Virginia tried to move some glass. “I'll get the mess!” 

Ginny held out her hand to John and he hesitantly took a step in her direction. As he did, 

the double shock–Ginny asking him about the room and the spilled coffee and broken carafe 

and cup–began to wear off. He began to feel panic rise as her eyes searched his face for an 

answer. As they made their way slowly across the kitchen towards the pantry and dining room, 

the realization came that the burns were probably going to require a trip to the emergency 

room. That added to his rising feelings of uncertainty and panic.  

“John, are you all right? Your color... doesn't ... you don't look well.” She was almost 

beside herself with embarrassment and shame at the mess and the obvious pain she had 

caused.  

“I'll be fine, Virginia. I just need to sit down for a moment and collect my thoughts. I 

apologize for frightening you just now. You caught me off-guard.” He managed to keep his voice 

even, he thought. 

“OH no! No! It was me! “ 

From his seat, John raised his eyes to meet hers and with a little fire in his voice said, 

“Virginia, sit down and be quiet!” 

Virginia collapsed into the other free chair at the table as the room disappeared. 

Her body was still but her mind whirled and the scene changed. She was sitting in 

this same room but lower down at the table, and much younger. The man who 

sat across from her at the table was also younger, hair colored with henna, with 

the same look of controlled anger and disgust on his face. In her mind, she heard 

a voice from her past. 



“Young lady, do you know what you just saw? It was.... what you THINK you just 

saw ...well, you didn't. It did not really happen. What you saw was a very bad 

dream that you had. It was a very naughty story you made up..” 

“But, Uncle John, you and Grampa...” She heard her voice, the voice of a six year 

old. 

“You're not listening to me, Virginia! Look at me, young lady! Look at my face, 

look in my eyes.” He paused until she was concentrating on his face. “Do you 

trust me?” 

“Yes, Uncle John.” 

“You do trust me, yes, you do. And so, ...listen carefully to my voice. Are you 

listening? Good. What you just saw, I am telling you now, what you saw was a 

dream that you had and you came here to tell me about. It was a bad dream, a 

very bad dream and it scared you. And you came over to my house to tell me so I 

could comfort you. It never happened in real life, Virginia. That is the truth. It 

never really happened, it was just a bad, nasty dream. Do you understand?” 

“Yes, Uncle John. I'm sorry.” 

“That’s O.K., Virginia. Virginia…! Virginia…!” 

 

“Virginia? Are you alright? You just called me ‘Uncle John'.” 

“Wh...whaa...at?” 

“Virginia,” John's voice was much softer now. “Virginia, you just called me Uncle John 

and apologized to me.” 

Virginia stared at him, not understanding. 



“Virginia. Look at me.” He paused until her eyes focused. “Virginia, this is John, your 

neighbor. You are here at my home, across the street from your house. I just spilled some 

coffee in the kitchen, and we came here and sat down. Are you alright? Did you take your meds 

today? Are you alright?” 

“I... I... Yes. Yes, I did. Yes. For a minute though, I thought you were your uncle!” 

“Okay. I understand. I have been told we look a lot alike. You knew my uncle…” 

“You do. You even sounded like him. I was... There was... He told me it was all a bad 

dream. But... you are really burned, aren't you. I'm not dreaming this?” 

“I am burned from the spilled, hot coffee, and no you are not dreaming. It hurts me too 

much for me for it to be just your dream!” John smiled at that point. 

“Oh John!” At that, she seemed to come alive again. “I am so sorry! I...” 

“Apology accepted. Perhaps,” John interrupted her, raising his voice so Tim could hear 

him in the kitchen, “we should think about going to the clinic, to attend to these burns.” 

At that, Tim stuck his head around the door to the kitchen. “Give me just a minute here 

John, to get this mess cleaned up and I'll drive.” 

“Oh, I can take him, Tim. It's my fault anyway,” Virginia responded. 

“No, that's fine. Tim will take me, Virginia. I want you to go home now, and lay down 

and rest. You've had a shock and it would be a good idea to go home to your house and rest 

now. OK? I'll walk you to the door, and make sure you get down the steps alright. The rain 

makes them slippery and I don't want you to fall.” 

“Well, if you think...” 

“I do. Don't you think Virginia should rest, Tim?” Tim had come in from the kitchen, car 

keys in hand. “Oh, sure. You rest Ginny. We'll be fine. Thanks for staying with John while I 

cleaned up. I appreciate it.” 



“Oh… Uh… Surely, Timothy... It ... I .... I think I'll go now.” Virginia Richland made her 

way to the door, John following out to the top of the porch steps. 

“Go home and rest now, Virginia. Go to bed. A good night’s sleep on a rainy night like 

this will be nice, and will do you good.” 

She turned when she reached the sidewalk. “John, call me when you get back? Let me 

know how things turn out?” 

“Of course, Virginia. I'll let you know. Things will be fine, though. You just rest.” 

* * * 

Two tacos lay cooling in their wrappers on the counter. Outside, a car alarm began to 

clamor for attention. Sherri raised her head from where it lay on Jim’s chest.  

“Is that yours?” 

He put a hand on her head and gently pushed it back where it had been.  

“They can steal it if they want. I'll get another one.” 

She smiled and snuggled closer.  

“That's silly. You need your truck. You should go look.” 

“Right. And just dump you on the floor.” 

“Sure.” 

“O.K.” He began to roll off the bed. 

“Hey!” she squealed, and clung tighter to his chest. 

“You said!”, but he relaxed and rolled back. 

“That's better!” she purred. 



The alarm continued, however, and after several minutes they heard an angry shout 

outdoors from a neighbor. “Shut it off!” 

“I thought they shut off automatically, don't they?” 

“Only if the thief leaves the car alone.” 

Sherri raised her head. “You mean whoever it is didn't run away? You better go out and 

see who it is!” 

“You're not afraid they might shoot me?” He made a face of mock sadness and shock. 

“Oh go see!” she gave him a shove. “Maybe they really are breaking in!” 

“Want me check yours while I'm out?”  

“I doubt anyone would want it, it’s so old!” 

“Your battery or tires?” 

“They would NOT!” 

He grinned. “Oh yes they would.” 

“Go! Now!” 

He chuckled. “I'll be right back.” 

Parking for the apartments was not logically arranged. The reasoning given by the 

management was that it kept retaliation vandalism to a minimum: no one could tell which car 

belonged with which apartment just by observation: you had to know whose car was whose. It 

made sense to some, but in the rain or snow, the added safety was seldom appreciated. I found 

sherry's SUV, noted that the alarm was not going off, that the tires were still all there and not 

slashed. I also saw the marks around the lock on the passenger door where someone had tried 

to break in. That was new. 



The alarm got louder as I walked toward my truck. I was relieved to realize it was the car 

parked next to mine making all the noise, an older Buick with expensive wheels and extra 

chrome. No one was in it and it seemed to be untouched. As I neared, I strained my senses for 

any sign of movement: nothing. I walked between the cars, heading for my driver’s side door. I 

hadn’t bother backing into the spot. Something in the bed of my truck caught my eye. Against 

the cab where the mirrors couldn’t show it were two stiff, rain-soaked bodies. 

  



  



Chapter 19 

It took almost a full minute to realize what I was looking at. I was standing in the dark, 

standing in the rain, looking into the bed of my own pickup truck. And I was seeing the rain-

soaked bodies of Snowflake and Ralph. Dead, innocent animals. My animals, my pets! rain I 

began to shake with the shock , the anger and the cold. The more I tried to stop, the harder I 

shook.  After what seemed like an hour, I looked away. I pulled the door open and sat behind 

the wheel for a minute.  

What the hell was that? I twisted around and looked out the back window. Nothing. 

Maybe it wasn’t real. But I knew better. I needed to go back in, tell Sherri everything was alright 

and cuddle with her a little more maybe. Then I could go home. And, dammit!, cry. 

“What took so long?” her big blue eyes looked me over. “What’s wrong?”  

“Nothing. Tires and cars are all safe. False alarm. But I need to get home, change clothes 

and get an early start in the morning. You got my shirt?”  

Sherri was visibly disappointed. I didn’t mention the animals. I kissed her goodbye long 

and deep and she put her head against my chest. It felt good. After a little, I lifted her chin so 

our eyes met. 

"You be careful, you hear? Something's going on out there and I don't want to hear any 

bad news about you." 

"Maybe you should stay all night and keep me safe?" She smiled, but she knew me well 

enough to know I'd already made my mind up. 

"And who would protect you from me?", I grinned. 

"I think I can take care of myself when it comes to you! I know your weak points." 

I laughed at that. "When I say be careful, I mean it. There's more than tires to lose.” 

"What did I miss? Are you...?You're not joking!" 



"I'm not. Someone already burned down my barn and..." I hesitated. "...and killed my 

animals. That's not some punky teenager with a can of spray paint. I don't want to have to visit 

you in the hospital." 

She was silent a moment and then asked, "Are you sure you need to go home tonight?" 

"Yes." 

* * * 

I was about a mile from my driveway before I had to slow down—I couldn’t see the road 

was so blurry. Then a wave of anger hit and the tears dried up. Damn whoever did this! Why 

were they after me, anyway?! What the hell had I done wrong?  

When I got home, I grabbed a shovel from the garage and buried the two animals beside 

Grumpy behind the wreckage of the barn. The thought crossed my mind that I could 

legitimately call the police about this. Maybe even should call them. But it was late and I really 

didn't want to wait up and then answer a long list of questions. Nor did I want to dig the bodies 

up again for them to look at. I briefly considered calling Sherri, but she wouldn't sleep all night if 

he did. I could tell her in the morning. 

 I checked my cell phone and the message machine: no messages. That meant no more 

threats, but it also meant no more work. The one call I had gotten on the cell before meeting 

with John was a referral: a leaky toilet at a house owned by the old couple who had once lived 

in the house next to John's. That might be a chance to ask some questions, at least. 

Before bed, I pulled the truck into the garage and locked the door. The garage was a 

steel building, fireproof from the outside if the guarantee was to be believed. I’d sleep better 

knowing at least the truck wouldn't be ashes in the morning. 

* * * 

"So, Mr. Green..." 

"Call me John, if you don't mind. My father was Mr. Green." 



"Ok.” The admitting nurse was a good-looking, muscular young man with close-cropped 

blonde hair and a square jaw. "John, what were you doing when this incident occurred? 

Anything unusual going on that might have triggered the incident?" 

"No, nothing unusual; I was making coffee. Not at all unusual at our home!" 

"Was there a loud noise or some other event that might have triggered a nervous 

reaction, making you dropped the pot?" 

Ginny's voice began in John’s imagination. "You didn't mention any secret passage to 

me, did you? Did you?... Did you?... Did you?... " 

"No-o-o-o. No unusual events." He wiped the soft, moist palm of his right hand on his 

hospital gown. They had removed his wet, stained pants and given him a light blue gown to 

wear. "Not that I can recall." 

Ginny's voice continued to question him. "You didn't tell me, did you? Did you?... " 

"Did you feel any unusual emotion at the time? Before the spill, that is? Sometimes that 

is an indication of a medical events..." 

“No! None at all." 

" John, all your information is kept confidential and any answer might allow us some 

insight..." 

"I said no." As he spoke, John could feel his chest tighten and a feeling of being trapped 

filled his mind almost as if he was doomed to tell the whole story to this man. Ginny's voice 

changed and began to growl. 

 "You didn't tell them, did you? Did you?... "  

It was frightening. Out loud, John pleaded. "Please, no." 

"John, are you alright?” 



"Oh yes! I …No. I... I... " His chest continued to tighten, as if a huge blood pressure cuff 

was strapped around it and the cuff was being pumped up higher and higher. "Pressure..." The 

word came out a gasp.  

The nurse slapped a button, an alarm went off and he gently lowered John to the 

examining table all in one motion. John felt the prick of a needle as someone else pushed three 

tablets and a too-small cup of water through his lips. He tried to swallow. Then everything 

faded into black. 

* * * 

"Why can't I stay here tonight? I'm tired of sleeping in hotels?" 

"It would raise questions in the neighborhood that I am not ready to answer." 

"So,... What?! The neighbors are more important than me? You ashamed of me too?" 

"That is not what I said or meant. I am not prepared for a guest tonight." Virginia 

paused. "And you have done things you promised me you would never do again."  

"I did what you told me!" 

"You promised to stop setting fires. And as for killing defenseless animals... I never ever 

expected something like that!" 

"Whatever. It was just a frickin’ goat! And it wasn’t defenseless: it came after me.” He 

snorted. “Hell! They’re only animals!" 

"They are never ‘only animals', young man! They are part of someone's life! Material 

possessions are replaceable, but a pet... once they are gone, a part of you dies. Have you never 

had a pet?" 

The young man was tense and silent for a moment, then, "Hell no! Who was gonna let a 

little bastard like me have a pet when they’re the ones paying for the food?" 

"You are not a little bastard! You are..." 



"Bullshit I'm not!” He exploded, “Who the hell is my father if I’m not? Huh? And my 

mother gave me away...?!" 

"DON'T swear around me, young man!" 

 "Whatever! Anyhow, no, I never had a pet." He paused. and added quietly, "Always 

wanted a dog." 

"Well for your information, pets can be a wonderful comfort in a time of loss. " 

"Oh yeah? Well, I wouldn't know. But this guy isn't gonna get any comfort tonight when 

he finds them." He flinched, realized he'd said too much. 

"What do you mean?" Her eyes narrowed and her voice became cold and sharp. She 

repeated herself when he remained silent, motionless, not meeting her eye. "What do you 

mean, young man?"  

"Nothing. Never mind." 

 When "I ask you a question, I expect an answer!" Her voice was becoming shrill and the 

color in her cheeks showed through her pancake makeup.  

"I .... threw them in the back of his pickup."  

"You what?!" Her was aghast. "There was no need for that. I merely want him to stop 

his work across the street and I asked you to help me. I did not authorize you to kill... to kill 

anything! You have gone entirely too far in this and I will... " 

" WHAT, you old bitch!? You think you can DO something to me?" He took a step 

forward, powerful shoulders tense. Angry eyes full of tears to meet hers. "What are you to me, 

anyway? You're not my aunt. Who the hell are you really? And what do you really want from 

me?" 

Virginia Richland didn't answer. In the silence, her anger faded, morphed into sadness. 

Then her own tears rolled down her cheeks. When she spoke, her voice was hoarse but clear. 



"You are my flesh and blood: I haven't lied to you about that. But I am not your aunt. What I 

want from you is much less than you have done or given. I wanted to see you, to know you are 

alive..." 

"Who the hell ARE you?!" Timothy’s anger overcame his confusion. "And what do you 

really want?" 

"I am your grandmother." 

  



Chapter 20 

Timothy Newburg stared. There was no mistaking the truth of it. Unlike himself, she was 

a lousy liar. And she was way emotional right now. My grandmother eh? So the Mustang really 

will be mine when she’s gone. Maybe the house too. Maybe.  

“You got any other kids? Or other relatives?” 

Quietly sobbing, Virginia reached for a chair to sit down. 

“Only you.” She hung her head. “The rest are gone. And I haven't told anyone about 

you. I was so ashamed of myself, giving up your mother. And then she did the same to you...” 

More sobs. He wanted to hate her, wanted to be able to take out all the years of hurt and anger 

on her for her making his life the hell it had been. But what came to the surface was---he wasn’t 

sure what it was. He moved to her side, awkward, silent. 

He tried to remember what they did for crying girls in movies. “Can I get you something? 

Glass of water?” 

She nodded. He found a drinking glass on the counter and filled it from the tap. As he 

handed it to her, she looked up at him. The hard eyes were now red and puffy. And very, very 

sad. 

“Will you forgive me? Can you?” It sounded like a B-movie. But here, it sounded right. 

“Sure... Grandma.” He smiled a small smile. 

The red pickup left a short time later but about nine thirty it returned. It was still parked 

in front of the house in the morning. 

* * * 

Time to even things up. If this guy thinks he can fuck with my inheritance he’s wrong. 

Time he paid for his interference. Another set of slashed tires would do it for now. 



It was dark and rainy and there was little traffic on the road. If Timothy hadn’t noticed 

the sign on the side of Jim’s truck as he passed going the other way, he wouldn’t have 

recognized his truck in the dark.  

This is going to be easier than I thought!  

The red pickup turned around in the next driveway, and when Jim pulled into an 

apartment complex on the other side of town, Timothy kept going a short distance and circled 

back. 

* * * 

I called John the next morning to see if they had decided anything. After the fifth ring 

the answering machine kicked in and John's hesitant voice came on. “I, uhm, ... we're not able 

to come to the phone at the moment....” I hung up. At that hour John should have been sitting 

right there by the phone, with a second or third cup of coffee. Or maybe he was on the john. I 

waited and called ten minutes later. Same message. I wanted to talk with John about the phone 

call and the animals first. No, not wanted to. Needed to. I had no experience with stuff like this 

but John, for all his unimpressive presentation now, had lived through this kind of ‘exciting' 

stuff in years past. John didn't tell scary stories, he just reminisced. Experience had taught him 

how to handle this stuff.  

 I had already called the plumbing job, said I'd be there mid-morning. That left me just 

enough time to talk, so I started over to John’s place. On the way I passed the Market, changed 

my mind and stopped there. Tim should be at work now and I could at least find out about the 

job at their place. The Market, by the way, is a local co-op of customers and small farmers that 

specialize in fresh local produce and holistic health remedies. But this morning Tim was 

nowhere in sight. I asked if he was in today. 

“No. He called in, said his partner was in the hospital.” 

“John?” 

“Yes, John. Something about coffee burns.” 



“Huh. Ok, well ...” 

“Whom should I say was asking?”  

“A friend of theirs. Couldn't reach John by phone and wanted to talk. Thanks.” 

“Was there anything else I could help you with…sir?”  

“Nope. Thanks.” 

I looked at my watch as I walked to the truck: there was still time. Community General 

Hospital was on the road out of town on the way to the job. It was a small rural-style hospital. 

Visiting hours were somewhat flexible. And it helped that several nurses on staff knew me 

through Sherri. I asked at the nurse's station about John, made some small talk with the charge 

nurse and asked if I could see him. She looked up and down the hallway, and then in a quiet but 

very severe voice, “Three minutes. You know the rules.”  

I grinned and said, “Yes Ma'am!” 

John was alone in the room. The other patient was away getting x-rays he said, and Tim 

had gone to get breakfast. 

“What the heck happened to you?” 

“Oh, nothing much. They just wanted to keep me for observation. Nothing really.” 

“Uh huh. They just want some insurance money?” 

“Basically.” 

“What's with you arm? Burned?”I knew John hated this kind of attention. 

“Well, a small accident. I dropped a full pot of coffee, spilled down the front and side of 

me.” 

“That takes being admitted?” 



“More to the point, and to make a boring story short, Virginia knows about the stairs 

and the room, but not the passageway.” John, the master of deflection. Yep.  

“So, how is that related to this?” I pointed at his burned arm. 

After John related the events of the previous evening, I gave him the story of my own 

evening, getting the phone call and finding the animals. And Maria’s slashed tires. 

“Sounds like you had quite an evening yourself.” 

“I did. And I don't want another like it. My question for you is, what do I do about it? I 

haven't called the police about the stuff at Sherri’s but I'm wondering if maybe I should. It's not 

like the events are necessarily related. But if anything else happens, I'm guessing they'll wonder 

why I didn't... if I don't. And with your past, I figured you could give me some guidance.” 

“What you do would be your decision, Jim. You know best what's best for you.” 

“Yeah, thanks buddy. That's not very helpful at this point!” 

“Perhaps. But it's true. Go with your heart.” 

“OK, well ... no then. Give it one more day, see what comes up. I'm a big boy; don't need 

a cop to take care of the little stuff.” I didn't feel like a big boy though as I got up to leave. 

“I do have one insight, I think, Jim.” 

“What’s that?” 

“A very odd reaction yesterday from Virginia. In fact, it happened right after the coffee 

pot incident: she called me ‘uncle'.” 

“Uncle?” 

“The family resemblance between me and my uncle John—the man who owned the 

house before me? In fact he willed it to me—is very strong. I was told that many times growing 

up by family members who knew us both. So, she was not too far away from the mark. 



However, it was after she startled me in the kitchen, after I somewhat sharply told her to sit 

down, that she said that.” 

“And you think this has something to do with...what?” 

“I'm not sure, unless it’s about that passage and secret room. I do think she is under 

some unusually high stress right now. Did I mention that her grandson has a police record?  

“Nope.” 

“Well, being a somewhat public figure with her volunteer work and her newspaper 

column, I think that weighs on her mind. What would the city think if they found out her 

criminal grandson was living with her?” He paused. “I think this added stress somehow 

exacerbates her.... 

“Whoa Nelly! Does what?” 

“I said the added stress of him being around makes worse her worries about her past 

life and her associations with that secret room and the passageway, whatever they may be.” 

“You and your big words. O.K. I guess that makes some sense then. You say she found 

out about the passageway, and then called you ‘uncle' as if ...” 

“...as if she was somehow reliving a memory, a very strong one. Perhaps a very 

unpleasant one.” He paused. “Of course, this is all conjectural on my part. But she and I have 

had some rather deep conversations about her past.” 

“And this fits in with what happened last night?” 

“I’m not entirely sure. But then, I haven't had much time to think about that either.” 

At that point, Tim walked in. “Oh, hi there Jim.” 

“Tim,” I nodded. “How are you doing? I stopped by the Market looking for you, and 

found out you brought John up here.” 



“Yes.” Tim looked disapprovingly at John. “He had a heart episode last night and they 

kept him for observation.” 

“Oh?” I looked at John, who spread his fingers on both hands palms up and made a 

blank face of mock ignorance.”That's news to me,” he said. 

“No it’s not! I told you before!” Tim scolded, and then looked back at me. “It wasn't a 

heart attack, they said, but it was stress-related.”  

“I can imagine–spilling a full pot of coffee must have hurt something wicked. What a 

waste!” I said. 

Tim laughed quietly. 

“First degree burns, mostly. Extensive but not life-threatening. Just painful.” 

“Tim, how is Virginia? Were you able to talk to her?” John pushed himself up in bed. 

“You know, that's funny. I knocked on her door but she didn't answer. And there was a 

truck parked in from of her house, one I don't recognize.” 

John and I traded glances.  

 “Was it red?” My voice was sharper than I wanted it to sound.  

Tim was taken aback. “I... it was... yes, I do remember that. It was red.” 

  



Chapter 21 

The alarm never went off, she was sure. But the blurry clock face insisted it was seven 

thirty when Sherri rolled over to look. She groaned. That made her exactly an hour late to begin 

her day. Rain was splattering on the window and when she found the kitchen, she discovered 

she was out of coffee. Pull on your Big Girl panties, she thought. It will be a bad hair day no 

matter what, so skip that fuss. Just get dressed and get there! 

She rushed through her morning routine and half an hour later was ready to outrun the 

rain to her big black Tahoe. She glanced down at the driver’s side tire as she yanked open the 

door and hopped in. As she laid her purse and lunch down on the seat beside her it registered 

in her mind what she had just seen: a completely flat tire. Flat as in, to-the-rim flat.  

A very unladylike curse filled the cab as she shoved the door open to verify what she 

had seen. In the process she dinged the car next to hers, adding to her anger. She despised 

people who were too careless to avoid doing that. Focus, she thought. One thing at a time. She 

looked it over: yes, the tire was flat. She swore again as she glanced back along the SUV: the 

back tire was also flat to the rim. Stunned, she walked around to the passenger side: both tires 

on that side were flat as well. 

 Silently, Sherri opened the passenger door, retrieved her purse and lunch and walked 

back to the apartment. No sense even trying to get to work this morning. She called the office 

and left a message, then called the receptionist on her cell, explaining why she would not be 

there until probably after lunch. They commiserated and exchanged necessary details of the 

morning appointments and Sherri hung up.  

She wondered why Jim had not noticed this last night. It irritated her that he hadn't said 

something. She shook her head. Of course he hadn't neglected to tell her. That was silly. He had 

even warned her that something like this might happen. She decided to not worry him and just 

call the tow truck herself. He had enough worries at the moment and she certainly was capable 

of getting this done. She dialed the number and waited. The tow truck took her and the car to 

the Chevy dealer. She rode with the driver, making small talk and trying to politely emphasize 



that she was not available any night for the next 20 years or so. At the service desk, the man 

behind the counter said he had tires in stock for her. Sherri smiled. When he quoted her the 

price, Sherri almost swore again. 

“No! I just want tires, not the whole wheel!” 

“That is just the tires, Ma’am. They also have to be mounted, balanced and new stems 

too, which will be a little more....” 

“Wait a minute! Four tires is how much, and there is more cost besides that?” 

The man was silent for a moment. 

“Yes, ma'am,” he finally said in a quiet, even voice. “That's for just the tires. To put them 

on your wheels...” 

“They don't come ON the wheels?!” 

“That is a separate charge, called mounting, yes ma'am. Who usually brings your vehicle 

in for service?” 

“Never mind.” She seriously thought about calling Jim. This could not be the right price: 

It would wipe out her whole Christmas Club fund if this was, and that was just not gonna to 

happen. Not on this day! 

Just then, Bobby Morse walked into the waiting room. Bobby was a High School friend 

of hers, and the lead salesman at the dealership. 

 “Hey Sherri! What brings you here on a beautiful day like this?!” 

 “I would be a better day if I didn't have to mortgage my first child to buy tires for that 

Tahoe you sold me!” She explained her morning while he listened intently.  

“How about this? Have a cup of coffee while I take care of a little business here, and 

then you and I walk over to the showroom. I think we might have a solution that won't cost you 



an arm and a leg today, or to maintain. A Tahoe is a solid, safe vehicle, but eventually they get 

expensive to maintain.” 

“ Bobby, you are an answer to prayer this morning!” 

He flashed his perfect, white smile.”Always glad to help a damsel in distress.” 

True to his word, Bobby Morse was able to help Sherri get into a late model, bright red 

Mustang for less money than it would cost for the four new tires on her Tahoe. “Less money 

out of pocket”, as he put it. “Just sign here.” That morning, it didn't matter to Sherri: she had 

the car of her dreams and her Christmas money and no car payment to worry about for two 

months. She even had two hours before an afternoon at the office. On a whim, she headed 

over to Jim's place and see if she could wangle another lunch out of him; maybe she could trade 

for a ride in her car. She giggled. The tires squealed only a little on the wet pavement as she 

headed to Jim's house. 

* * * 

It was three minutes before eleven a.m. when Ginny looked at the clock. About four and 

a half minutes since she last looked. Timothy had gone to the store to get fresh milk and stop to 

add fuel to his truck less than fifteen minutes ago. He should not be returning yet but she was 

already worrying that he would not. Last night had been a shock to him and she wasn't sure he 

would return. But... why wouldn't he? She had asked herself that same question over and over, 

and decided again to just drop it. No need to borrow worries. Stay in the moment. John had 

often told her that when thoughts began to bother her. Just stay in the moment. This moment. 

She looked at the clock: it was still one minute until eleven. He could not have gotten to the 

store and the gas station yet. No need to worry. She put the thought out of her mind. 

She heard a knock at the back door. Peeking through the blinds on the window beside 

the door, she couldn't see anyone. Another knock came. She took a deep breath and turned the 

door knob. It was Tim, John's roommate from across the street. 

“Hi, Ginny. How are you doing today?” 



“Oh, Tim! Come in! How are you? How is John?” 

“Oh, I only have a minute, thanks.” He stayed on the porch, stepping back from the 

swing of the screen door. “He's fine: he's a tough one. They kept him overnight though, just to 

make sure. He'll be home for supper. But how are you? That was quite a scare for you, too...” 

“Oh! Goodness no!” Ginny giggled. “I'm fine. I... would you like some coffee or 

something? ..Or, no you don't drink that do you? Some tea? The water is already hot...” 

“No, no. I just wanted to drop by, give you an update and see how you are doing. Make 

sure you're ok.” He paused and, with tremendous courage, looked her square in the face. “I saw 

a truck out front of your house last night and it was still there this morning. I... I just wanted to 

make sure every thing is ok here...” 

Virginia reddened. 

“Oh...! I... uh... yes, yes every thing is fine. Just a... uh.. a... things are fine.” 

“Well, good!” Tim looked down, his face as red as hers. “It's O.K., Virginia. No need to 

explain.” He hated “confronting” and now he was embarrassed that he'd made her 

uncomfortable. “Actually... what I was wondering... if you still were taking the St. Johnswort we 

had talked about. Not to pry, of course. But, I was wondering if it was helping any? It has done 

John so much good.” 

“Oh! Yes,” she said, relieved. “Yes, I have been taking it and it does help. Thank you for 

asking, Tim.” 

There was an awkward pause and then Tim said, “Well... alright then. Just wanted to 

make sure you were alright after yesterday and all. Glad you are. And ... come over tomorrow 

and give John a visit. I'm sure he will want to... to talk too.” 

“I'll do that. And Tim, thank you very much for checking on me. Not everyone seems to 

care as much as you do. I really do appreciate it.” 

“Well, thank you, too, for being so kind to me and John. We both appreciate you too.” 



“I will stop over tomorrow. Will you be home?” 

“In the morning, yes. I'll be at the Market later.” 

As he left, Virginia stood at the door, undecided if she wanted him to stay or to go. 

“See you tomorrow, then. Goodbye.” But he was already around the corner of the 

house. 

She looked at the clock again: it was almost ten minutes after eleven. Timothy could 

have gotten to the store but not the gas station yet. No need to worry. And she put it out of her 

mind. She drifted through the dining room to the living room and the front window. She parted 

the lace curtains with one her index finger and looked out at the house directly across the 

street, and then to the house to the right. John’s house. Tim was just climbing the porch steps. 

A neighbor was walking a dog, and the pair continued along the street avoiding the puddles on 

the sidewalk. From behind autumn clouds, the sun managed a weak glow that failed to make 

the wet grass sparkle. So normal, so peaceful to look at. But she couldn’t shake the feeling that 

there was something wrong. Something was wrong with that house. Something… evil. 

  



Chapter 22 

The more she looked at the two houses across the street, the more agitated Virginia 

became. Hot, justified anger was slowly filling her. And that scared her. Why did those houses 

make her angry? One of them was her grandfather’s house; the other was her uncle's. Well, not 

her uncle really. But he was like an uncle to her. 

“Until today.” 

The words boomed in her head, crashed into her life. The barrier that held back the 

emotions collapsed and anger and terror overwhelmed her. She began to tremble all over. 

What in the world was that supposed to mean? Where did that thought come from?! Who said 

that–"until today"? And why... Why?! And yet—it’s true! 

Again she stumbled from the window to the couch. She slumped unlady-like, trembling, 

tears begging to leak from closed eyes. “Until today”. Yes, that was the truth. It was today—no 

yesterday!—it was yesterday, when John told her to sit down! John—the other John, the older 

John from her childhood—he was not like an uncle. He was always distant, private, picky. 

Everything had to be just so when she was around, she always had to be careful what she said 

or touched. It had to be his way or she was----bad! It was nothing like her grandfather's home, 

where she could have anything or go anywhere. He loved me! But Uncle John…her mind kept 

going back to what John had said yesterday. “Virginia, sit down and be quiet!” How many times 

had she heard that?! But this time she heard the rest, the things that were said after that.  

"Do you trust me?" 

She realized now---suddenly, fully, enormously!—that the answer was NO! No, she 

didn't trust her uncle. Not at all! The anger that had simmered since yesterday exploded in a 

scream. 

Virginia Richland, past retirement age, past any thoughts of childhood, sat on her couch 

in front of her fireplace and violently shook her head from side to side, pumped her fisted 

hands up and down in the air and stamped her feet like a little girl, and screamed. 



 “NO! No, no, no, no!”  

For the first time in a very, very long time, Virginia Richland realized she had trusted a 

liar, a liar that had lied to her over and over and over again. Somehow this liar had convinced 

her that what she had actually– truly!– seen was somehow a lie or a dream. And he had 

convinced her that it was all her fault. 

 "It was a bad dream and it scared you and you came over to my house to tell me so I 

could comfort you. But it never happened in real life, it was just a bad, nasty dream. Do you 

understand? ...It was a very naughty story you made up.." 

 

And like the good little girl that she had always been, she answered what she should 

have. "Yes, Uncle John." Until now. 

"NO! NO UNCLE JOHN! NO! No, no no no no no.... " She sat precisely centered in front 

of the carved mantle that framed the empty fireplace as her entire life history crumbled into a 

series of interconnected lies. Sobs shook her. Tears began streaming down her face. Her nose 

was making a mess of her blouse.  

She didn't care. She hid her face with her shaking hands and cried for fear and relief and 

anger and even joy. She had been right all along! John, Uncle John had lied to her! All those 

summers, all those years afterward, after her grandfather had disappeared, he had told her 

that it was her fault, her bad dreams, that she was the bad girl. Every time she visited him he 

repeated it. But it had never been her! She began to laugh in the middle of the tears. It was 

him! It was John. John and his house, where all the bad things had happened.  

...listen carefully to my voice. Are you listening? 

"No! Not any more!” she shouted. “No! Never again! No more lies! No more dreams! No 

more telling me that what I saw was not true." Virginia wasn't sure if she was speaking out loud 

or if it was just her own voice echoing inside, answering the voice of Uncle John inside her. 

What she didn't notice was that the voice she heard belonged to the present John Green. 



* * * 

I looked at my watch: I needed to get to the job. I said my goodbyes to John and Tim and 

got on the county road that would take me most of the way there. The job was about a twenty 

minute drive, time enough to think about the last few days. I'd lost my barn, my animals and 

the possibility of a lot of business if that phone call was to be believed. And there was no 

reason I could see for any of it!  

What surprised me the most was my own lack of reaction, as if it wasn’t a huge deal. I 

shrugged. Maybe it wasn’t: it was mostly replaceable, most of it insured. Except for Ralph and 

the goats: that part hurt. But as long as I had Sherri and John to prop me up, I'd be fine. The 

barn I could rebuild–less repairs and I could have the place I wanted. Losing the new roof made 

me mad still, but I could build in a workshop now. The other animals could be replaced albeit 

not without some time and effort. As for business—if the threat was real, there were always 

more customers and whoever it was threatening me would eventually get tired of it. That last 

was harder for me to pass off, though. 

I found the house by its ‘911' house number: houses out here don't exactly have ‘street 

addresses; you wonder if some of them have indoor plumbing. And some don’t. As it was drove 

by the place twice before I saw the number above the unused front door. I pulled into the 

driveway of a small frame farmhouse, not much different from my own. White clapboards, 

green shutters, dark red front door that opened onto a front porch nobody used. A small barn 

behind the house and what looked like a good-sized garden–all the marks of a long-retired 

couple making ends meet the way they always had: do it yourself. It made me wonder why 

they'd called me. And what I was in for here. I pulled in the driveway and walked up to the back 

door. 

* * * 

It was 11:16 according to his watch. The house was just beginning to take off and 

Timothy wanted to watch. But if he didn’t hurry, the old bat would think he had taken too long 

at the store and start asking questions. He sighed and trotted to his truck. As he yanked the 



driver’s door open, a red Mustang roared into the driveway and slammed on the brakes, 

spraying gravel all down the side of his pickup. He whirled around as a screaming blonde threw 

herself at him in a rage. From the glimpse he got, she was office scum—a secretary or 

something. In one clean, smooth motion, he stepped aside, swung his stiffened hand around 

and hit her windpipe. She dropped, stunned and limp. Without a thought he threw her body 

over one shoulder and ran to the back of the house. 

The flames and smoke were visible above the house as Timothy ran across the deck. He 

kicked open the back door. The ceiling was already invisible in thick smoke as he tossed his limp 

load on the couch. He bent double and raced back out the door, slammed it and took a moment 

to catch his breath. As he turned to go, he snatched a worn kitchen chair that sat comfortably 

against the outside wall of the house, and jammed it under the screen door knob. The inside 

door swung in and the blonde pressed her face against the screen, gasping, pushing to get out. 

 “Fuck!” 

Timothy leaned over the chair and slammed his fist into her nose as hard as he could. He 

got three solid blows in before she collapsed backward. As he ran for his truck, he heard the 

sirens begin to howl. Gravel sprayed as he gunned the engine and pulled out his cell phone. It 

would have to be a fast call: he still had to buy groceries for grandma. 

The recipient picked up, "Worthington Plumbing and Repair, Jim speaking." 

* * * 

" But, Uncle John, I saw Grampa and..." 

"You're not listening to me, Virginia! Look at me, young lady! Look at my face, look into 

my eyes." He paused until she was concentrating on his face and then he smiled. "That's better." 

 

No! Not better! She was remembering more now. Remembering that it was him—Uncle 

John--he was the one telling her what happened when all along she wanted to be the one 



telling him what she saw. And he always twisted it around so that she was wrong and 

everything was just a dream. But now... no more! It’s too late! I know now what you did to me! 

And the secret room ... yes! THAT was the key! She knew there was a room, she had been in it, 

in a dream... no! A REAL room, she was really in, not in a dream. A real room and... the though 

struck her like a fist now. A real room meant that all those bad, nasty ‘dreams' ... were not 

dreams. They also were real.  

"NO! Oh God no! NO! No! no! no!" 

"Grandma, what the hell's wrong? Grandma! It's me, Timothy! I'm back. What 

happened? ‘No' to what?" 

  



Chapter 23 

I knocked at the back door and a woman who could have stepped out of “American 

Gothic” answered the door. Graying hair pulled back into a bun, wrinkles around her eyes from 

squinting against the sun, and a broad, unexpressive face confirmed my guess that this was 

indeed a household that was more practical than prissy. 

As it turned out, the job was simple: the toilet leaked from the base, lady of the house 

wasn't putting up with it any more. It needed to have the wax ring under it reset, a simple one 

hour job that the old man could probably have done, except he had a cast on his wrist. The 

woman mentioned he had broken it in a fall. He was a man of few words but his 

embarrassment and his wife's obvious annoyance when he explained made up for his lack of 

vocality.  

“Fell, eh?” I didn't expect much of an explanation but thought I should give the man a 

chance to redeem himself. 

 “Yep.” 

I waited but when nothing more seemed forthcoming, I asked again. 

“Tree trimming?” 

“Yep.” 

“Lean out too far?” 

“Yep.” 

It was then that I realized the wife, whose name I never heard, was standing in earshot. I 

grunted in response and let it go while I loosened the bolts on the commode. After several 

minutes, satisfied that she wasn't going to miss anything, the wife returned to her chores. The 

husband—Kenneth she had called him—visibly relaxed. 



“I bet you could’ve done this yourself,” I ventured, as lifted the commode off the leaky 

seal and set it on the newspapers the wife had spread on the floor.  

“Did last time. Damn floor shifts and breaks the wax.” 

“Maybe needs a brace under it?” 

He snorted. “Needs a new floor. You can see that.” The floor boards under the toilet 

were soft for sure; only the cheap linoleum hid the fact. “Hell, needs new pipes, too,” he 

lamented. “The galvanized is beginning to rust through all over.” Kenneth was silent then. 

I popped the old seal off, cleaned the area and fitted the new one in.  

“I do carpentry too, but I don’t have time to look today. Give you a deal on fixing this 

floor if you’d be my helper.” 

Kenneth grunted.  

I set the commode back where it belonged and began tightening the bolts. 

“By the way, how'd you get my name?” 

 “Friend of yours. Old neighbor of ours.” 

 My ears perked up. 

“Oh yeah? From town?” 

“Yep. John Green. Used to live next door, the old Riggs place.” 

I could hardly believe my ears, I got so excited. I tried to maintain.  

“You live there long?” 

“Not really. Maybe fifteen years. Got to be too much on the utilities and we wanted to 

be back out in the country, have some chickens and whatnot. City is too confining.” 

I agreed with him. “You talk with him lately?” 



 “Yesterd'y” 

I grinned. “Don't suppose he mentioned he was in the hospital at the time, did he? 

Burned himself pretty good the other day.” 

Kenneth looked surprised 

“Yep. He'll be home tonight if you wanted to give him a call.” I stood up. “Let me know if 

you want an estimate for the floor, or the plumbing.” I paused but he didn’t answer. “That 

about does it for this, though.” 

He nodded his head and turned toward the kitchen, to get my payment I hoped. As he 

turned, I realized here was a man who would know–maybe–about the tunnel!  

 “Got a random question for you: I was working on John’s house the other day and came 

across something odd…” 

Kenneth grinned. “The tunnel?” 

“You know about it?” 

He looked back over his shoulder toward the kitchen then leaned into the bathroom and 

stage whispered, “She don’t! Never could figure where I disappeared to.” He chuckled. “I’d take 

off over to his place every week or two and have a beer, or just go for a walk. Whatever I 

wanted.” His face got wistful. “John’s good company. Kinda miss that.” 

“Kenneth? I need you …” The voice from the kitchen called. His face fell and he turned 

to answer the call.  

“So, John knows about it too.” Dumb thing to say, but I wanted to hear Kenneth say it. 

“Oh yeah.” He paused and said, “He told me about it. Said some relative of his used to 

use it all the time, some kind of ‘tunnel of love’ for him. I had a hell of a time the first time 

getting out in the pantry on his end.” 



I think my mouth was hanging open. John had never mentioned a word about this. Did 

he really…? Well, what the hell?? 

“Kenneth!” 

As he turned to go, my cell phone rang. “Worthington Plumbing and Repair, Jim 

speaking.” 

A muffled voice spoke slow and quietly. “Your house is on fire. You better get home.”  

* * * 

If there had been a speed trap between the two farmhouses, the county could have 

collected a hefty fine. I was concentrating on keeping the truck on the road, not how fast I was 

going. I cut the trip time from the job to my circular drive almost in half but when I arrived my 

circular drive had no room left for my truck. I pulled over to the edge of the road, slammed it in 

park and hit the ground running. My first reaction was to try to get in, pull out whatever I could. 

Ignoring the fire crew and their shouts, I ran around the far side of the house from the 

driveway, to get to the back door. The heat was so intense I couldn't get closer to the deck 

steps than twenty feet. Frustrated and sweating from the heat, I kept circling until I came to a 

knot of people standing under the maple tree in the center of the circular driveway. The roof of 

the house was completely engulfed in flames; most of the windows had blown out. As I 

approached the group, another window blew, shattered glass shredding the shrubs outside the 

window. 

   The knot of people included my cleaning lady, Maria, and her husband, Jose. There 

also was the fire chief, the police chief, his first lieutenant and my closest neighbor. As I reached 

them, the final window on the front blew out, the office window. 

The police chief spoke to me first. 

“You the owner of this house, sir?” 

“Yes. What happened?” 



“That's what we're trying to find out.” 

“I was on a job. Who reported this? Maria? You ok?” She looked away and held her 

husband’s arm a little tighter. 

 “What do you do for a living, sir?” 

 “I own Worthington Plumbing. I'm a plumber and carpenter, do remodeling. What’s 

going on here?” 

“I see. You work on your own house here?” The fire department investigator had drifted 

over from the group under the tree. 

“Do anything recently? Any electrical work?” 

 I gritted my teeth. “I always get permits when I work on my own property and I keep 

things up to code. Good accountability.” 

“And for legality.” The inspector gave him a weak smile. 

“And insurance, yes, I am aware of all that. I do this for a living.” My house was on fire 

and they wanted to play twenty questions? “GodDAMMIT! My HOUSE is on fire and you're 

asking me questions while I could maybe get something out of it!” 

“We wouldn't allow anyone inside the structure now, sir.” The Fire Chief had joined the 

circle. “And honestly, sir, .... the fire is so hot it would be impossible to get close enough. Your 

shirt would ignite before you get to the doorway.” 

“Well did anyone even try to get anything out?” I was desperate: all my business papers 

were in there. 

“We were just going to ask you if you had removed anything of value from the premises 

in the last few days.” 

 “Like what?! What are you getting at? You saying I set this on purpose!?” 



“Sir, we are required...” 

“What the hell are you thinking!? I just lost my barn..!” 

“Mr. Worthington...” 

“You think I'm stupid enough to...” 

“SIR!” The Fire Marshal shouted. “We are REQUIRED by law to ask these questions! You 

had a suspicious fire here two days ago and today your house is,” he glanced at it. “a total loss. 

Those facts, coupled with the casualty involved, we have to be very thorough.” 

“What the hell do you mean ‘casualty’? My animals? They’re all dead: I buried them last 

night.” 

 The two chiefs glanced at each other. 

 “I think we need to continue this conversation at the station.” 

“What?! My frickin’ house is on fire and you want to take me to the police station? 

Now?! For… what? For burning my own house down? You think I’m crazy?” 

The police chief said evenly, his eyes on mine, “When the firemen first arrived they were 

able to enter your house, Mr. Worthington.” 

The Fire Chief broke in. “We searched the house for occupants, standard procedure. We 

found one, suffering from burns and smoke inhalation. They’re on their way to the hospital 

now.” He paused. “I understood from the other day, that you live alone.” 

“I do.” I could see now where this was going now. “I don’t know who was in my house. I 

was on a job, I just told you.” 

“How did you find out about the fire?” 

I hadn’t even thought about who had called. “Someone… called and told me.” 

“Who?” 



“I have no idea.” 

The Police Chief spoke as quietly as he could over the roar of the flames that were 

destroying my house, my home. “Mr. Worthington, I would like you to surrender your phone to 

me at this time. And ride with us to the station. I think we need to talk.” 

  



Chapter 24 

“Grandma! It's me–Timothy. What's wrong?” He dropped the grocery bags on the 

counter and stood beside her. He hesitated, wanting to put a hand on her shoulder or 

something. Finally he laid a hand on the back of her chair.  

She didn't respond immediately but her sobs begin to lessen. Timothy pulled a chair 

opposite hers and sat down, hunched forward. Eventually, Virginia opened her eyes and 

focused on his face.  

 “What happened Grandma? Are you alright? You want a glass of water?” 

“You were gone so long...” 

 “Jesus Chri...Cripes! I went as fast as I could! What happened? Somebody die?” He saw 

her face change again as he said that. 

“I... was... remembering... He did die, Grandfather died. And John didn't.” 

Timothy stood up. 

“I don't know who you're talking about, but I think you're gonna be O.K. I'll get you 

some water.” 

“No, really, thank you. I’m fine now that you’re home.” She smiled weakly up at him 

from her chair. She fished a Kleenex from the sleeve of her sweater and blew her nose.  

“I… I take medicine. For my nerves. I’m not sure I took it today.” 

“Oh.” He’d forgotten about old people and their pills. “Want me get you your pills?” 

“No, thank you. I’m… doing better now you’re here.” She stood up and wobbled to the 

counter. “I’ll put the groceries away.” She blew her nose again as Timothy moved beside her. 

She automatically sniffed afterward and turned to Timothy   

Do I smell smoke?” 



His face reddened. “No, Grandma. Why?” 

She sniffed again, this time leaning closer to him. “You have smoke on your clothes.” 

“No I don’t.” 

She took a step back from him and coughed. “You set another fire?” 

“I told you no. It’s not me.”  

She stared at him and then said flatly, “You’re lying to me.” 

“I’m not a liar!” Timothy was furious. He backed away, bright red in the face, clenching 

and unclenching his fists. Don’t fucking call me a liar, bit…!” 

Her hand struck his face before he finished the sentence. 

He stiffened, hesitated indecisively, and then stormed out of the house.  

* * * 

 It was dark when Virginia heard the footsteps on the porch and the door opened. It was 

Timothy. He'd parked out front apparently: something she had specifically asked him not to do. 

The argument began immediately. 

"What the hell are you talking about?" He flinched back, expecting a slap. She didn't 

move. 

"I asked you ‘Where is your sister?' and as far as that goes, where have you been, young 

man? It's past your bedtime.  

Timothy was silent, waiting. 

"No excuse this time? Supper is ruined, I threw it out. You can go to bed hungry." 

"I already ate." 

"Well then take your bath and go to bed. You have school in the morning and it's late." 



Again he remained silent, staring at a woman he knew he did not know. Nor apparently 

did she know him anymore. 

"What are you waiting for? I said go!" 

"What happened to you, Grandma?" 

A flash of recognition crossed her face, and she turned her head to one side and shook 

it. Confusion. And then the calm, cold Virginia Richland replied, "Stop stalling, young man. Bath 

and bed. Now!" 

"I'm leaving." He turned and put his hand on the doorknob. 

"Where do you think you're going at this hour?" Her voice rose. 

Timothy turned only his head, looking her dead in the eyes. 

"You're crazy," he said. 

"Get back in here!" Panic in her voice. 

"I'll see you tomorrow," he said without turning around. "Maybe." He closed the door 

gently behind himself.  

* * * 

Timothy spent the night in his truck. Virginia had given him a prepaid debit card, but it 

was refused at the cheap motel on the outskirts of town. Shortly after sunrise he awoke cold, 

stiff-necked and desperate to pee. He wasn't sure if he should knock at the kitchen door or just 

walk in. Finally, his bladder and stomach demanded he do something. He knocked and then 

opened the door without waiting for an answer. 

"Timothy." Her voice was almost as expressionless as her face. "Where have you been?" 

He had hoped she wouldn't be up yet but there she sat, upright and unmoving at the 

kitchen table, dressed in her night clothes, a cup of herb tea cooling in front of her. 



"I spent the night in the truck." 

"Well, you could at least have told me where you were parked. I take it you have spent 

everything I gave you?" 

"Yes ma'am." He decided to play it cool. 

"Well I can't give you any more..." 

"I wasn't asking for any..." 

"Do not interrupt me. I said, I can't give you any more until I have some idea of what you 

have been doing." 

He relaxed a little. She wasn’t acting crazy, at least. 

"That's easy." He went down the list: gas, groceries, and two nights at the casino. 

“And what have you kept busy doing in your free time?” He went down that list: the 

barn fire, shooting the animals and the slashed tires. She listened in silence, expression 

unchanging. 

"You burned Mr. Worthington’s house: I saw that on the local news." 

He waited. She wasn’t going to budge so he said, "Right." 

Virginia sighed. She was so tired.  

"There was a girl in the house--locked in the house according to the news–and you then 

set the house on fire?" 

"Hell NO! The house was already on fire when she showed up. What else was I supposed 

to do? Take her for a ride with me? Leave her there to tell on me?" 

"She's in the hospital in a coma." 

Timothy stared."What?!" 



"When she wakes up, she will tell the authorities what you did to her and the house." 

Sweat broke out on his forehead. He wiped his palms on his thighs as he shifted his 

weight from one foot to the other. "Wake up? She didn't... I didn't do anything! But... So... what 

do I do, Gramma?" 

"You have trapped yourself and only now you ask for my advice? I have no idea what 

you should do." 

"What do I DO!? Goddammit, Gramma! What do I do now!!?" 

Virginia stood up, furious. "How many times do I have to tell you NOT to use foul 

language in my presence? I think you need to go for a long walk and think about what you just 

did. Now go!" 

"Wha-a-at?!"  

"Go!" It was a dismissal. 

Tears mingled with the sweat now, but too many beatings had taught him to keep his 

mouth shut at times like this. He turned and left, carefully, quietly shutting the kitchen door. He 

also carefully shut the door of the truck after he got in. Only then did he let his rage loose.  

* * * 

It had been probably thirty years since I had been actually "taken in" to a police station. 

As a kid, I'd been taken in for mouthing off to the cop who stopped me for reckless driving. 

Unfounded, in my mind, even now. Never mind that my mouthy, drunken buddies were making 

pig noises in the back seat where there were two empty cardboard twelve packs visible. The 

local cop had no business stopping us in the first place and I had said so long and loud. We were 

all taken in, sitting handcuffed in the back of the only two cruisers the village owned, 

fingerprinted and then let go with a very stern warning. Neither the cop nor I had ever 

forgotten it. Years later, the two of us laughed about it over a beer.  



This time was different. They did let me drive my truck in, albeit there was a police 

vehicle behind me as well as in front. But this visit was no laughing matter. 

The sergeant had a clipboard full of questions and neither he nor the officers with him 

were smiling. If anything, they looked worried. Freiburg, Indiana is a pretty quiet place to 

practice law enforcement. I had a notion that the questions on that clipboard didn't get asked 

very often. 

They went through the standard questions quickly. Did I notice any suspicious activity in 

the days leading up to this fire? No, nothing. What, if anything, did I report missing before fire? 

Nothing. Did I or anyone else remove something of significant value from premises, or was 

something of significant value stolen just before the fire? That question tested my patience 

again. No! Anything else about that fire he might have forgotten? No, nothing. Similar 

questions went on for several minutes and when my answers were all in the negative the 

questioning officer began to relax a little. Eventually the two exchanged glances and the officer 

with the clipboard stepped out.  

Almost immediately, another man came in wearing a plain black suit. He was short and 

wiry with a high forehead, a long narrow nose and glossy dark hair that refused to behave. His 

manner was intense and his movements were quick, almost nervous. The overall effect was 

that of a man-sized crow. He nodded greeting to the Sergeant, who introduced him only as 

Detective Miller. Dark eyes gave me a once-over. 

"Mr. Worthington, Detective Miller is here to witness the concluding series of questions 

we have for you. He may also ask you for some additional information. This series relate to the 

casualty we mentioned at your place." I stiffened. I'd forgotten about that. 

"What's up, Detective?" I wasn't giving ground for something he had no information on 

anyway. 

Detective Miller nodded. 

"So, Sergeant, what are you guys calling a casualty? Is there some official definition." 



"For the purpose of this discussion, it is ‘A person, animal or object injured, lost, or 

destroyed.'" The detective answered before the Sergeant could open his mouth. 

"Well, the whole damn house is a casualty then!" 

Neither officer responded for a full thirty seconds. Then the Sergeant spoke. 

 "Mr. Worthington, the unconscious person in your burning house was Ms Sherri 

Moore." 

  



Chapter 25 

"What??! " I jumped to my feet. 

Detective Miller  

"Would you like to have a lawyer present before we start this part of the interrogation?" 

"Interro... What the hell are you talking about?! Where’s Sherri! Is she alright?!" 

"Just answer the question, sir," chimed in the sergeant. 

"What! Which one?" 

Both officers spoke at once. Then the detective repeated his question. 

"Would you like to have a lawyer present before we start this part of the interrogation?" 

"What interrogation? I was out on a job and my house caught fire and... is probably 

burned to the ground by now. What do you want me to say?" 

The detective leaned closer to me, raised his voice a little and spoke with exaggerated 

slowness. 

"Mr. Worthington, would you like to have a lawyer present before we start this part of 

the interrogation?" 

I glared at him. 

"Yes," I hissed. 

There was a knock on the door and a voice asked the Sergeant to step outside. As he 

left, the detective asked him to get a lawyer for me while he was out there, then turned to me 

and said, "...unless you have one you want to call?" 



"No." I was furious now. And scared. I had no idea why they were questioning me or 

what Sherri was doing in my house. Or where I could spend the night, for that matter. I had 

been hoping Sherri would be gracious on short notice. I knew now why she hadn’t called. 

 The Sergeant returned with more papers in his hand and a look on his face that wasn't 

encouraging. He dropped the papers in front of the detective, returned to his seat, and folded 

his hands on the table in front of him. He waited while Miller glanced through the papers once 

then examined the last page. When he spoke, his voice was slower and somehow even more 

serious than before. 

"Mr. Worthington, according to our investigation... Before I get to this, by the way, we 

are going to delay the casualty portion of our investigation for now. As I was saying, according 

to our investigation..." 

"Wait! What if I want a lawyer for this part too?" If they wanted to play games, I could 

too.    

The detective jerked his head up from the papers and with narrowed eyes replied. 

"This particular part of the investigation ...Mr. James Worthington... does not require us 

to provide or allow a lawyer to be present for your co-operation. And looking at the time, it 

might be tomorrow before we could arrange a lawyer for you." 

"Fine." I stood up. "Then I'll come back tomorrow for the rest of this." 

"SIT down, Mr. Worthington! That is not one of your options. What did you bury in your 

back yard the day before your house was set fire to and burned to the ground?"  

* * * 

"How's she doing, Doc?" 

 "She's stable, Rev. Probably the best we can hope for at this point."  



Gordon Conway was Community General's chaplain-on-call. In his middle fifty's, slightly 

over-weight, salt-and-pepper hair, his soft brown eyes were surrounded with the wrinkles and 

lines that come with caring for people in hard places in their lives. The patient in question was 

the secretary/receptionist of one of the doctors here at the hospital. Gordon pastored a small 

congregation when he was not working this chaplaincy. He had more than once invited Sherri 

to services. He also knew enough about her personal life to not be surprised that she had never 

felt ‘good enough' to attend. Now he was attending her. 

 "Any idea when she might come conscious?" 

"Not at this point: basically, she’s in a coma and she’ll probably be there for a long time. 

You can go in if you want. Five minutes." 

"Thanks." 

Tubes, wires and bandages covered too much of her, he thought as he looked down at 

her. Not the beautiful bouncing blonde from here on out. Trapped in a burning house, he had 

heard, although he was sure she rented an apartment. Maybe she had been doing a sleepover 

with the boyfriend—another one he had talked at length to about God, life and afterlife. 

Gordon sighed. What does it take to wake some people up? How close do they have to get to 

dead? But then, what did it take me? It had been a divorce and six months on the street and 

homeless shelters before he had given in. 

He prayed for her bodily healing, for her sanity when she found out what she looked like 

now, and for her soul. 

* * * 

“Is there some law against burying your own pets on your own land?" 

"Why did you wait so long to bury them?" The detective didn't seem to care. 

"I didn't." 

"It's been several days since the barn fire." 



"This wasn't from then. I found them in the back of my truck last night. Somebody put 

them there." 

The Sergeant and the detective looked at each other. "Care to explain that?" asked the 

detective. 

I told them the story of supper at Sherri's and the mess in the parking lot. 

“Why didn't you report this to the police at that time?" asked the detective. 

"Didn't it seem worth telling us, in light of the previous incidents?" chimed in the 

Sergeant. 

"I thought about it. But what were you gonna do about it? Crying to the cops isn't gonna 

bring my dog back. And it was late, it was cold and it was pouring rain. I wanted to go home and 

take care of them. So I did. "  

"And you buried them the next morning?" 

"No, I took care of them that night." 

"In the pouring rain?" the detective asked. 

"In the dark, out of sight?" asked the Sergeant. 

"Hell yes! What was I supposed to do? Leave them in the back of the truck in the rain all 

night? " 

"But you didn't want to bother to call the police and report this incident from the 

warmth of your home before or after that?" 

"Didn't occur to me." 

"You just said you thought about calling." 

"It didn't occur to me that I could call from home! I thought I'd have to stay out in the 

parking lot where it happened and I wasn't doing that." 



"What about the slashed tires?" 

"I told you about them." I thought for a second. “You mean Maria's car?” 

The detective glanced at his papers. "Miss Sherri Moore's suburban." 

"What ...?! I checked them…" 

The detective raised one eyebrow and began to speak again when the door opened and 

another head poked in, looked at the detective and motioned for him to come outside. 

"I will be right back."  

* * * 

For another hour Virginia sat unmoving. Her cat, usually asleep this time of day, rubbed 

her ankle, paused and waited for a response. When none seemed forthcoming, the cat looked 

up and meowed. 

In her mind, Virginia was six years old and she had to go potty. Barefoot, wearing her 

new nightgown that Grandpa bought her, she sat on the floor in a cold, dim room next to her 

grandfather. He lay next to her on his back, hands folded on his chest, on one of the oriental 

carpets from the front hallway. Under him, two wet spots had spread out, darkening the carpet 

and wetting the dry bricks that paved the floor of the room.  

She had done everything she knew to wake him up. She even dared to slap his face, like 

she had seen Great Grandmother do once to Poppa when he was sick and wouldn't wake up. 

She even shouted the same word at him, although she didn't know what ‘lush' meant. But 

nothing worked: he didn't move. And he didn't feel warm like when he cuddled her and rocked 

her to sleep. And she couldn't get out of the room to go potty. The door at the other end of the 

tunnel, the door that led into Grampa’s basement, had swung shut and the latchstring was on 

the other side. She looked again at the stairs in the room she didn’t know where they went and 

she didn’t dare find out. 



   From her bedroom in Grandpa’s house, she had heard them arguing downstairs, 

Grandpa and Mrs. Crenshaw from across the street. The sound had scared her. The goose-down 

quilt on her bed didn't keep the shivers away. Mrs. Crenshaw kept yelling at Grandpa. He was 

mostly quiet, except for shushing her, but it seemed like that just made her get louder. She kept 

yelling about Grandpa and her, and then Grandpa and Uncle John, and then about somebody 

she didn't know. And then the lady screamed. And Virginia heard something fall. And there was 

no more yelling. After a while–she couldn't tell how long—Virginia saw the light under her door 

disappear and a door shut: someone had turned out the hall lights and gone out the front door. 

She listened for a long time but there were no more sounds. And Grandpa didn't come up the 

stairs and tuck her in and kiss her goodnight. She woke up after a while and went looking for 

him and ended up here. 

* * * 

Absently, Virginia bent down and carefully picked up the now-purring animal. She sat at 

the table, cat in her lap, stroking the cat slowly and carefully. In Virginia's mind, Little Virginia 

had finally fallen asleep there on the floor. When she woke up, she was cold, hungry and 

confused. She couldn't remember where she was or how she got there for a long time. But 

Uncle John's cat was there with her. She was a pretty tortoiseshell cat, long soft fur and she 

rubbed her back up against Virginia's leg. But Virginia had to go really, really bad now. 

   "Kitty, where am I?" 

   "Meow." 

   "No, really kitty. Where am I? Where are we? I'm hungry and I have to go to the 

bathroom." 

   "Meow." 

   Then she remembered. She was in The Room, the one with the tunnel that went to 

Grandpa's basement. And she remembered the argument. She looked next to here: Grandpa 

was still there, still not moving. Virginia began to cry. She wasn't even sure why, but she did. 



Kitty ran away. Virginia got up, still sobbing, and made her way down the tunnel to Grandpa's 

cellar. 

The door was still shut. And the latchstring was still on the other side: she couldn't open 

it to get out of the tunnel and into Grandpa's warm, friendly house. She banged on the door, 

even kicked it–although she had always been told that was something only very bad children 

do. But she had to go! She went back to the room. Then she heard someone down stairs. 

Virginia wet herself. 

  



Chapter 26 

John Green paid the driver, got out of the taxi and slowly, carefully made his way up the 

shallow steps into the police station. The officer on duty greeted him by first name and asked 

what he was doing there. 

"Heard you had a hospital visit. Didn't think you were out yet." The officer looked past 

John. 

"Where's Tim?" 

"Oh... He'll be along soon, I think. As soon as I call him to tell him I'm here.  

The officer grinned. "You never change. What can we do for you?"  

* * * 

Virginia was still sitting at the table, cat curled in her lap, unseeing eyes fixed on a point 

in space half way to the kitchen sink. The room was full of the soft darkness of twilight crept in 

unawares. A quiet knock at the kitchen door didn't disturb her outward calm. The streetlight 

from the ally cast a six-foot shadow on the calico window curtain. Timothy knocked again, 

turned the knob, and slowly pushed the door open.  

"Grandma? You home?" 

Virginia didn't answer or move. He brushed the wall beside the door, looking for the 

light switch. 

"Grandmother?" 

His hand hit the switch for the porch light first, then the kitchen overhead light. The 

double fluorescent tubes on the ceiling flickered on–off–on, momentarily blinding him, forcing 

him blink in the same rhythm.  

"Grandmother?" She moved her head but didn't focus on him. "You OK? " 



She didn't speak but she smiled weakly, in recognition. 

"You O.K.?" he repeated.  

Virginia began to speak but her mouth wouldn’t form the words. Her puzzled look 

worried Timothy more than her silence. She tried again but no success. Her puzzlement turned 

to concern. 

" Grandma?" Now it was his turn to worry. He had never been around ‘old people' to 

know what a stroke looked like. "What can I do for you? What can I get you?" 

She looked confused for a moment and then pointed out through the doorway to the 

living room. 

"I don't understand? Can't you talk?" 

Virginia tried again, working her jaw but her lips would not form words. She shook her 

head no. 

"SHOW me then! What happened!?" Timothy was getting frantic. Too many times this 

woman, his only living relative, seemed to go off the deep end whenever he left the house. 

Virginia moved stiffly from the kitchen to the living room windows at the front of the 

house. She seemed to drag one foot. Timothy followed her. After several tries she brushed the 

lace curtain aside and pointed. He leaned down near her, following her finger, trying to see 

what she pointed at. Her clothes smelled like spring flowers. He glanced over at her face—he 

had never been that physically close to a woman her age: her frail shoulders, the wrinkles so 

deep around her eyes and mouth, the lines in her forehead, the loose, soft skin on her neck. All 

of it was strange to him and yet somehow comforting. This was his family: his very own 

grandmother. Who the hell was messing with his family? 

 She was pointing now, trying to talk but she couldn't. Pointing at some men standing 

across the street. As far as he could tell, they had somehow made her lose her voice. His eyes 



followed her thin, elegant finger. Three men stood by a car talking, presumably in front of their 

house. 

The phone rang. Virginia didn't respond. Timothy glanced at her face. She was still 

pointing out the window and making noises in her throat. Her lips didn’t move and whatever 

she was trying to say, it didn't make sense. And her one hand was shaking so much that the lace 

curtain fluttered as she held it out of the way. The phone rang again and then a third time. She 

was still trying to tell him something in gibberish and grunts. 

In one stride he reached the cordless handset by the fireplace, picked it up, punched the 

button. 

"Hello?"  

There was a long pause on the other end. He repeated his greeting. "Hello?" 

He was ready to hang up when the voice of an old woman said, "Is Virginia Richmond 

there?" 

He snorted. It was a frickin' land line! he thought. Of course she was there. 

"Sure. Hang on." He took the phone to her but as he pushed it toward her realized the 

futility. She looked at him, questioning. He took it back. 

"Uh, she's ... uh... unable to come to the phone right now. Can I take a message?" 

"Oh. Well,... Of course... Who is this?" 

"Can I take a message?" None of your damn business who I am, he thought, repeating 

his request. 

Another pause. 

"Uhm, she... no. Thank you." Click. 

He turned back to his grandmother. "Some old lady wanted to talk. No message." 



Her eyes remained on him, understanding but unable to speak. 

"Do you want me to, uhm I don’t know… take you to the hospital or something? 

Emergency room?" He had never been allowed to make these kinds of suggestions. "I can 

drive..." 

She hesitated, and then shook her head yes. 

"You need a sweater, it's chilly out." 

She walked into her bedroom, a small room off the living room, and came back with a 

powder blue cardigan in hand. She fumbled to get one arm in a sleeve, but couldn’t make it 

work. She finally just shook it up and down and gave up. He draped it around her shoulders. 

"That'll work. I'll turn on the truck heater." 

The truck was parked out front, but they went out the kitchen door and walked around 

to the street in front. He left the porch light on. 

* * * 

 "Care to tell me how you pulled that one off?" I was still angry about the interrogation, 

but equally shocked at the conclusion. 

"Pulled off what?" 

"I was about to spend the night there, maybe longer. Then some joker poked his head in 

the door, the moron detective walked out, and two minutes later he comes back in, nice as pie 

and says I'm free to go." 

"Oh. Really? That's interesting." 

"Yeah really. What did you do? Pull rank?" 

John smiled his small smile. 

"Would you care to stay the night at our house instead of the jail?" 



"John, how are you doing?" Tim called from the driver’s seat. He had insisted John ride 

in the back seat for safety, although it was more difficult for him to get in and out. The fact that 

the police station was five blocks from their house didn’t matter. He was annoyed that John 

had offered to share their home without asking him. 

"I'm fine, Tim. Should we stop for some extra groceries?" 

"I think we need to get you home first. I can go out later for whatever we need." 

Tim pulled the car up to the front curb instead of into the driveway. Less puddles, he 

said. As I held the door, Tim did his best to get John out of the back seat without dropping the 

two pillows he had brought along. Just in case. 

John sighed. 

"I think I can handle this, Tim. Thank you for your concern." 

"John..." 

"I'm O.K., Tim. Please just let me get my own legs out..." 

After more fussing and dropping one pillow in the mud, John extricated himself. The 

three men stood for a moment on the sidewalk in front of the house before attempting the 

porch steps. As they did, a red pickup truck, parked diagonally across the street roared to life. 

All three of us turned to look. 

"Somebody needs to learn how to drive", I remarked. 

The truck tires squeaked on the wet pavement as it jumped forward. But almost 

immediately, the brake lights flared and the truck glided across the dark street directly toward 

us, high beams blinding us. It pulled up parallel to where we stood and the driver’s side window 

slid down to reveal the intense frown of a young man. He looked us over, eyes moving 

methodically from one face to the next. Then, without a word, he gunned it and the red pickup 

roared away. 



  



Chapter 27 

"What the hell was that?" I’m not used to getting a once over like that without a fistfight 

or argument. On top of that, he was driving a red pickup truck. "Who lives over there John?" 

"That’s Virginia's house. I have no idea who owns the vehicle," John answered. 

"It was there the other day, don’t you remember, John?" Tim said. "I went over to check 

on Virginia, make sure things were all right with her. The truck was there all night the night 

before." 

"When was this?" I asked. 

"Two days ago. She seemed embarrassed. It was odd. Usually she is so open..." 

"Did she give a name, any details, who it was who stayed over?" John was always the 

detail man. 

"She didn't. I wanted to talk to her about her mood swings—the Market just got in a 

new line of herbs that might help. But she was so stressed I thought it was a bad time." 

"So who the hell was that kid? That was no friendly nod; he was checking us out." I 

paused. "Sizing us up, I mean." 

John chucked. 

"For what?" Tim asked. 

"Good question. For trouble, I’d say." 

John said quietly, "Did either of you see the other person in the vehicle?" 

* * * 

 All the way to the hospital, Timothy thought about those men. While he worked his way 

through admissions, he analyzed each of the three's physical makeup and how he could beat 

them. And now that his grandmother was in a hospital bed, and according to the doctor 



sleeping well, he began to plan his attack. Screwing up his grandmother's life would not go 

unpunished. 

   He had seen the one from a distance, the house owner. Funny how he’d randomly 

picked his barn to burn in the first place. The house had been easy. The other two men, he 

assumed lived in the house across the street there. One of them limped, no threat there. The 

other one he had not gotten good look at and he remained an unknown. The decision was easy: 

divide and conquer, beginning with the plumber, or whatever the hell he was. He was almost 

down to nothing already. His work truck and whatever was left in the tin shack he called a 

garage. The truck would have to go next. 

The gimpy old man from across the street—that would be easy. A push at the top of the 

stairs, or maybe one more fire. A fire would take out the other one, too. Yes, fire. And fires 

were fun. Maybe do that first, even. Leave the plumber for later. 

* * * 

Once Tim was satisfied that John had taken his evening pills and had his cane with him 

and had a snack, we were off to Sherri's place. Her cat needed feeding and, John suggested, I 

might want to shower and change clothes before we went to the hospital to check on Sherri. I 

just wanted to get there, but he was right: I smelled like toilet plumbing and house smoke. Long 

ago, Sherri had insisted I kept a spare outfit at her place, so I took a quick shower and changed. 

 I paused in front of the big mirror in her bathroom. There stood a good looking man of 

medium height, solid build, and a full head of hair. I ran one hand over the hair on my chest: 

not a gym build, but muscular compared to most men these days. Sherri loves the thick sandy 

hair that covered my chest and arms. That thought made me feel good about us. I had the 

body, the business and… The realization hit me: as of this afternoon, I was the proud owner of a 

garage with acreage. And a nasty burnt mess to clean up before the County came after me. 

With that I put on my shirt and walked out to the waiting car. I wanted to see Sherri. 

On the way to the hospital, I continued mulling over my hesitation and confusion when 

it came to calling Sherri my fiancée. What was I waiting for? Why did I make her wait three 



years when I knew there was nobody else? Why didn’t I just let go of the past and move on? 

Hell, I sound like her now!  

I helped John out of the car and through the rigmarole that visitors have to go through 

when they want to see someone in Intensive Care after regular visiting hours. Tim whispered 

something to John, who nodded and Tim left.  

"Shopping" John explained. They didn't keep beef or real bacon in the house and they 

were almost out of potatoes. I grinned. John knew me. And they needed a new, separate fry 

pan for the beef, Tim had said. To keep it separate from the vegetables. 

"Don't ask," John said. "It's just the way things are at our house." I shrugged.  

"I'll buy it off you when I leave. I might need it." 

Sherri was behind glass, wired and tubed, eyes closed. Her face was reddened from the 

heat of the fire, but unscarred. They hadn’t bandaged. Above her hairline was bandaged as 

were her hands. She looked vulnerable and appealing. I had asked if I could go in and talk to 

her. The nurse pointed out that burns make a patient extremely vulnerable to infection of any 

kind, even from "familiar sources." In other words, no. 

What the hell have I been waiting for? I asked myself again as I watched her breasts rise 

and fall. She had been on oxygen earlier, the charge nurse had said, but was doing fine on her 

own now. Second degree burns and smoke inhalation were nothing a fighter like Sherri couldn’t 

overcome. The nurse also said she was in an induced coma because of the extent of the burns: 

they wanted her to hold still for a few days. That scared me. It reminded me of Snow White in 

the Disney cartoon. If I could get that frikin' tube out of her mouth and kiss her awake... Or was 

that Sleeping Beauty? For now, Babe, just be my Sleeping Beauty.. Things got blurry then and 

John and I went to the waiting room.  

The waiting room was empty and I shut the television off. After a few minutes of silence, 

John smiled kindly. 

"So, Jim… You've lost a lot this week." 



"Yeah.” I didn’t really feel like talking. 

"You were at a job when your house caught fire, though?" 

I looked at him with narrowed eyes, remembering the information Kenneth had given 

me about the tunnel and John. "You set that up, that's right. I forgot in all the excitement." 

John smiled again. 

"You wouldn't do that if there wasn't a reason. What did I miss?" I asked. "They told me 

you used to be next door neighbors,” I added. 

"Kenneth and Mariah are the kind of people who keep their own mind, as we used to 

say. Not much for conversation." 

"I noticed that about the woman: I never heard her name." 

"You probably won't: she is superstitious about letting it be known. She grew up in the 

Deep South." 

"Voodoo?" 

"I believe so. In any case, if they do know about the tunnel, they have never mentioned 

it to me." 

I was stunned. ‘They didn’t know’!? Kenneth said he and John spent time drinking. I 

didn’t know John even drank. I almost blurted that out. The more I thought about it, I realized 

there was a lot I didn’t know about John. And with things as strange as they had been last few 

days, I wasn’t ready to ask questions that I didn’t want the answers to. I held back. 

After that, we talked more about the history of John's house, it's rebuilding, the 

possibilities of when the tunnel and room were constructed, what they might have been meant 

for. We speculated about who knew of the existence of the tunnel, if the tunnel was there for 

the first house on this lot and who might have built it. All interesting stuff that kept my mind off 

the fact that I had no house of my own to return to.  



There was a pause in the conversation. 

"If you're not comfortable staying with Tim and I, I suspect Sherri would not mind you 

staying at her apartment. It would give you some time alone. And on the practical side, you 

could take care of her cat." 

"It would feel weird without her being there," I said. “Cat will need feeding though,…if it 

stays alive." I was trying to joke, but considering what had been going on, neither of us was 

laughing. 

“True.” John paused a moment. “On another note, I did some investigating about 

Virginia and her... families. Some very interesting things came to light." 

"Oh yeah? Wait... families, as in plural?" 

"Yes." He paused for effect. 

"Seems our neighbor was not always the very respectable woman she presents at the 

moment." He paused. "She has at least one illegitimate daughter and grandson." 

"What!? That nice old lady?" 

“None of us began as nice or old. " 

" So.. What's the story? Son and daughter?" 

"Daughter. Before she was married Mr. Richland, she had a child by a local man," he 

said. "Local, that is, to her great grandfather's farm south of Valparaiso, back in her teens.” 

"What farm? I thought she lived next door." I'd been half listening, thinking about 

Sherri. 

"According to the deed, the farm belonged to Josep Riggs, the father of the former 

mayor and next door neighbor, Richard Riggs. So it would be Virginia’s great-grandfather’s 

farm. Interesting how she came to be raised there, too. Apparently, our former mayor, Riggs 

was married in Chicago. Mrs. Riggs his wife, died in 1917 from the Influenza epidemic that 



followed the troops home from World War One. You don’t hear much about it now, but it was 

the Black Plague of its time. Their son, Louis, was promptly shipped off to the mayor’s father’s 

farm in the country to keep him alive and healthy. There is no indication that he ever came 

home to his father." 

“Not much of a father, I’d say. But what about Virginia? You say she got pregnant and 

had a daughter–where does that fit in?" 

   "Yes. Her father wasn’t reunited with her grandfather either not allowed back or 

refused to come back. I haven’t found any record of which. She however, was her grandfather’s 

pet-his only grandchild. By the time Virginia reached eighteen, she had a daughter, whom she 

gave up for adoption. The father was a hired hand on her great grandfather's farm. I know that 

from genealogy work I did for her. She wanted to make contact with her daughter if possible." 

   "Whoa! The old lady that brought cookies the other day has an illegitimate daughter? 

That's hard to image." 

   "Had a daughter: the daughter committed suicide in 1964. I had the unpleasant task of 

informing her of that," John continued. "And there is more. What I didn't find out at the time 

was that her daughter—the one born out of wedlock—had a child born out of wedlock herself, 

a son whom she gave up for adoption, like her mother did her." 

 "What a mess. No wonder she's batty," Jim said, shaking his head. "What happened to 

the son?" 

"He seemed to have disappeared. My guess is his mother put him in foster care in 

preparation for her suicide. I can't prove that, of course." 

"I guess that's better than an abortion. She have any other grandchildren?" 

 "Just the one," John said. "Has it occurred to you that the red pickup likely belongs to 

that grandson? And that he is bent on avenging his grandmother's honor?" 

  



Chapter 28 

 

 "He would be in his early twenties," John said quietly."The same age of the young man 

driving the red pickup." 

"It makes sense, I guess. I hadn’t thought about it. What would the revenge thing be 

about?" 

"Perhaps ‘defend her honor' would be a better term. She is in deep distress now and he 

is ready to rescue her from whatever or whoever is causing it. My suspicion is that this house 

has some powerful, negative memories for her. The discovery of the room and tunnel seem to 

have triggered something in her that puts her in great stress. In response, her grandson has 

jumped in to defend her, however irrational that may be." 

We both pondered that for a while. 

"Did I mention that Virginia had two legitimate children of her own with her husband?"  

 "And?" 

"They both died of polio before they turned ten." 

I just shook my head. 

"There's more. Many families lost children like that then. But in her estimation, her 

husband turned away from her because of it." 

"Death of a child can do things to a relationship," I said. I knew that first hand. But that, 

yeah, that’s another story. 

John waited but I didn't offer any details: he already knew all I wanted him to about that 

part of my past and I was beginning to wonder about how much I really knew about him. And I 

really wasn't in the mood to discuss death or children. 



 "I have the feeling this is important to the situation." John was prying now. 

"Really? Well, I have a fiancé in a coma, no house, no barn, and at the moment no work. 

Someone else’s dead children from, what? Fifty years ago?" I snorted. “Doesn’t interest me. Oh, 

and my dog is dead." 

 "What I meant, Jim, is there may be more than just fires… " 

"I don't really care at the moment, John. In fact,” I stood up, “this whole thing seems to 

have started at your place with your frickin' secret room! And so far, all you’ve done is find out 

a lot of juicy ancient gossip while I've lost most of my life!" 

"Jim..." 

"No, dammit! I'm tired and I don't want to discuss it. I want some time alone! ...and I 

want my dog back! G'bye!" I was already out the Waiting Room door. 

* * * 

Timothy waited for twilight. He didn’t want to be seen distinctly but he needed some 

light to work by. He eased the red pickup truck into the alley across the street and around the 

corner and parked. Silently, he made is way down the alley, making sure which house was 

theirs. The lights were off in the windows at the back of the house–good! He shifted the plastic 

grocery sack to the other hand and opened the gate. The gate wasn’t locked and didn't squeak 

as he stepped through. A porch, open underneath, presented a perfect place for a fire to start 

and spread to the house. It would be difficult for anyone to put out once it got going. 

Intent on the porch, he was barely aware of the freshly harvested garden produce 

neatly stacked at one end of the lawn or the neatly raked rows of radishes and carrots still 

growing. He didn’t see the figure with the rake trembling in the shadow of the barn. He didn’t 

see the rake flash in the streetlight. But he heard Tim screamed "KIA!" at the top of his lungs as 

the steel teeth of the rake bit into his broad, muscular back, ripping his shirt. Timothy shouted 



and bolted down the driveway to the front of the house and down the street, around the 

corner the truck. Tim staggered to the back steps, shaking. 

“John! John!” 

Timothy parked the truck behind Virginia’s house and found the key to the garage. It 

hung on a cat-shaped key rack in the pantry, with the hand-lettered label, “Purrrfect Place for 

Keys”. Time to take a break and make a better plan, he thought. He was still angry with himself 

about the guy with the rake. Neither of them saw the other's face, but that was the only good 

part. Stuff like that should never happen. He just earned himself another level of pain for that 

little performance. 

The single bulb didn’t give a lot of light but it was enough for what he needed to. The 

red Mustang was covered with dusty brown canvas. Concrete blocks held the tires just off the 

concrete floor. It took Timothy about ten minutes to get the canvas of the car, the car off the 

blocks, and the garage door open. There was a half-full gas can of gas, maybe for the lawn 

mower Timothy thought. It was enough to get to the nearest gas station. From there, with a 

quarter of a tank of gas and two hours til bedtime, Timothy headed for the country and some 

empty, winding roads. 

The   Mustang smoked a little at first, which worried Timothy, but it cleared up on its 

own. He proceeded to put the car through its paces with disappointing results. Mr. Richland 

was more interested in looks and gas mileage than a fast quarter mile. If he had more cash it 

would call for a trip to the casino, Timothy thought. He circled back to the house, parking in the 

alley. In Virginia’s bedroom, at the back of her underwear drawer, he found five hundred 

dollars in twenties. It wasn’t enough for the casino, but it would hold him until the bitch got out 

of the hospital. Without her he was broke.  

He backed the Mustang into the garage and drive his own truck to the cheapest motel in 

town.  Save the money for gas and food, he thought, and the casino. 

* * * 



 

What a dog! He rides around in this piece of shit truck all day? Timothy wasn’t 

impressed with the way Jim's truck accelerated. The handling was even worse. Around one-

thirty a.m. Timothy had walked out of his room at the motel, too restless to sleep. He started 

his truck and drove aimlessly, ending up in front of his Grandmother's house about a half hour 

later. Across the street The Plumber's truck sat unguarded, waiting. The magnetic signs begged 

Timothy to steal it.  

He smiled. His could take it out to the nearby lake and drive it in. But he wouldn't have a 

ride back to town and he didn't want to hitch-hike. He had already decided not to stay at 

Grandma’s house while she was in the hospital just to keep the neighbors from asking 

questions of him. Setting it on fire sounded like fun, but it would draw more attention than his 

fires already had and he wasn't that stupid. Then it dawned on him: drive it to Gary, leave it in a 

neighborhood that would guarantee it would get stripped or chopped, and take the train home. 

He’d be back on the first train, in time to visit her one more time. 

The lock was easy, the hot wire simple. And the gas tank was full. Timothy howled to 

Guns and Roses blasting on the radio as he headed out of town. He pounding the steering 

wheel and bobbed his head to the beat. He had is eyes shut and his head on the down-beat 

when an old woman stepped in front of the truck. She was light: the truck barely hit her with a 

glancing blow, but it spun her around and flung her limp body into the shrubbery. In seconds, 

her heart stopped.  

He heard the bump and slowed down to look. Nothing in the rear view mirror. He 

opened his door, stepped out and looked back. The streetlights didn’t reveal anything in the 

street. He shrugged one brawny shoulder, jumped in, slammed the door and drove on.  

Beside a bar on the wrong side of Gary, he parked in the shadows near the back. As he 

dialed the cab company he heard two men begin talking about the truck. He got out and started 

for the front of the bar to wait. As he opened the taxi door he heard the first hubcap hit the 

ground.  



Ten minutes later, he was at the Metra station and by sun up he was walking into the 

garage behind Grandma’s house. The neighbors will be watching the house with her in the 

hospital.  I can stay away. He took the Mustang out of the garage, backed the truck in, and 

went to breakfast and then back to the motel for a nap. 

* * * 

Everything was difficult. Her eyes didn't want to focus on what she wanted them to. Her 

mouth would not form the words she wanted. She couldn't even write a note to express herself–

her right hand just wouldn't do what she wanted. And on top of that, everyone was making such 

a fuss! As if she was some helpless old lady who wasn't capable of taking care of her. Virginia 

Richland did not need taking care of, she needed to go home and take care of her grandson! 

And that was exactly what she was going to do. She took her clothes into the bathroom and 

dressed and fixed her hair as best she could. She started for the waiting room. An impatient 

young nurse intercepted her and admonished her to not wander the halls. She kindly escorted 

Virginia back to the waiting room and pointed out the visitor’s Lady’s Room. Virginia simply 

smiled and nodded in agreement. Five minutes later she was on her way home, on foot. 

 

 

  



Down Cellar:  

Part Two  

Chapters 29-40 

Chapter 29 

Daisy Marie Crenshaw did not believe in Prohibition. She was among the "wets" who 

saw it as less a victory for public morals and health as it was a moral intrusion of white, rural 

Protestant ideals on the rest of the world. And besides, it didn't work. Proof? She was sitting in 

a red leather booth, at one of several dimly lit, exceedingly warm speakeasies in town, on a 

very chilly autumn evening sipping gin— across from a very attractive man named Sam. As 

Daisy surveyed him, she decided that the one word that described Sam was broad. Broad back, 

broad barrel chest, thick arms made to look thicker by tattoos of dragons curling around them. 

As he sat there his thighs strained against the worn fabric of his trousers. Even the toes of his 

boots were worn, as if his broad toes were somehow pushing from the other side to get free. 

Thick dark hair covered his head, curled around his ears and crept down past his open collar, 

front and back. Bushy brows, a broad nose and a dashing mustache made him the most manly 

man Daisy ever had the pleasure of snuggling up to. And his eyes! Warm and brown and always 

ready to meet hers with a smile. He was lonely and she was too.  

But whereas she was broke, Sam had plenty of money to spend and he was more than 

willing to spend it on her. He happily bought her any drink she wanted, as many as she wanted. 

And best of all, he knew things that she wanted to know. She was sure that he knew about the 

man she was intent on marrying, the Mayor of Freiburg. Sam lived almost across the street 

from her house, at John Green's place. And John Green was best friends with the mayor. Like 

brothers, John and Richard spent time together. And Sam lived at John's house, in an apartment 



upstairs. He knew John Green. And to know John Green and what he liked and disliked, was to 

know the same things about Richard Riggs. 

And yet, for all his open, friendly conversation, Sam’s daily routine remained a mystery. 

What did he actually do for a job? How did he make his money? "Dig" was all he would say. 

Daisy would laugh and ask again, and he would give the same answer, "I dig." One evening 

when the gin had been especially plentiful, she asked him again what he did. He laughed, as he 

always did when she asked–and she asked often– and as always he said, "I dig". In a flash she 

asked, "Where?" The question caught him by surprise, and he answered. "Under his house." He 

reddened. He had said too much. Trying to make a joke of it, he said, "And up in the sky, too!" 

But the damage was done, the secret was out. She laughed and passed it off, but both of them 

knew: he had told the truth. And a very interesting truth it was! 

Guido Marconi lived next door to Sam, in an attic room of the Mayor’s house. His eyes 

sparked intense blue, his teeth flashed a brilliant white smile and his olive skin glowed with the 

health of outdoor working and living. His short frame, covered in wiry muscle build of hot 

Italian sausage pulsed with an energy that shouted his intention to live life to the full. Life burst 

from him like the folk songs from his throat while tending the mayor's fruit and vegetable 

gardens. Or like the stream of profanities that likewise flowed from his full Sicilian lips when he 

hit his thumb instead of a nail, repairing the Riggs house and outbuildings. Quiet was as foreign 

to him as he was to a country village like Freiburg. 

Being Sicilian, Guido drank. And because he did his drinking walking distance from his 

room, he met Daisy. Like Sam, he was generous with her but not nearly as generous when it 

came to buying her gin. And he complained—something she had never heard Sam do. But he 

was so alive, how could a girl resist his company?  

It was his complaints, Daisy realized one evening, that made sense of Sam's comment 

about digging "under his house'. Guido was a gardener. Thick calluses on his hands and black 

earth under his spade-shaped fingernails were a perpetual declaration of his first and greatest 

love.  



"Where does he get this so-called ‘top soil'? It is stupidaggini!" 

Daisy wasn't about to ask what that word meant. 

"So...tell him he's getting cheated?" 

"I did! And he doesn't even mind! He tells me I am so good I can make this dirt into 

whatever I want it to be." He paused for breath, and effect. "And of course, he is right!" He 

flashed his white teeth and let out a huge laugh. "But how much better to start out with good 

soil, rather than have to build from the ground up?" He laughed again, at his own play on 

words. 

"Who does he...get it from?" Daisy wasn't actually sure you could ‘buy' dirt, but it 

sounded like that was what was going on. 

"I don't know. It is through is amico speciale." 

Daisy giggled at the Italian phrase. It sounded romantic and she was in a romantic 

mood. Guido was in an especially generous mood tonight and of course she didn't want to hurt 

his feelings refusing a drink. She’d had too much. 

"His what?" 

"His especial friend." 

She giggled again. "And what is that supposed to mean?" 

He leaned closer, put his calloused hand in a place he shouldn't have, even in a dimly-lit 

speakeasy. "Like this." 

Daisy squealed, embarrassed and at the same time delighted. Guido flashed his white 

teeth in a wolfish grin and leaned in, eyes closed with a full-lipped Sicilian kiss. She slipped one 

arm around his muscular shoulders. The end of the evening was sealed. 

* * * 



It didn't take Daisy Crenshaw very long to make the connection between Sam's 

comment about digging under the house and Guido's comment about the soil Richard was 

getting from John. Even to her, the connection was obvious: the ‘topsoil' was actually basement 

soil. But that only heightened her curiosity as to why. What in the world was John Green 

digging up under his house that would produce that amount of dirt? And why not just have it 

hauled away? Why keep it a secret? And what other reason was there for not just hauling it, 

except to keep it all a secret? John Green was known to be somewhat eccentric, in a nice, 

mildly exciting way. He seemed to always have something special going on in his life, or had just 

gotten back from traveling to an exotic place, or was about to leave for one. He was the 

bubbles that made them sparkle like the champagne served at them. Was this going to be some 

surprise for a party? The two men often alternated having parties at one of their houses or the 

other. Was John preparing a huge underground ballroom? A private speakeasy? But as far as 

Daisy knew, John didn't drink. At the socials she'd been to, the only glass in his hand was a 

water glass, obviously not alcoholic. On the other hand, although he didn't join in the political 

debates about "wet" or "dry", he always seemed to come down on the "wet" side of things. She 

pondered this revelation–and the question it raised–for days. 

  



Chapter 30 

It was Tuesday, which as far as Daisy was concerned, was the most boring day of the 

week. There wasn't even the pious parade of Prayer Meeting attendees to watch as she walked 

to the Green Room. The walk was pleasant. The autumn weather had turned to Indian Summer 

and although the sun was low, the temperature and the breeze were a lovely combination. But 

Daisy was anxious to get to the Green Door speakeasy. Her income for the month had been 

unusually low, and good budget-er that she was, this was her first drink of the day. If there was 

one thing Daisy could do, it was stretch a dollar. And she was lonely, more so than usual. Sam 

had left almost a month ago, suddenly. No one seemed to know why. And Guido had found 

someone else "more willing" as he put it. She still didn't know what he meant by that. She had 

certainly been willing enough when he wanted some ‘amore'. Maybe the new girl was Catholic 

like him. 

The secret knock, the eye at the peephole, the whoosh as the door opened. She inhaled 

deeply. The inviting, comforting, relaxing sights and smells of the Green Room flooded her 

nose, her eyes and... there, sitting at her favorite booth was Sam!  

"HEY! Sam Sweetie?!! How ya been? God! I've missed ya!" She truly was relieved to find 

a friend to drink with but far happier that it was generous Sam. 

"Daisy! Just the guten frau I have been so wishing to see! Come! Sit beside me!" Which 

was easier said than done, considering his bulk and the ‘cosy' accommodations of the Green 

Room. 

She squeezed in beside him and he put his huge arm around her, gave her a near-

crushing squeeze and a sloppy kiss that almost covered her right cheek. Good old sloppy, 

generous, gorgeous Sam! 

After several drinks and the night spent at Daisy' place—poor Sam had no money left 

and no place to stay at the end of the night! What was a girl with a big cold, empty house 

supposed to say? No? The story came out over breakfast, and although Sam ate all the eggs and 



bacon she had for the week's worth of breakfast food, it was oh! so worth it. Something had 

happened that had shut down the digging at John Green's house.  

“Sam, why did you leave without saying goodbye to me? Tell me again what happened” 

There was very little of breakfast left—some cold toast and the fried potato scrapings in 

the bottom of the pan for Daisy’s other meal of the day. But the things she was learning from 

Sam were worth going hungry for. 

“Herr Green said the work was finished and I had to leave right then! I don’t know what 

I did wrong!” Sam got upset last night talking about it and he was getting upset again. 

“What did he say, honey? Tell me the story.” Sam loved to tell stories and every time 

Daisy had asked before, Sam’s face would light up, he would lace his fat fingers together in 

front of him and begin. This morning, he didn’t even smile. 

“It was like this: it was before breakfast, in the middle of the week,” Sam said. “I was 

just coming down the front stairs, the ones that come to the front hall. He didn’t want me to 

use the back stairs like the servants, Herr Daisy. He said I didn’t need to act like a servant and…” 

“What did he say, Sam?” He gets off track so damn easy! Daisy thought. 

“Herr Green met me at the bottom of the stairs in the front hall. He had a letter in his 

hand, I thought. Maybe bad news, because he looked unhappy. He said, “Samuel, I am sorry to 

have to tell you that you job here is done.” 

“Was it?” 

“I didn't understand what he meant, Herr Daisy. He wouldn’t let me talk. He said to me, 

‘Samuel, here is your pay for the whole week, and some extra.’  And he handed me the letter. 

Bad news yes, but for me it was, not for him! There was my pay and also a ticket for the train 

back to Chicago.” He paused. “The ticket was for that noon. I had to pack in a hurry to get to 

the station on time.” 

“But why, Sam?”  



He shrugged is massive shoulders. “As I left, Herr John was on the telephone. I heard 

him talking about a nosey neighbor who asked too many questions. I don’t know if that’s why I 

had to go, but when I went to say goodbye, he looked like… like he wished I didn’t hear that.” 

 “Aww. Poor Sam! Who was the neighbor?” 

“I do not know. He didn't tell me and I didn’t hear him say on the telephone.” 

“Well... but... what difference would it make if someone found out?” 

“I do not know. It made no sense for me to begin with, why to dig a tunnel...” Out of 

habit he stopped himself, as if the secret had to be kept even now that he had been let go. And 

he blushed, so deeply his neck was almost purple. 

“A tunnel!? I thought it was a speakeasy or...” 

Sam laughed and the blush subsided. 

“Herr John does not drink like we do, Frau Daisy. Besides, why would he build a place 

like that at his home? He would not dare, I think.” Sam thought for a moment. “I think he is a 

man of many secrets. He is afraid that if he was too happy from the bier he might tell...” he 

paused and then said, “...as I have.” He then looked very, very sad. Daisy couldn't help moving 

closer to him at the table, and sliding her hand along his cheek in consolation. A tear was 

forming in the corner of his eye, ready to fall. 

“Aw, Sam Honey! Don't let that jerk get you down. Why, he fired YOU! That's not your 

fault, that's his! You did your job just swell. “ 

“I do not know this ‘swell' word.” 

“You did just fine, Sam! Just fine! Everybody knows John Green is a little bit wacky, 

anyhow. You're a good man, Sam!” 

“Thanks you Frau Daisy. But I have told–and I promised I would not.” 



“Don't be so hard on yourself. Why, I won't tell anyone. And anyway, we're special 

friends, right? I'd never let you down.” And she promised herself she indeed would never tell 

anyone else about the secret. Maybe just threaten to. She smiled. 

At that, Sam brightened.  

“Special Friends?” 

“You betcha! And to celebrate, I think we need...” She leaned in very close to him, 

circled his bull neck with her arms, and kissed him full on the lips. When she finished, she said, 

“...find a more comfortable place to celebrate. Don't you think?” And she giggled.  

As they made their way back up to the bedroom, Daisy Crenshaw smiled for more than 

one reason. She now had Richard Riggs right where she wanted him. Secret tunnel, eh? 

  



Chapter 31 

“Mrs.. Washington? Mrs.. Washington?! Are you here?” 

Daisy hated to do it, but Sam had eaten all the food in the house. She had eaten the 

breakfast leftovers for lunch and now there was nothing for supper.One more time she would 

borrow a potato or two from the good-hearted cook. Mrs.. Washington was Richard Rigg's only 

help now that he had let Guido go. The maid had been coming only twice a week for a long time 

now–ever since the Crash. These days, even the Mayor of Freiburg had to tighten his belt. 

Mrs.. Washington roused herself and sighed. It was that nosy Miss Daisy from across the 

street again. No doubt wanted to “borrow” something for dinner, now that she spent all her 

money on gin and whichever boyfriend it was this week! Mrs.. Washington was a large, ample-

bosomed woman who kept her head covered and her comments to herself. Her skin was as 

black as the coal that still fired the Riggs kitchen stove. “Wouldn't have gas in here, I don't care 

WHO owns the place! There ain't a livin' soul that don't know that gas ain't safe! Why, it'll blow 

your whole house to Kingdom Come! Or worse—it will smother you in your sleep, like a thief in 

the night!” 

But for all her bluster, Jemima Eloise Washington had a heart as big as her rotund body. 

She knew from her own experience what it meant to be skin and bones hungry for days at a 

time. She knew what it was to have no man and no kin to help. Mr. Washington had exited her 

life more years ago than she was willing to admit to having been alive. He left her with a 

daughter who died of a fever when only six years old. No, Jemima did not go hungry these days, 

and as far as she was concerned, it was her Christian Duty to see to it that no one she knew 

went hungry either. So she stood up from the nap she had been trying to take on an old kitchen 

chair in the pantry, put on her best smile, and bustled out into the kitchen. 

“Why, howdy, Miss Crenshaw. I didn't hear you. I must have had the radio up too loud. 

You know how loud Amos and Andy can be! Come on in out of the chill. How you doing?”  



“Mrs.. Washington, I hate to bother you this time of day. I know you are busy with 

supper...” 

“Mercy, child, I was just beginning to think about starting. The Mayor don't come home 

as early as he used to. And it's not much of a meal he wants when he gets here. What can I do 

for you?” 

“I wondered if I could just sneak down to your potato bin and borrow a potato or two 

for my supper.” 

* * * 

Mr. Richard Riggs was indeed The Mayor. He looked, spoke and acted the part. He was 

the embodiment of the post-war Ideal Man. “Tall, dark and handsome” only began to describe 

his masculine grace and strength. His education and training taught him to use what nature had 

endowed him with to his full advantage. His body was athletic but not overly muscular, his face 

was smooth with symmetrical features and intense blue eyes that always met yours with 

sparkling excitement. His brilliant teeth, infectious smile and friendly but firm handshake would 

win you if none of the above did. He was a man who seemed to have nothing to prove to the 

world, and nothing to gain from it. Indeed, he seemed to already possess it all. And for that, 

people liked him. 

But none of those things had guaranteed him success. Using these tools, he worked 

hard. His first year out of school, he moved from the lowest clerk in the mail room to assistant 

manager there, at one of Chicago's most prestigious import/export firm. The next year he was 

Assistant to the Department Head. By his fifth year there he was making trips to the Orient and 

Europe with one of the head buyers. Two years later, he replaced him. That was life for Richard 

Riggs. By the time the gold standard began to interfere with trade, he had made his money and 

was looking at politics as a more stable–if less profitable–life. He wanted to settle down. And 

settle down he did, in Freiburg. 

It was dusk as he made his way down the steps of City Hall. He was the last man out of 

the building and therefore his job shut off all lights and lock the heavy oak and glass doors 



behind him. The watchman had been let go six months ago and no replacement was expected 

until business got better. So, no matter who was last, it was the last man out who locked up. It 

was almost always him. 

Yes, he thought, as he made his way to Fifth Street. Business rules everything! The one 

thing I wanted to get away from, and here it is hounding me anyway. It seem that Council 

deliberations, the menu at his dinner parties, even casual conversations with friends after a 

movie—always Business intruded. ‘Is it improving?’ or ‘Do you think we’ve hit bottom yet?’ It 

seemed that Business was the only thing that really mattered. And Business wasn't getting 

better. Nor was there anything a small-town mayor could do to make it better. According to the 

newsreels, it was like this all over the world! 

Richard came to his alley, turned down it. He passed his neighbors hedged and fenced-in 

backyards, past their well-tended gardens and the scent of their apple trees full of nearly ripe 

fruit. At the house next to his, he hesitated, looked around, and unlatched the gate. The early 

evening gloom muffled the squawk of the top step on the back porch, the soft triple knock and 

the rattle of the doorknob. No one spoke until the door was shut and re-locked. 

“You're later than usual tonight.” 

“Meetings take all day. Then there’s the paperwork they generate. By the time we 

finish,...” The ending was muffled in a kiss. 

“Who cares? You're here.” 

“No lights? You forget to pay the bill?” 

 “I like the sense of touch. And it's cheaper.” 

They both smiled and clothing rustled as it fell to the floor, 

 

  



Chapter 32 

“Miss Daisy, there ain't no reason for you to be bothering yourself going down those 

dark cellar stairs. I'll go...” 

“No, no, you're busy and I'm young.”  She hesitated.”There aren't any... mice... are 

there?” 

Mrs.. Washington laughed aloud, her body and soul shaking with the thought. 

“Laud, Miss Daisy, there are so many traps set down there, if a mouse was to stick a 

whisker out, they wouldn’t shave for a week!” At that, they both laughed, Mrs.. Washington at 

her own cleverness, Daisy with relief. 

“Well, then I'll just go get two or three. That should hold me til my check comes in.” 

“All right then, and while you’re there, bring me up two, one for the Mayor and one for 

me.” 

“Happy to help, Mrs.. Washington.” 

Daisy had been to the Mayor's potato bin often enough in the last year to know not only 

where it was, but also how big and how many potatoes she could take at one time without 

drawing a comment or frown from Mrs.. Washington. At the bottom of the stairs she 

transferred two larger, lumpy potatoes to a fold in her skirt where they didn’t show. And 

therefore didn’t count, she reasoned. The two smaller, smooth ones she kept in her hand. 

As she put her foot on the bottom step the empty canning jars on the shelf behind the 

stairs rattled. She yelped, jumped back and then cautiously peered through the steps. The shelf 

swung out from the wall. As Daisy stepped around the edge of the stairs, the Mayor of Freiburg, 

hair mussed and shirt half-unbuttoned, emerged from the darkness behind the shelf. 

They froze, stared at each other.  



“Richie? Sorry, I had to catch the cat and close the door on the other end.” As his head 

popped out of the tunnel John Green glanced over and saw Daisy.  

“Oh! Oh my…!” 

The Mayor put his arm around him. 

“I'll take care of this, John. You go back.”  After a short, very uncomfortable silence, John 

excused himself and disappeared into the darkness behind the shelf. 

In the dim-lit silence at the bottom of the cellar stairs, a battle of opposing eyes and 

opposing wills began. Daisy spoke first. 

“Good evening Mayor. You're looking... comfortable.” 

“Mrs.. Crenshaw,” he acknowledged.”Nice to see you... in my cellar. You come here 

often?” 

She blushed.  

“Only by necessity and when the kindness of your cook permits.” 

“I see. Perhaps I should speak to Mrs.. Washington to warn me when I have visitors to 

my potato bin,” he said, glancing at her hands. 

“Perhaps. I apologize for the interruption: you certainly seem to have been... working 

hard. Or is that hard at playing?” She paused.”Do you and John... wrestle... often?” 

It was his turn to blush.  

“I try to give one hundred percent in everything I do,” he paused,”in my public life or my 

private life. What I do in my home—the cellar of my home, especially—is indeed a private 

matter. As are, I might add, the goings-on in your home.” 

“Oh? I thought public officials are to be held responsible for all their actions, private as 

well as their public. Wasn't that one of your campaign issues with the former mayor?” 



Richard Rigs reddened. 

“Mrs.. Crenshaw, please leave my basement now and do not return. You are no longer 

welcome in my home.” 

“Why Your Honor! Why would such a small event as seeing you—shall we say, seeing 

your more casual side—be worthy of such a harsh punishment? Is there some secret here that 

you don't want revealed?” 

“Miss Daisy!” Mrs.. Washington's voice rang out from the top of the stairs.”I am sure 

that you are a loyal friend and citizen to my mayor and that you WILL not be talkin’ to anyone 

about what you seen here tonight.” 

Daisy's head snapped up the top of the stairs. Mrs.. Washington stood there, a headless 

chicken in one hand, a meat cleaver in the other. Mrs.. Washington face made it clear that 

agreement was the only option. 

“I'm sure,” Daisy said.”Of course, Mrs.. Washington, I was just wondering… but... none 

of my business I'm sure.” She turned and looked the Mayor in the eyes.”Certainly this is a 

private matter of the mayor's.” 

She set the two potatoes in her hands on the bottom step and ascended the stairs, 

holding her skirt. Mrs.. Washington stood still at the top of the steps. She did not move until 

Daisy met her eye.”You understand my meaning, Miss Daisy?” 

Daisy dropped her gaze.”Yes Ma'am.”  

* * * 

“John Green! Open the door!” The etched glass in the heavy double oak doors rattled 

with the beating Daisy’s knuckles laid on the door.  Not many people in Freiburg locked their 

doors at night: what did they have to fear? John Green knew better. It was visitors like this that 

confirmed his conviction that locking your doors at night was necessary. 



“It's... It's... an emergency...” Mrs.. Daisy Crenshaw’s near-hysterical voice reconfirmed 

John’s fears. He had never known her to approach his house unless the Mayor accompanied her 

to a dinner party. The surprise meeting with her in the basement four hours ago had left him 

shaking and vomiting for an hour. He began shaking again. 

Daisy began rapping on the glass itself. John was sure she was going to break it if she 

didn't stop!  

“John! John Green! Open this door now! I HAVE to talk to you!” 

John hesitated. He wanted her to stop making so much noise. He didn't want to explain 

this to the neighbors in the morning. He turned the lock but left the chain on and cracked open 

the door without speaking to her. 

“John...!” As he expected, she leaned on the door, yanking the chain taught. 

“Daisy!” he whispered.”Please stop shouting. You'll wake the whole neighborhood!” 

“I need to talk to you now!” She tried again to push through the door, but the chain 

held. She pushed her head in as far as she could. Their faces came very close, almost lip-to-lip. 

Her breath was heavy with gin. 

“Let me in! I... I ... did something.” Suddenly she was furious.”And I need to talk to you 

about Richard. You and Richard! And me!” 

Sitting at the dining room table at any time with Daisy was an enormous effort for him. 

To listen to her after what just happened would be unbearable. But she would never stop her 

noise if he didn’t. When he finally undid the chain, she lunged in the door and burst into tears. 

It was almost ten minutes by the time he got her seated at the dining room table. 

“You what?” His face went white and he slumped in his chair across from her. He was 

trembling violently. He needed to lie down. To curl up in a ball. To sleep and not wake up in this 

dream again. 

“He's dead.” Her face crumpled.”I stabbed him! And it’s your fault!” 



“What?!” 

“I saw you with him and I could see... I wanted him. Needed him! And he wanted you, 

not me. I couldn't win against you and I couldn't stand it! So I… I… I didn’t mean to! But now it’s 

too late!” She began sobbing again. 

John was silent. When he spoke again, he was matter-of-fact. 

“And now what do you propose to do?” He was numb. This was nothing more than a 

mental exercise. It had to be. Nothing else was acceptable. 

“I...I... don't know!” she wailed.”What can I do, John?!” He relaxed a little. At least he 

wasn't next on her hit list. His mind began to calculate.”First of all, where did you leave the 

body?” 

“He's in the front hall. We... argued there and ....” 

“Who else was there? Who saw you?” 

“Nobody. The cook is gone for the weekend or something.” 

“His niece?” 

“She left on the afternoon train...” Her voice trailed off as she looked at John’s 

expression. 

”She stayed an extra night. She's probably sleeping upstairs there now.” 

  



Chapter 33 

“We have to move him immediately. We can’t let his grand-daughter see this”  

John and Daisy stood just inside the front door of the mayor’s house. Richard’s body lay 

sprawled in the middle of the floor, a dark pool surrounding his head and shoulders. Looking at 

him, John felt his own stab of pain but quickly shut it down. This was not the time for that. 

“But where? How? He’s heavy!”  

“I have a place.” 

“Where are we going?” 

“For once Mrs.. Crenshaw, shut your mouth and do as you’re told.” John’s voice was 

quiet, sharp, and frigid. “Help me get him onto the carpet.” His tone of voice brought her back 

from the edge of her hysterics.”We’re taking him down cellar.” 

Between the two of them, they rolled, pushed and dragged Richard’s warm, limp, 

bloody body onto one of the thick oriental carpets that covered the polished hardwood floor.  

Richard brought this one from Persia himself, John thought. And now it’s ruined with his own 

blood. Silently they dragged the rug with the body on it down the hall, across the kitchen to the 

cellar door. A red smear followed them. 

“How do we get him down stairs?” 

“Just like we got him here.” 

“Drag him? But he'll hit his head!” 

 “I doubt he will care,” John said sarcastically. 

Daisy giggled in spite of herself.”His hair will get messed up! Poor Richard! You hate that 

so much!” She burst into tears. 



When she calmed down they proceeded. Dragging the body feet first down the stairs 

seemed a little threatening to John. What if it slipped and came down on them? But in the end 

that was what they did. Half way down, the carpet stuck on a stair tread, Richard slid off of it to 

one side and then somersaulted down the stairs, onto his transporters. The three of them 

landed in a bruised heap at the bottom of the stairs. John's shirt was covered with blood and 

again Daisy wasn’t sure if she wanted to laugh or cry. 

“Now what?” Daisy asked as they untangled themselves. The shock was wearing off and 

she was getting tired and hungry. 

“Around behind the stairs here… there’s a door and a passageway.” 

“Where you came out?” 

“Yes. There’s a room where we can keep him until we figure out something permanent.” 

* * * 

“There is more to it than just hiding a dead body.” John and Daisy sat at John’s dining 

room table for the second time that night. Daisy gulped gin from last week’s dinner party. John 

sipped cold coffee.”There has to be an explanation of where he is now, presumably that he has 

left town for good and will be living somewhere else. He can't just stop coming to his office.” 

 Daisy was silent and her eyes began to water. 

“What do we do?” 

“What comes to mind is a formal letter left on his desk at his office, tendering his 

resignation. In it, he explains that he is returning to the Orient to renew his career in trade 

merchandise.” 

“But that's not true! He's running for re-election. And he's winning!” 

 John pursed his lips.  



“Do I need to remind you, Mrs.. Crenshaw, that what IS true is that he was murdered 

tonight—by you! And what will be true by tomorrow night, if not sooner, is that he will be 

buried. Would you rather we put THOSE facts in the letter?” 

“No!” 

“Then perhaps we can get the first suggestion typewritten and ready to go. Can you 

operate a typewriter? I purchased one but I am not very skillful at it.” 

 She brightened.”Yes! I got straight A's in Secretarial...” 

“Excellent!” He cut her off in mid-sentence.”Let's begin.”He stood and he walked to his 

study. 

“What about Richard? His ... body?” Daisy stumbled after him. 

“It's not going anywhere. It's out of sight and out of our way for now.” John turned to 

look her full in the face.”What we need –what you and he need right now—is that letter. It has 

to be on his desk before sun-up, before this village wakes up.” 

An hour later, the letter was done. 

“There,” he glanced at the grandfather clock in the corner and stood up”–now, before 

the milkman begins his route, I’ll deliver this to his office.” 

“You're not leaving me here alone with a dead body!” 

“You murdered him, Mrs.. Crenshaw. Now stay with him.” He softened his voice.”I will 

be back in thirty minutes. Please try not to do anything foolish.” 

* * * 

“John, we need to talk.” Daisy was no longer scared when John returned. She was angry. 

“We have work to do.” 

“John, Richard is dead.” 



“Did you deduce that all by yourself?” 

“What’s deduce? I mean, he’s not going to marry me. And I was counting on him to 

support me for the rest of my life.” 

“How trusting and humble of you Mrs.. Crenshaw! Perhaps you should have kept that in 

mind as you picked up that butcher knife.” 

Daisy ignored the remark. 

“I need a husband and his income. I can't go on living like I have.” 

“And...?” 

“You! You are that income.” 

John was silent for a long moment. 

“I don’t know what you are talking about.” 

“It's not a suggestion, John. I'm telling you: you are going to marry me and you are going 

to support me like Richard would have.” 

 John barked out a harsh laugh.”And you, Mrs.. Crenshaw, are a fool. We have work to 

do. Come. ” John turned and walked toward the pantry. 

“Don't you laugh at me, John Green! Come back here! I know enough about you to ruin 

you for life!” 

John turned to face her, furious.”And you, madam, are already a ruined woman. And on 

top of that, you have blood on your hands. No, I will not be marrying you!” 

“I'll tell the whole city what you and Richard were... were doing! And I'll tell them you 

killed him because you were jealous of me! And they'll believe me!” 

“Woman, you have no idea what my friend and I were ‘doing', as you say. You have 

nothing to go on –nothing!—but your own twisted fantasies. We were best friends, and 



everyone in this town knows that. Best friends since school. Do you understand? Best friends 

and that's all. And you...!” He looked her up and down with disgust.”You are a drunk and a slut 

and a deadbeat when it comes to your bills. Everyone in this town knows all of that already! 

And now, you can add to that list, a murderess!” 

She took a swing at him. He stepped back, just beyond her reach.”NO!!!” she screeched. 

“YES!” John hissed.”Why would anyone in this town believe anything you have to say 

about anyone?” 

 Daisy shrieked.”I am NOT a drunk!” 

 John smiled.”You actions speak even louder than your own shrill voice.” 

“I'll tell on you John!” Daisy shouted as he again turned to go.”I'll tell the whole WORLD 

how you and Richard had your secret room and secret doings, just the two of you! And then NO 

one will believe anything you say about me or Richard or you or ANY one! You... You.... 

Pervert!”  

John whirled around.  

“A woman of your moral stature has no reason to judge anyone else's life. I don't care 

what you do or who you tell. But be very sure of this one thing, Daisy Crenshaw: I am not about 

to marry this late in life! And most assuredly, I am not about to marry YOU!”  

  



Chapter 34 

The one man he had ever dared open up to, to let his guard down around, maybe to 

honestly love was lying in his basement, in a pool of dried blood on a ruined carpet, murdered. 

And the woman who murdered him stood on the other side of his lover’s body. The shock was 

wearing off as John and Daisy stood over the body in the secret room below the dining room. 

They got the body this far. Now…what? 

“Those things on the wall, John. What are those things on the wall?” 

John raised his eyes from the body and looked up to where she was pointing. On the 

wall, silent and empty hung the shackles.  

“Nothing.” 

“How many people in this one-horse town are going to let you live here knowing you 

have shackles on the walls of a secret room in your basement, John Green?” Daisy asked.  

 John’s eyes returned to Dickie, Richard’s pet name. He said nothing. 

“Marry me, John Green.” It was a flat statement, a weakening dam holding back a flood 

of anger and anxiety.  

“We both need to think about that, Mrs.. Crenshaw. Marriage is not something to jump 

into.” 

“It is at my age,” Daisy said. 

“I will give you an answer tomorrow or the next day. Right now,” John was still looking 

down, “we have something more pressing to attend to.” 

An hour later, a neatly stacked pile of bricks occupied the far corner of the room and a 

wheelbarrow from the other end of the tunnel, along with a mixing hoe and several buckets of 

water were staged by the stairs.  

“What are we going to do with the dirt?” 



“There won’t be any. We will brick him in under the stairs.” 

“But I don’t know how to do bricking. And Guido is gone! There’s no one to do that!” 

 John Green stared at her.”Well then I guess it will have to be just you and me.” 

 Daisy sputtered.”But... I... I... don't know how...” 

“Surely you can pick up a brick and hand it to me? Perhaps stir the mortal once in a 

while?” He paused.”It's the least you could do for him,” he said, looking down. 

Daisy’s idea of lifting had to do with ice buckets and liquor cases, not moving bricks and 

mortar. But finally she shrugged her thin shoulders and sighed.  

“Where do we begin?” 

“We don't have time to do begin at all tonight. We need to clean up the mess in Richie's 

front hall, and find little Miss Virginia and explain all this and send her on her way home.” 

“We can't just leave him here!” Daisy wailed, tears beginning again. 

“Maybe we should leave the blood for Mrs.. Washington to clean up? You think THAT 

would be a good idea Mrs.. Crenshaw? In the mean time, we have to decide what to do about 

the little girl.” 

* * * 

Little Virginia Riggs slumped in the dining room chair facing Uncle John Green. His face 

warned her of trouble. She was too young to recognize controlled anger and disgust on his face. 

But she knew trouble when she saw it. 

“Young lady, do you know what you just saw?” He and Daisy had finished cleaning the 

hall floor and he’d sent her home as the sun came up. He decided to take the tunnel back to his 

house rather than possibly be seen on the street leaving the mayor’s house at that hour. He’d 

found little Ginny next to her grandfather’s body, sleeping, and had carried her up the stairs. 



It was.... what you THINK you just saw?... well, you didn't see it. It was not real, and it 

did not really happen. What you saw was a very bad dream that you had. It was a very naughty 

dream you made up..” 

“But, Uncle John, I saw you and Grampa... and Grampa was dead...” 

“You're not listening to me! Look at me again, young lady! Look at my face, look in my 

eyes.” He paused until she was concentrating on his face. This wasn’t the first time he had 

talked to her like this. Hopefully it was the last, though.”Look at my eyes, and relax. I will 

explain what you dreamed.” He paused and waited for her breath to become regular.”Do you 

trust me?” 

“Yes, Uncle John.” Her voice was soft. 

“Yes you do, don’t you, Virginia? You do trust me, yes you do. And so, ...listen carefully 

to my voice. Are you listening? Good. I want you to relax and listen to what I have to tell you. I 

want to tell you the truth. I want to tell you the true story about what you just saw. What you 

just saw was a dream that you came to tell me about. It was a bad dream and it scared you and 

you came over to my house to tell me so I could comfort you. You dreamed your grandfather 

died in an accident. But that’s not true. It never happened in real life, it was just a bad, nasty 

dream. Do you understand?” 

“Yes, Uncle John.” 

“The truth is he had to go away on a long, long trip to the Orient and he didn’t have time 

to say goodbye.” John paused and then asked the little girl to repeat back to him what he had 

just said. When she did, he relaxed just a little. 

“Now you need to tell me you're sorry for making up that bad story about your Grampa 

being dead.” 

“I'm sorry, Uncle John.” 



“Apology accepted.” He paused.”Now,... Your Grandfather had to go away on a very 

long trip and won't be back for a very long time.” Not altogether untrue, according to a priest 

John once knew. That is, if Richard hadn't been as bad a sinner as John knew him to be. Let the 

Lord take care of that, though. “What I need you to do now, sweetie... I want you to go back to 

your room and pack for your trip home, back to the farm. O.K.?”  

  



Chapter 35 

The day–this new day–began after a nap. There was a knock on the door that awoke 

him about 10 A.M. The young man was the messenger boy from the Mayor's Office, Martin 

Black. He was in his very early twenty's, a short, thin young man, overly-polite but well-spoken. 

He was the youngest of three sons, the only one remaining alive. Two had died in the Great 

War. He himself had almost died in the Influenza epidemic that killed his father. 

  "I'm sorry to bother you Mr. Green, but there has been some... excitement at City Hall 

and I was wondering if you could help us out." 

“What in the world...?  You look worried, son. Come in! Come in and sit down!" 

“Well, sir, I don't have a lot of time. There is a press conference at 2P.M. at City Hall and 

I was wondering...," he pause and then, as he held his hat in his hands he blurted out, “What 

happened to the Mayor?" 

John when white, but quickly realized the boy was talking about the letter. 

“What on earth do you mean, Martin?" 

Martin almost broke down. In a panic he said, "He's... he's gone! Hasn't been there all 

morning! He left a letter and... and he's just gone!" 

 “I don't know what you are talking about, son. A letter? What did it say?" 

 “It said he was leaving— leaving the city, leaving the country, leaving politics!" 

 “What?! He... never..." John hadn't put half of that in the letter. He wondered if Daisy 

had already been to the Mayor's office. 

 “So, it's a surprise to you too? We hoped you would know something about it, 

something... oh I don't know, but SOMEthing!" 

“I'm sorry son. Perhaps if I read the letter... but he didn't mention anything to me about 

leaving town or anything like that." And that was the truth! “Perhaps ...”   



“Perhaps, if you would come down to City Hall, we could show you the letter, maybe 

you can help...? The press –no one knows how they found out, but... they will be there, ready 

for some kind of explanation at 2 and it's already after ten.” 

“Well, ... of course I will. Give me a minute to get ready.” 

* * * 

Mrs.. Washington arrived at seven, her usual time to make the Mayor's breakfast by 

eight a.m. Even before she walked in the kitchen door she knew something was wrong. It was 

more than the missing hall carpet and the floor that had been cleaned—and a poor job of it! 

She would have fired whoever did it, she said later. It was more than the fact that the Mayor 

did not come down to breakfast or that his little niece was still in bed in her room. Something 

felt wrong, smelled wrong. Something she just couldn't put her finger on.  

But it seemed like no one even cared that the carpet was gone. And in light of the fact 

that the Mayor was gone, and her job had just disappeared and that poor little girl was carrying 

on about bad dreams—well, the carpet and the dirty floor just didn't seem like it was all that 

important. And she knew that if anything was missing, they would come looking for her first. So 

she kept quiet. 

She quietly ate her own breakfast, quietly fed the Mayor's breakfast to little Ginny and 

commenced to quietly cleaning the hall floor the way it should have been cleaned,  while little 

Miss Ginny washed breakfast off her face and hands and packed her suitcase for the trip home. 

Mrs.. Washington didn’t know what had happened there last night, but she had a feeling in her 

soul that there would surely be a lot of strangers coming through and a dirty front hall just 

wouldn't do. Mr. John Green, the Mayor's best friend, came over and asked to talk to the little 

miss.  Mrs.. Washington didn’t dare ask him if he knew what had happened. But he saw the 

question in her face and answered her anyway. 

 “I’ve had word from his office. He’s... gone. I... I’m sorry. We’re all sorry.” He looked 

very tired and his eyes looked like he'd been crying and she asked after his health. He said it 



must be his allergies kicking up. Mrs.. Washington quietly agreed and then told him that she 

would send the little girl over as soon as she was packed. He agreed and walked slowly home. 

“Mrs. Washington, ... when this ... when things settle down, I want you to come to my 

house and cook for me. Same arrangement as you had with the Mayor.” 

 “Yes, Mr. Green. Do you need me today? If not, I’ll be there tomorrow, sir.” 

“Thank you, Mrs.. Washington. Tomorrow is soon enough. This is going to be a difficult 

time for us all. No need for you to be worried about where your next meal is coming from. You, 

or me.” He smiled weakly.  

* * * 

 

Little Virginia Riggs collapsed into the chair next to Uncle John. She was lower down at 

the table, and much younger than her Uncle John. The man who sat across from her at the 

table had a look that warned her of trouble. She was too young to recognize controlled anger 

and disgust on his face. And yet, this seemed so familiar. As if it had just happened yesterday. 

“Young lady, do you know what you saw? It was.... what you THINK you saw just 

now...well, you didn't see anything real. In fact, it did not really happen. What you had was a 

very bad dream that you ... dreamed happened. It was a very naughty story you made up.." 

“But, Uncle John, I saw...I thought I saw… Grampa was dead..." 

“You're not listening to me! Look at me again, young lady! Look at my face, look in my 

eyes." He paused until she was concentrating on his face. "Do you trust me?" 

“Yes, Uncle John” 

“You do trust me, yes you do. And so, ...listen carefully to my voice.” His voice changed, 

softer, sweeter, slower. 



“Are you listening? Good. And now Virginia, I want you to relax and listen to what I have 

to tell you. I want to tell you the truth, the true story about what just happened.  What you saw 

was a dream and you came here with me, to tell me about that dream. It was a bad dream and 

it scared you and you came over to my house to tell me so I could comfort you. It never 

happened in real life, though. It was just a bad, nasty dream. Do you understand?” 

“Yes, Uncle John.” 

“There really is no tunnel between Grandfather’s house and my house, not really. It’s 

just a funny dream that told you that. And there was no dead Grampa in a room at the end of 

that tunnel, not really. That is just your imagination because he is gone now. He’s not dead but 

he is gone. And gone to a secret place where you can’t find him. That’s what the dream was all 

about. And it was just a dream, just a dream. Do you understand now? If you do, just move 

your pinky finger. That’s right.” 

“And now, Virginia, you need to tell me you're sorry for making up that bad story about 

your Grampa.” 

“I'm sorry, Uncle John.” 

“That's ok, honey. Apology accepted.” He paused. "Now,” his voice changed and he 

spoke in his normal tone of voice.”Your Grandfather had to go away on a very long trip and 

won't be back for a very long time.” Not altogether untrue, according to the Priest. That is, if 

Richard hadn't been as bad a sinner as John knew him to be. Let the Lord take care of that, 

though.”What I need you to do now, sweetie... I want you to go back to your room and finish 

packing for your trip home, back to the farm. O.K.?” 

“Yes Uncle John.” 

“Everything will be O.K. Don’t you worry. Trust me. O.K.?” 

“Yes Uncle John.” 

He smiled and patted her shoulder.”Run along now. Everything’s fine. Trust me.” 



* * * 

John tapped the last brick into place and without warning he was overwhelmed with a 

onslaught of tears. He sank to the floor, back to the bricks he’s just finished laying. For a half 

hour he sobbed, swore and threw whatever was at hand. He was left with a mixture of relief 

and sadness. It took three days and three nights to finish, but it was done. 

  



Chapter 36 

"John? John Green! Open thish door!" Her speech was slurred but her fist pounding on 

the door was as unmistakable as was her demand. 

“Daisy! Stop the noise! Give me a minute to get decent and I'll open the door.” 

“Open thish door now!” 

As he swung open the door, a very distraught and very drunk Daisy Crenshaw stumbled 

into the entry hall. “It'sh about time! Where have you been?” 

“Getting decent, which you are not. It's 2 A.M. and you are in your robe on 

my front porch?!” 

She looked around, surprised. "Huh? I'm... in... your house.” 

He shook his head in disgust. “What is it you want, Mrs.. Crenshaw? I've had a very long 

day . And I..." 

She leered."You! I want you! I want you to marry you right now! You said we could do 

this very soon..." 

John looked at her in amazement. "You woke me up at two in the morning, less than a 

week after ... to tell me you want to marry me right now?!” 

She smiled even wider. “Yup!” And with that, she half-lunged, half-fell towards him, 

arms open. “Mar-r-r-ry me!,”she giggled. He barely caught her. 

“Mrs.. Crenshaw! Unless and until we are formally and legally married, I will ask you to 

refrain from physical displays of ...” 

“Oh hell, John! Just kiss me! Hold me! I'm so-o-o lonely!” And she began to weep. 

He did neither, but stepped back and almost let her fall to the floor. It was very 

awkward and he said so. 



“You have no business forcing yourself on me like this,” he said. “And I will not stand for 

this again. Go home, Daisy, and don't come back drunk again.” He added, “Especially in the 

middle of the night!” With that, he walked her the three steps over to the door, gave her a 

gentle shove past the threshold and shut and locked the door behind her. 

She stood there, weaving, uncertain what to do. She swore quietly and again began to 

sob softly. After a long time, she stumbled down the porch stairs and home. 

“Its been long enough, John. Do I set the date or will you?" 

  Daisy was still living at her house. Although their engagement had been ‘leaked' to the 

public, the timing of the mayor's disappearance was still center stage and it wouldn't seem 

fitting to do much more until the excitement died down. 

“It will never be long enough,” he said flatly. “It's barely been two months. Don't you 

think...” 

”No. I want a ring now. I don't care if we do this in private or not, I just want it done. 

Soon! Very soon.” 

Seeing no way to put her off anymore, John sighed, looked out the window, and said, 

“What date would be convenient for you? I assume you have one picked out?’ 

“I was thinking... what? Well, it depends. If we have a big church wedding, it would take 

some time to plan things...” 

“I am not interested in any size wedding ceremony in a church.” He resisted adding that 

he was not interested in a wedding ceremony anywhere. 

“Perhaps we could have a simple, private ceremony and then a large, public reception at 

a somewhat later date?" He could compromise. 

She looked at him suspiciously. "A legit ceremony? Not some phoney baloney one done 

by one of your cronies!" 



John sighed. “Daisy, I have already agreed to it. I am a man of my word, no matter what 

you may think of me.” 

She brightened. "Well then how about we get married... tomorrow?" 

“There is, I believe, a three day waiting period between getting a marriage license and 

actually performing the ceremony. There is a blood test, for certain social diseases that they 

require. Something you might not have known about.” 

“No... I ... are you sure? I don’t think I did the first time. John Green, if you are just trying 

to put me off some more...!” 

“How about you and I drive up to Chicago tomorrow and get the blood test. I have a 

doctor friend up there... We can apply for the license then and go back in three days to pick it 

up? I'm sure the clerk in Chicago will be able to answer any of your questions, answers that I 

cannot influence." 

Daisy looked at him narrowly. "Who do you know up there? At the clerks office?” 

“NO ONE!"  

For the first time ever, Daisy saw John's temper and she shrank back.”Sorry," she said 

quietly. 

“Be ready at 9 a.m. and I will drive. And pay for the license.” 

“Ok, Johnny.” 

“And my name is John." He paused. "And wear something that's stylish but not 

outrageous.” 

She brightened. "I know just the thing...” 

He held up his hand in protest. “Tomorrow. Nine o'clock sharp!” 

* * * 



John's friend found a lab that got him the blood test results that same day. And it didn't 

take the clerk long to get the license typed up and push it through the window. 

“In kind of a rush, eh?” he grinned at John. John did not smile back. “Of course, it's none 

of my business,” the clerk corrected himself. “Just don't see these very often. They cost 

more...” 

”How much?” Daisy was interested. 

“Oh, the license is the same price. I meant the blood test results.” 

“Johnny has a friend!” Until then, Daisy had been extraordinarily quiet. 

“Now that's convenient!” The clerk grinned at Daisy. He was young, hair slicked and 

smile white. He straightened his bow tie. Daisy giggled. 

“My name is John.” 

 The clerk picked the license up and studied it. “Yessir! That's right. That's what I typed 

in.” 

“Thank you. How much?” 

“Oh. The cashier over there,” he pointed, “will take your money. They don’t let me 

handle it.” 

“Understandable,” John said gravely, and turned away. 

“Congratulations!" he beamed at Daisy. "And good luck!" 

She batted her eyes and cracked her gum and smiled. 

“Thanks!”” 

You too, sir!” he looked toward John but he was already at the cashier’s window. 



Daisy tore her eyes away from the clerk and sauntered over to where John was. She only 

looked back once. He was still smiling at her. 

* * * 

The judge in Freiburg had declined to re-marry Daisy, having seen her on ‘charges': John 

had discretely called. So the ceremony was held in the Justice of the Peace's chambers in 

Chicago. Daisy was ecstatic. 

“Oh Johnny! I'm so happy!” 

“I'm sure you are. Please stop calling me ‘Johnny'. My father called me that. I don't like 

it.” 

”Oh, John– John! Just KISS me!” 

“Is this required?” He was only half joking. He knew it was and had been dreading it.”Of 

COURSE! Why... what would a wedding be without a kiss?! We're not really married until you 

kiss the Bride!” 

 John blushed.  

Later, on the ride home, he brought up the other subject he has dreaded. 

“What, Johnny?" If Daisy was anything she was innocent in many areas of life. 

“Consummation." He doubted she knew the definition, though. 

“What's that?" 

John explained the concept of making a marriage ‘complete' and legal. 

“Well, what's the problem? You saying you can't get... you know..." 

“Not at all. But you're a woman..." 

“Yeah? And you're a man! What?" She smiled coyly and ran her hand across his knee. 



John flinched and pushed her hand away. This wasn't going to be easy. 

  



Chapter 38 

He was right, of course. It took the better part of two hours to explain to Daisy what 

being married to John was going to be like. And in the end, she was furious. If she'd been angry 

at the delay she was even more angry with the results. 

“I told you so." John said, almost sympathetically. "I told you that marrying me was not 

going to solve all your problems." 

“That's not the point!" She was close to tears, her dreams having come so close to true 

and then... this. “But this…” 

“Mrs.. Crenshaw...” 

“I am NOT Mrs.. Crenshaw! You aren't cheating me out of the NAME change, at least! I 

am Mrs.. John Green. And ... I like that!" 

“Very well ...Mrs. Green. I warned you in general, true. Not in the specifics. It wasn't 

appropriate at that time, anyway. But, now that you are, indeed Mrs. John Green, you are going 

to have to do some things my way." It sounded very firm on the outside, those words, but 

inside, he was hoping she wouldn't push him too much.  

“Like what?" This guy was more and more complicated, Daisy was beginning to think.  

“I will be sleeping alone. I don't share well when it comes to my bed. I have never had to 

and 

I don't intend to begin at this late age." 

“What...? Wait! What are you saying? I get the couch?" 

He sighed. No wonder married men cheat on their wives, he thought. "I forgot you are 

not acquainted with my home. There are several bedrooms upstairs as well as one downstairs. 

The one downstairs is mine. Mind alone. You may have the pick of the upstairs ones. I would 



suggest the front bedroom: it has a private bath and a sitting room, and faces south. It is  very 

sunny in the winter." 

“Who says I wanna move into your house? What good is it gonna do me, anyhow?" 

“Married women live WITH their husbands, not across the street from them." 

“But.. We're not exactly married. I mean, from what you said..." 

“The appearance is necessary, my dear woman. And besides, I’m not going to pay the 

mortgage on your house and mine. And besides, I think you might actually enjoy my company 

from time to time." 

     Daisy smiled at that. "You know I've always liked your company, John!" 

“And I, yours. That said, a day-to-day marriage is not the same as a party." 

     She smiled wider and giggled.  

“Not that way!" John snapped. "I am talking about things like sharing the bathroom and 

cleaning up after yourself in a responsible manner. And personal habits," he added. 

“Like what?" 

“Like drinking responsibly." 

“John Green don't you even bring that up! What I do in the privacy of my own home..." 

“...is now MY private home, Mrs. Green. And that is exactly why I bring it up." 

“Well if that's the way you feel about it... I don't need someone trying to take all the fun 

out of life." 

“Mrs. Green! You and I are in this together. And on more than one level. We have to get 

along, you with me as well as me with you!" 



“Well...sorry. I,... I guess I'm a little touchy about it. Bud was always so mean about it. 

Jeepers Creepers, just one drink and he was all angry about it!" 

“I will ask you to limit your drinking some as well. Not to "just one", but certainly to an 

amount that leaves you in a reasonable state of mind." 

“Gosh, you use a lot of big words!" 

Inwardly, John groaned. This was going to be a very long marriage. 

  



Chapter 37 

“I do NOT!" 

“The very fact that you feel the need to defend yourself speaks much louder than any 

argument." 

Swaying a little, Daisy stood with her back to him for a moment, then turned to face 

John. She stood in the middle of the living room, he sat at the Dining Room table several feet 

away. She drew herself up to her full five feet two inches, raised her chin and said, “You speak 

in large words and difficult sentences. Diffi..... hard worshds. Whatever! I do not drink too 

mutch. And I am not drunk.” 

“I didn't say you were.” 

“You were thinking it though. Weren't you?!! Go ahead! I know you were!” Her voice 

was higher and her eyes were already watering. 

“Actually, I was.” 

“A ha! See? I knew it!” 

“You are drunk.” 

“I'm.... just a little tipsy...that's  all!” 

“You have been that way every day this week.” 

“I have not!” she said hotly. “I didn't even drink on Tuesday!” 

“So.. Only six out of the last seven days?” 

“No! Yes... No! Oh, I don't know. You are so MEAN! Why are you always so mean to 

me?” 

“Daisy, I am not being mean when I ask you not to drink so much. I don't want to see 

you like this every day. You are going to hurt yourself on the stairs one of these days.”” 



“I only fell three steps...” 

“At the bottom, this time. What if it had been the three at the top? I don't want your 

death on my conscience.” 

“Ish that all? Just your conscience? I bet you’re worried about doctor bills!” 

“No, that's not it at all. Actually," John paused.  This was important and he wanted her 

to understand. “Actually, I have come to... have some affection for you.” 

“Translation please!" This had become code words between them, her signal that she 

did not understand what he had just said.  

He hesitated. How to say enough without saying more than he meant? 

“I like you like a friend who is a very likeable woman." 

“Is that the same as just, ‘I like you' ?" 

He sighed. "Yes, I suppose so." 

“Well... Thanks. I guess." 

“You are welcome. I really do... like you." 

* * * 

“STOP! Just stop it! I HATE when you pick at me!” 

“I'm not picking.” 

“Yes you ARE! My personal habits are ... personal!” 

“Must I remind you again that we share the same house and your personal habits ARE 

part of my life as well?” 

“See?! There you go again, treating me like a red-headed step child! Stop it!” 



“How about you stop treating me like your uncle? Take some responsibility for your 

life?” He had long ago lost patience. “Find some meaningful activity for your time. Something 

other than drinking and bingo?” 

Daisy almost screamed, “WHAT! How.. How DARE you....! What’s wrong with BINGO!” 

John almost laughed.  

“Daisy Green, like it or not, you have a responsibility to live like my wife. YOU were the 

one who wanted a marriage and this is what that entails. It's not all parties and hangovers. 

Sometime or other you need to sober up and give back to the community!” 

She was speechless, angry. And hurt. And confused as well. She began to cry. 

“What have I ever done to you? What have I done to make you attack me all the time?! 

You're just like Bud!” Tears streamed down her face now. The red eyes from crying, along with 

the lines from the drinking and smoking, and the lack of makeup–of basic grooming!–made her 

singularly unattractive, John thought. And pitiful. 

     As gently as he could, John replied, "I am not trying to attack you, Daisy. But you have 

neglected responsibilities...” 

“So have YOU! Your husbandly responsibilities… And all you do is....” 

“Daisy! Stop! This is not a comparison of the two of us, to see who is better or worse. 

That is not the point!" 

“What IS the point then? All you do is tell me what to do! And then disappear and leave 

me all alone! What am I supposed to do?" 

“Start by doing what I asked you to do?" 

“That's not what I mean!" 

“That IS what I mean. " 



“See?! You hate me!" 

She was testing his patience, on purpose. Knowing it didn't make it any easier his 

nerves. 

“I do not hate you. I DO hate some of the things you do to yourself. And do to me, and 

others." 

“It’s the same thing!" 

“NO it is NOT!" They had been over this same ground so many times. "I said what I SAID 

and I meant what I MEANT!" 

“See? And now you're yelling at me!" 

There was no way to win an argument with her. Not arguing became an argument. Not 

confronting became a confrontation about avoiding her.  

“All right! If that's what communicates to you, I WILL yell!  TOP DRINKING AND GO DO 

SOMETHING USEFUL OUTSIDE THE HOUSE!” 

“Are you kicking me out? Because if you are, John Green I am going to tell the whole 

world what you did!” 

“Perhaps I should threaten the same to you... I'll tell the world what YOU did!” 

* * * 

 “John, if there is anything we can do for you, let us know, will you? 

How many times would he hear that sentence? And how many times would he smile 

and say ‘thank you' and agree. There really wasn't anything anyone could do, short of helping 

him clean house, get rid of the traces of Daisy that threatened to smother him with memories 

he'd rather not have to deal with. But deal with them he would. He's spent too much of his life 

not dealing with his past to stop now. He would, he reminded himself again, have to go through 

her belongings and tell himself the stories he knew and forgive her and himself for whatever 



needed it. He would have to write and write and write... because that was his only way of 

getting it out–all the negative–that needed to come out.  

And then he would take the pages and bind them in a book, put them in the lock box 

with all the other pages. And then he would bury the box, again. He knew he had the strength 

to do all that. Perhaps the day would come when he could bear to actually destroy that box and 

its contents. But for now.... ah! That magic phrase–for now– he could at least shed the 

memories onto paper, like a snake shedding its skin, leave the old scars and wounds behind, in 

the leaves. He did it when Dickie was murdered. He did it when Mrs. Washington died; he could 

do it again. 

     He walked home from the funeral, refusing several invitations to rides and dinners 

and visitors. He accepted ‘bring over something for supper' offers from the best cooks and 

trudged on to the work that awaited him at home, alone. 

  



Chapter 39  

The house seemed empty. And, it was. Without Daisy and her constant chatter and 

clatter and clutter, the house returned to the dim, quiet sanctuary it had been before. Before! 

Yes. Only now, there was no going back. Richard was gone, Daisy was gone. Several of the social 

circle had moved to Chicago, for work or looking for work. Others had simply stopped coming 

to the dinners. They were, John admitted, less opulent but then, the whole city, the whole 

country was. "Depression" they were calling it. And depressing it was!  

The one thing Daisy had definitely had a gift for was encouragement. Her being gone 

was difficult on that point. Her constant flirting and affairs, on the other hand, were not missed 

at all. Not by John, anyway. Other men in the circle missed them, no doubt. Perhaps even some 

of the wives missed her distracting their husbands from their own activities. And now with war 

in Europe clouding the horizon, the parties had stopped altogether. 

The Riggs house had been transferred to Richard's son Louis according to Richard's will. 

The son—Virginia's father—had immediately put it on the market. He needed the money, he 

confided in John. He had a farm he was trying to make a living on—but it was failing. The house, 

as beautiful and desirable as it was, languished on the market, along with all the other houses 

in the city. This gave John time to close the end of the tunnel on the Riggs side with a cupboard 

and shelves on the Riggs side. John had briefly thought about finishing the tunnel to head 

height: it had never been tall enough to suit him. Bent over, almost crawling in the dirt was not 

his idea of a good time, no matter what it led to. But there was no reason to now. The room on 

John's house's end of the tunnel—the ‘Play Room' they had called it—he fitted with a door as 

well. It did actually make an attractive storage and preparation area in addition to the kitchen 

above, although it was too difficult to access. The stairs needed to be wider or better, a door 

cut into the rest of the cellar and leave the stairs alone. If the social life of Freiburg hadn't died 

with the Mayor, it would have been more used. "If". 

The box had to be taken care of too. All the written evidence of the murder, the burial 

and the cover-up were there, and while He felt responsible to preserve it–for Richard's sake–he 



didn't want it made public until after his own death. And he was, he suddenly realized, the only 

one left who knew anything about it. All the more reason to put the boxful of papers in a safe 

place. The bank safe deposit box was out of the question: someone else would have a key. To 

bury them as he had done before seemed a little silly, maybe even risky. The metal box would 

eventually rust out or be dug up in the process of gardening. As he walked around the back 

yard, though, there wasn't anything other method he could think of. The box needed to be 

somewhat permanently secured yet accessible. He sighed and walked into the barn at the 

corner of the yard to get a shovel. Burying was the only option. As he turned to go he stubbed 

his toe on a loose board of the barn floor. He looked down. The board was a short length, put 

there to replace the worn end of a board that ran almost the width of the barn. He smiled. 

Problem solved. 

In less than an hour the box was safely under the floor of the barn and he had placed a 

note in the same envelope as his will, notifying the reader to look under that board for 

additional information on the estate. 

* * * 

 

The Mayor was sorely missed. His replacement, the Mayor Pro Tem, was not of the 

same quality or character as Richard and the resultant corruption and graft became obvious. 

There was even talk of recall, but nothing came of it. Times being what they were, silence was 

cheap to purchase. 

Virginia's father had let Virginia visit her grandfather as often as she wanted. Grampa 

Richard had always paid for her ticket. Now with no one to pay and times harder than ever, 

Virginia didn't see Freiburg or Uncle John again for a very long time. Of course, he wasn't really 

family anyway. And Daisy’s constant drinking was another deterrent: it would just not do 

around young Virginia. He had brought the girl to his place to visit every holiday the first year, 

just to help her with the transition. And, yes, he did want to keep an eye on her ‘dreams’.  



Therefore, he didn't see his ‘niece' more than a dozen times since her grandfather’s 

death. He hadn’t at all in five years when one Sunday morning sShe came unbidden, knocking 

on the oak door. By this time, she was sixteen. By her outfit she was obviously pregnant and by 

her face, very distressed. The joy at seeing her uncle again hid some of the sadness. The details 

of her situation were a shock. 

“So, you are happy?" That seemed a safe question, although her face obviously showed 

the contrary. He was shocked when her face crumpled and her eyes began to fill. 

“No." With that one syllable, she broke into sobs that shook her whole frame. 

“Oh dear! I... oh, child! What have I done? I..." 

She shook her head, face covered with her hands."No, it's not your fault! It's all mine. 

I've been so wicked! Oh Uncle...." She reached out her hand for him, as he came around the 

dining room table to her. 

“My dear! My dear! Who on earth told you that you were wicked?! Who had the 

nerve?" 

“No, Uncle John. I don't need anyone's opinion about that. Can't you see? I am about to 

have a child!“ 

“There's no sin in that, for goodness sake!" 

 “And... and I ran away on Sunday, when they were in church...” As she said it, it 

sounded so absurd, they both began laughing. And crying. When she could, she spoke again. 

“I have no husband." She didn't offer more detail and he didn't ask. She was beautiful by 

now, and John knew her father and mother had divorced, leaving her with her father in the 

boring country. He was not surprised at her predicament. 

“What can I do for you, my dear young lady?" 

“I... I need a place to stay tonight and... some money to get to Chicago, to my mother." 



“I thought you lived with her...I must be mistaken!" he lied. 

“No! I did... but... I... I was too much trouble, they said. So I went to live with my father, 

on the farm when I was 12." She paused. 

“And... it was ... good?" 

“Better than the city!" she smiled. "The animals, the garden, even the people were 

nicer." She looked away. 

“And one of those people...?" 

“He's... a very nice boy... no, a young man. I... I didn't control myself though and now..." 

she began to cry again. "Now I'm pregnant and I have no place to go!" 

“Won't he marry you? Make it right?"  

“Poppa says no. So does his family—they don't like me! Say I'm a bad influence on 

him...they called me a ‘City Girl'..." Her tears increased and she could not talk anymore.  

John put his arm around her. 

“That is very unfair of them!" It always made him angry when someone was rejected on 

grounds they could not change. “Certainly you can stay here tonight—stay as long as you need 

to. And of course I will buy you a ticket to wherever you want to go.” 

After a good night's sleep and a big hot breakfast Virginia had one more request.  

“Uncle John, is there any way to go next door and visit Grandpa’s house? Just one last 

time. I had such good times there." 

“Did your father tell you about the house?" 

A look of panic crossed her face. "No! He... did he...?" 

“He sold it after your grandfather di...disappeared. It was...according to your 

grandfather's wishes." 



“But... so... O.K. I figured someone else lived there. I saw a child playing outside. And it 

looked ... different. Not as nice as I remember it." 

“It's been several years.”He hesitated to say more, but decided to tell her. If anyone 

should know it was her. “There was a letter, about 6 months after he first... left us. In that 

letter, he distributed his belongings that he left here in the United States. Your father was 

deeded the house and its contents. He sold it for what he could at that time.” Seeing the pain in 

her face, he added. "It was for you and your grandmother, to keep the farm going.” 

     She almost spat. “To support him and his drinking!” 

“'m sure there was more to it than just that.” This was the first he had heard of any 

drinking at the farm. 

“Not much! All the work was hired done while he sat in the dark and...” 

“Stop now, young lady! You need to show more respect to your father.” 

She laughed harshly. “This IS respect! I haven't told you the rest of it. And I won't 

either.” 

“I'm sure he has his own problems that he is dealing with, just like you.” 

“I doubt it. No, I don't doubt it, I just don't care. I have enough problems of my own to 

deal with. He can deal with his own, without my help!” 

“Virginia...” 

“No, Uncle John. And where IS Grampa? Doesn't he ever write to you? Why did he leave 

without any notice? Is he ever going to come back?” 

“That second letter is the last anyone has heard of him.” True statement, mostly. 

“Where did he send it from?” 



“The letter didn't come through the regular mail. It was ...hand delivered.” Again, mostly 

true. Between Daisy and John, the letter had been written and delivered to the Rigg's family 

lawyer. He had been somewhat leery of it. Actually he was baffled as to why it was done that 

way. But in the end, he had gone along with the whole thing. 

“Well, I guess I better pack. The train for Chicago will be leaving soon. There's not much 

left for me here.” 

  



Chapter 40 

 John Green was not in good health any more. He knew it and he needed to update his 

will. Who could he leave his huge collection of worldly goods to? More importantly, he thought, 

to whom could he entrust this house and its secrets? It needed to be someone who was either 

not very inquisitive or else was very discrete. He didn't have many relatives and he didn't want 

to donate it all to charity. But which relative? As he mentally went through the list, only one 

possibility seemed viable. There was one nephew. John decided he needed to invite him to 

dinner, at least, and find out. 

“You were named after me, of course." 

“Yes, I recall the stories my mother told me: how I was christened and you did not arrive 

until after the ceremony was over." 

“There was the issue of the weather." 

“And the auto accident due to the weather." 

“That, yes." 

The external conversation paused as the two of them internally relived the memories. 

“Yes, the weather." The elder John broke the silence. The two of them were enough 

alike that silence was not at all uncomfortable. 

“Dinner is delectable. Did you cook all this yourself?" 

“Actually, I had it brought in. My culinary skills are less than stellar." 

They both smiled. “Yes, well, for some time I employed the cook from next door. When 

he, the Mayor left... He and I were friends. Good friends. And friends don't steal friend's cooks." 

“Whatever did happen to him. Riggs, wasn't it? Richard Riggs?" 



“That is an interesting story. Let me tell you the story and it's repercussions over a glass 

of brandy, by the fire." 

“By all means, do! I haven't tasted any brandy in far too long! It is a long story, I hope." 

  



Down Cellar:  

Part Three 

Chapter 41 – 52 

Chapter 41 

After a long look at Sherri and a quick prayer, I called a taxi to get me to the cheapest 

motel the taxi driver knew. Money was gonna be low for a while, that much was sure. I got my 

phone back from the police but I left the truck parked in front of John’s house. The tools and 

tires were safer there than at my house. I corrected myself: my disaster site! 

 With that thought, I asked the taxi driver to drive past my property. He agreed and 

when I asked him to stop and wait while I looked around he shrugged. It would be dark soon 

anyway. 

“Keep it short, or it’s extra.”  I agreed and spent five short minutes walking around the 

ruins of my life—a destroyed house and barn, the various graves of my pets, my still-standing 

garage. I needed to get a grasp on it all. It still didn’t seem real. A small car sat partly hidden 

behind the garage. The window was down in spite of the chilly breeze and I walked over. An 

overstuffed man in an overstuffed uniform filled the front seat. Waylon Jennings was lamenting 

his loss of love and material possessions. The advertizing on the car door proclaimed the 

occupant to be a local rent-a-cop.  He nodded as I approached but he didn’t smile. According to 

his boss, they were hired by the insurance company to keep an eye on things until the 

investigation was complete. It turned out he was a customer of mine, cleared a drain for him 

and his wife last year on Thanksgiving morning. He allowed me inside the fence that had been 

erected around the ruins of the house with the promise I would not touch or disturb anything. I 

offered to have him come with me, but he made a rude nose. "Just look with your eyes,” he 

warned. I promised. 



Yellow police tape still fluttered from the back porch railing. I walked up the concrete 

steps slowly, one step at a time and stopped at the top. Shattered glass and half-burned paint 

from the house crunched beneath my feet. The smell of wet, charred wood filled my nose and 

throat. From this angle, the collapsed roof hid the inside of the house. I glanced down as I 

turned to go: Grumpy's dried blood still formed a wide stain on the top step. I waved to the 

guard as I walked back to the taxi. He didn’t acknowledge. The wind puffed from the direction 

of the barn, picking up the sickly sweet smell of the half-burned chickens, mixing it with the 

cider scent of windfall apples on the back lawn. 

As I reached the taxi, the sound of a fast moving car attracted my attention. Way too 

fast for this road, I thought. Anybody coming the other way is in big trouble. An old Mustang 

flew into view—late 60's, candy apple red, top down. That's how kids get killed .... I didn't allow 

myself to finish the thought, but it haunted me on the way to the motel. 

* * * 

The taxi let me off at the front desk. I registered and walked past a half-dozen identically 

run-down rooms looking for mine. Three doors before mine, a red pickup was parked, the 

engine still ticking as it cooled. I thought about demanding the front desk tell me which room 

the owner was in. Of course, they wouldn’t and I knew it. I considered knocking on some doors 

to find the owner myself. But just then a rhythmic thumping began in the room right beside me 

and a female voice began calling for faster and harder. Pass on the door knocking.,  

The room was dim, boring and quiet. I could stand the faint cigarette smell. It was just 

what I wanted. I showered and went to shave but realized I no longer owned a razor. I dried off 

and crawled naked into bed. I lay on my back trying to grasp all that had happened this day. I 

dozed off and something else crowded into my mind first. Blonde, bouncy, noisy Sherri lying in 

a coma was replaced by practical, earthy raven-haired Elizabeth, laughing and smiling at me 

from our porch. And running after the ball I threw was Anna, the two-year-old image of her 

mother, complete with ringlets and irresistible smile.  A fast-moving Mustang was roaring down 

our quiet street. A twenty-something smartass was driving too fast to stop for a little girl 

chasing a ball her father had tossed a little too high for her to catch. And then it was a different 



emergency room that came to mind and Anna with the tubes and bandages. Six months after 

Anna’s funeral, the divorce was final. 

 I rolled over. Put it away, I told myself. Put it out of your mind. The same thing I had told 

myself for the last seven years. I had other things to think about now, just like I had every other 

night for the last seven years. Thinking about the past wasn't going to change anything tonight, 

just like it hadn’t for the last seven years. The things that happened today did require thought, 

including maybe the red pickup truck parked three doors down. But right now, tonight, I need 

to sleep even more than I need to think. It wasn’t long before sleep came.  

* * * 

I woke up sweaty, cotton-mouthed, and confused. I was naked and alone on a double 

bed in a cheap motel room with a broken air conditioner. According to the clock, it was after 

ten a.m. The bed clothes were on the floor. Sunshine was spying on me through a gap in the 

limp drapes. Confusion gave way to anxiety as the events of yesterday exploded into memory. I 

rolled out of bed and poked my head out the door, looking for the red pickup truck. It was gone 

and in its place sat a red Mustang. I swore under my breath and slammed the door. I should 

probably put my pants on and start the day. There was plenty to do. 

Five minutes later I emerged from my room. As I did, young man came out of the room 

three doors down, walked over to the Mustang and unlocked it. I took a close look at him but I 

couldn’t tell if his was the same face from in the truck outside John’s the other night or not.  

 "That yours? Nice ride." 

"Thanks." The kid hesitated, ready to say more, but not sure. 

"You ever open it all the way up?" 

"Not yet. Just got it yesterday." 

"Really? Private owner or dealer?" 



"Uh.... private." The kid was obviously struggling to keep his ‘manly composure.' I 

guessed he didn't get much male attention at home. 

"How much you pay?"  

"Uh...actually... it's my Grandmother's. She let me... she gave it to me." 

"Nice. Wish I had a grandmother like that!" I grinned.  

The boy smiled back and his inner kid emerged, shy, proud. 

"Yeah." He paused. "She's in the hospital. I was just going to see her."  

"Sorry to hear that. She doing ok?" I found myself liking the boy in spite of himself. 

And the kid disappeared and the young tough replaced him. "She's ... kinda crazy. I gotta 

go." 

"Take care of that car. Drive careful." 

"Right." The Mustang turned right out of the motel parking lot, tires squealing. 

I shook my head and turned back to the room. Not worth yelling at him. It probably 

wouldn't register with him anyway. And it was time to get over to John's and apologize. I 

considered just calling, but considering the way I blew up last night face-to-face was more 

appropriate. John and I had been friends long enough for me to know I'd be accepted back, but 

at the same time, I'd done some damage and needed to make it right.  

I looked around the motel room to make sure I had everything, and tried to remember 

what if I’d brought anything in. Outside, I shaded my eyes from the morning sunshine, looking 

for my truck. I was pretty sure I'd parked two or three spaces down from the Mustang, two or 

three spaces from my door. But that space was empty, as were all the spaces from there on 

down the row. And then I remembered the taxi ride.  

I called a cab while I tried to remember where I actually had left my truck. It’s at John's, I 

thought: I left there when we rode to the hospital to see Sherri.  I got in the cab and gave the 



driver John's address. As we pulled up I scanned the street. No truck. Where the hell DID I leave 

it?  

  



Chapter 42 

 

“Worthington Plumbing, Jim speaking.” 

“Mr. Worthington, this is the Freiburg Police Department. We need to speak to you 

immediately.” 

My temper flared. I had just gotten out of the cab and was standing on the sidewalk in 

front of John's house. I hadn’t apologized, I couldn’t find my truck, and now these guys 

wanted…what? 

“For what?” 

The voice came back flat and professional. “Mr. Worthington, are you with your vehicle 

right now?” 

“No. Why?” 

“Do you know its location?” 

I didn’t want to admit anything. “I'm looking for it right now.” 

“We have it, and we have some questions for you about where it's been.” 

“You what!? Why? Where is my truck!?” 

A new voice broke in.  

“Mr. Worthington, this is Detective Miller. Can you come down to the station? We have 

a few questions for you. Again.” 

“Sure.” I swore under my breath. Here we go again. 



 Ten minutes later I walked into the same Interrogation Room, with the same cops. The 

questions were familiar, very similar to the ones the day before. The Detective was much less 

friendly.  

“Mr. Worthington, let me get right to the point. Your truck was found in Gary this 

morning and turned over to us by the Gary police. What was your truck doing in Gary without 

you?” 

“How the hell do I know? The last couple of days have been a little confusing for me, if 

you know what I mean?” 

“So, you didn't drive the truck there? Or lend it to someone who drove it there?” 

“No.” 

“Where did you last see it? And what time, the last time you saw it?” 

“Uh...Last night. I left it in front of a friend's house. I don't remember the time. Maybe 

four-ish, maybe five o'clock at the latest.” 

“You left it parked on the street all night or in your friend's driveway?” 

“On the street.” 

“You know that’s illegal, don’t you?  

I didn’t respond. The detective moved on. 

“Is there anyone you know of who would want to steal your truck?” 

“Uh... maybe the guy who burned down my house?” 

“And who is that?” Detective Miller was staring at me, eyes narrow. 

I lunged forward but the officer standing by got between us.  



“IF I knew, I would have told you alREADY!” I exploded. “You think I like watching my life 

fall apart one piece at a time? I got nothing left now but my truck—IF you're gonna give it back 

to me!” 

“We were considering holding it for evidence.” 

“For what?!”  

 “There is evidence that it was involved in a hit and run.” 

I groaned.”And you want to know where I've been the last 24 hours and who can verify 

it?” 

“Yes.” Detective Miller didn't smile. 

“Too bad. I spent the night alone.” 

“Anyone who can verify that?” 

“I just TOLD you...” 

“Mr.Worthington, ... “ The detective searched for words. “Yours is an unusual case to 

say the least. It's getting harder and harder to...”  

“To what? ...to believe all this?”  I agree! And you don’t seem to be looking at any 

suspects but me. What the hell is that all about?” 

“That's what I'm trying to figure out.” 

I ignored his last.”So...what about the hit and run?”  

“A fatal hit and run, Mr. Worthington. An elderly woman from here in town. Witnesses 

say she was hit by a vehicle whose description matches your truck.” 

“And I'm handy, right? Tell me, Dick Tracy, how many Chevy trucks are there in this 

town?” I didn’t wait for an answer. “Why the hell are you picking on me? Hell, how many Chevy 

trucks are there in the state of Indiana that look like mine?!” 



“It is common for a vehicle used in a hit-and-run to be abandoned...” 

“Well I didn't abandon my truck! It was stolen if anything! Where is it now, anyhow? 

You guys have it here?” 

“It's still in Gary, police storage. There's paperwork...” 

“Oh, of course! Paperwork, “I said sarcastically. “And how soon is the paperwork getting 

finished so I get my truck back? It’s got my tools in it, if anything’s left. I might need to work for 

a living.” 

“Mr. Worthington, I’m not sure you’re going to need your truck for a while. We might 

need to hold you here.” 

* * * 

“Hello?” 

“Is this ... the grandson?” The voice was hesitant, choking. 

Timothy also hesitated. He was answering his grandmother’s landline. He’d come inthru 

the back, looking for more cash Virginia might have stashed. He’d never been called a grandson.  

“Uh... Yeah. This is him.” 

Silence for several seconds. Then a sigh. Then, “I'm so sorry about your grandmother...” 

“What?” 

More silence then a quiet choking sound. 

“You and I never met but, she and I... your Grandmother and I were best friends.” 

A cold chill ran through him. 

“What are you talking about? Where's my grandma?” 



There was silence on the other line and then it disconnected. He swore out loud. He 

hadn't visited his grandmother since he took her in last night.If something had happened to her 

they would call her house. Or would they think she lived alone? He had given her address and 

phone number as his contact information when she was admitted, but no one had called him. 

He looked at his cell, and swore. Wrong phone. He checked the answering machine. A green 

light labeled “Messages” was blinking. 

* * * 

The doctor agreed to talk to Timothy. The nurses warned him the young man was upset 

and could be loud. 

“I left her here for you to take care of. Where is she?” 

“I was the E.R. physician when Virginia was brought in. Apparently she’d been involved 

in a hit-and-run. From what I observed she’d been hit by a vehicle while attempting to cross the 

street. Apparently...” 

The young man froze. “What?! When?” 

“Some time in the early morning hours, probably around 2am. Her body had been 

outside several hours…”  

“I brought her in here last night! What the hell was she doing on the street?” 

“I don’t have any information on that.” I’m not authorized to speak about the missing 

discharge papers, and I'm sure as hell not going to bring that up, the doctor thought.  

Timothy sat silent for a while. He closed his eyes but they began to water. Then audibly 

he began to cry. 

“It was an accident!” Tears streamed down Timothy's cheeks, his voice shook and his 

whole body trembled. 



“I'm sorry?” That doesn’t make sense, the doctor thought. But with the shock he 

probably isn’t thinking clearly. The doctor was as genuine as he could professionally be. 

“NO! Don't tell me you're sorry, DAMN it! Fix her! Bring her back!” 

“That's not possible...” 

“You HAVE to! She's all I got!” Timothy shouted. He began to sob, turning his back to the 

doctor to hide his tears. “It's not my fault! It's not even my truck!” 

“I'm not sure what you mean, sir.” He paused “We have a chaplain available, if you'd like 

to talk to someone...” 

“I don't want to TALK, I want her BACK!” 

* * * 

 

“Are you talking about putting me in jail?” 

“As I said, Mr. Worthington, yours is an unusual case. Frankly, putting you in jail for 24 

hours might just prove you innocence. Let something strange happen in this town without you 

and I'd be more inclined to believe you aren't behind all these goings-on.” 

“So basically, you want to lock me up for your benefit? To make your job easier?” 

“Not at all, sir. Just a way to help you clear your name.” 

“By serving time?” I laughed harshly. “That's the dumbest joke I've heard in a long time. 

And it wouldn't go on my record, either, right? Sorry, Charlie. Not a chance!” 

“It may not be your decision.” 

“You don’t have any reason to hold me here any longer. You have more questions? 

Anything? If not, I'll be on my way, to look for my truck.” I stood up. 



“We told you where your truck is, Mr. Worthington.” 

“And why should I believe you? You're trying to lock me up for your own good, with no 

charge!” My temper was rising rapidly. 

There was a knock at the interrogation room door. The Sergeant cracked the door, and 

then went out. I sat down and clammed up. I was hoping it was John coming to rescue me 

again. The Detective sat silent, staring into space. The Sergeant returned shortly and nodded to 

the Detective to continue. 

“Mr. Worthington, I can't hold you much longer without a charge. And I don't want to 

charge you with this hit-and-run just to keep you here...” 

I stood up again. “Well then, in that case, I'll just be moving along...” 

“Sit down, Mr. Worthington! We’re not through with you yet.” 

“You just said you were!” 

“I said we are not going to hold you against your will. I strongly suggest you at least find 

someone to stay with and be accountable to for the next twenty-four to forty-eight hours. 

Someone who can reliably verify your whereabouts! Do you understand?” 

“I understand you’re calling me a liar!” I shouted at the detective, standing up. “And I'll 

be damned if I need a babysitter to verify my ...” 

“I am NOT...” the detective stopped shouting. He too was standing by now. He took a 

deep breath, regained his professional composure, and in a normal volume said, “I am not 

calling you a liar, sir. I am making a suggestion to you that could make your immediate future 

far less complicated. You DO”, he emphasized the word,” whatever you want!” His intensity 

made up for the lack of volume. He paused. The tension was palpable.  

The detective spoke first. 

“You may leave now.” 



“Thank you.” 

  



CHAPTER 43 

 

I walked out of the police station to overcast skies that threatened more rain. A chilly 

breeze hit me in the face, reminding me that I had no warm truck to climb into. Even if I did, I 

realized, I had no place to go home to. I could sleep in the garage and I can get the Jeep street 

legal pretty quick, I thought. But I’d have to walk there. And the house is gone. I sighed.John’s 

house was walking distance. And I needed to apologize. I took my phone out to call, make sure 

he wasn’t at some genealogy library. The battery was almost dead. I’ll just show up.  

I took my time walking, trying to think my way through what to say. In the end, I decided 

to just tell him the truth: I didn't know why I got so mad and I was sorry. John and I had argued 

before and this was—mostly—just one more. The circumstances were what made it different 

from any other time. As I rounded the last corner, a red mustang convertible, with the top 

down, sat parked across the street from John's house. Music blared from the radio and in the 

front seat was the same young punk from the motel. He was staring ahead, oblivious to 

everything.  

When I got next to the car I greeted him.  

“Well hello again!” I said, trying to sound cheerful. 

The kid turned his head, looked straight into my eyes. There were tear streaks on his 

face. With no expression, he said, “Stupid fuck!” 

I think my jaw dropped. “What?” 

“Are you deaf as well as stupid? I said, ‘You dumb fucking plumber! Why did you kill my 

grandmother?’” 

This was what I expected the first time I met him. To hear him now, on our second 

meeting, somehow irritated me way more that it would have at the beginning. That and I had 

no idea what he was talking about. 



“Not sure what you're talking about bud,” I said, trying to keep my voice even. “There's 

no need for the attitude though.” I turned to go.”Have a great day.” 

As I turned, he swore at me again. I turned around and walked to the driver’s side door. 

I leaned over to get a better look at his face.  

“You trying to start something kid?”  

Without warning his right arm swung up and an 18 inch cast iron pipe wrench hit the 

side of my head between my ear and my left eye. That’s what it looked like anyway, so they 

told me later. I crumpled and the mustang peeled out in a cloud of dust. 

 

Tim had been keeping a watch on the strange car parked on their part of the street. 

Every five minutes he walked out to the front door and discretely pushed the antique lace aside 

and peered through the glass. “Especially with Virginia in the hospital,” he reminded John. This 

time Tim pushed aside the lace that hung over the glass in the front door and gasped. 

“Oh my God! John! Someone’s lying in the street!”  

John was at this desk, busy with another genealogy client's tangled past and only half 

heard Tim or the squealing tires. 

“Oh?” 

“John! Are you listening? There's a man out in the street, just laying there!” 

“That's odd.” 

“John! I said, are you listening to me? He's almost in front of our house! Do you think we 

should call 911? “ 

“Well...” 

“JOHN! We’ve got to do something!” 



John stood up from his desk with a sigh. He ambled to the front door where Tim was still 

peeking out of the curtain. 

“You could open the door, you know. Get a good look?!” 

“I know, but...” 

“What? Either we help or we don't!” 

“OK then.” Tim eased the door a crack. John pulled on it behind him and swung it wide, 

pushing Tim enough to propel them both onto the porch. He took one look and shouted. 

“TIM! Go get him! It's Jim! “ 

* * * 

By the time they half walked, half dragged me up the porch steps and sat me down we 

all were bloody from my still bleeding head. John went to the kitchen for damp paper towels 

and Tim excused himself to clean himself up.  

“He usually faints at the sight of blood–something about a childhood experience”, John 

confided. While I applied pressure with the paper towels John got the iodine from the 

bathroom. 

“Your head ache yet?” John asked as he applied the iodine. 

“Ouch! Dammit! That stings! I thought this stuff was outlawed!” 

“It works better than the more recent concoctions, especially on head wounds.” I was 

pretty sure I heard him snicker. “What actually transpired out there?” he asked. “How did you 

end up in the street on your back with a head wound?” 

“I don't know! I stopped to talk to the kid in the car because I saw him at the motel this 

morning.” John raised an eyebrow but remained silent. “I went up and said hi, and he started 

swearing at me and accusing me. Then when I leaned into his car to calm him down, he hit me 

with...,” I paused, as I realized what it was. “...with a frickin' pipe wrench that looks a hell of a 



lot one of mine!”At that realization, I slammed a hand down on the table, and that made my 

head hurt. 

“OUCH!!? Now I have a headache!” 

“Did you recognize the man. Or boy, or person?” John asked. He was already returning 

from the kitchen with a bottle of pills and water. 

“Well, I saw him in the motel parking lot this morning. We talked about the Mustang 

he’s driving. But I have a hunch I’ve seen him elsewhere. “ 

“Perhaps out in front of our house, in a red pickup last night?” 

I paused half way through the water. 

“Yeah! It’s the same kid who checked us out the other night! “ 

“I didn't see who hit you just now. If you mean is the young person staying with Virginia, 

from across the street, I would have to say, Yes, but in the past tense.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“She died yesterday, Jim,” John replied quietly. “A hit-and-run pedestrian accident.”  

“What?!” 

“From what I heard, it was a pickup truck. And from the description, the truck looked 

very much like yours.” John did not raise his eyes to meet mine. 

“Well, my truck is missing. I thought I left it here, but–” I looked from John to Tim”–I 

guess I was wrong.” 

“You did leave it here, Jim .” Tim had just returned from the upstairs, with a clean shirt 

and pants on. “But that was last night... when we took you to see Sherri. It was gone the next 

morning. I thought you’d come in the night and driven it away. Didn't you come get your truck? 

Who did then? Where is it?” Tim looked confused and looked over at John. 



“Someone who wants to hurt Jim,” said John.  



Chapter 44 

“What are you talking about?” I asked. 

 “I don't know who assaulted you Jim. All I heard was a car take off and then Tim looked 

out and saw you. But obviously someone wants you dead.” 

Tim looked at John and broke in, “By the way, John, how are you doing?” 

“Oh, I'll be fine. Jim on the other hand might have a concussion.” He kept a straight face 

but I was sure he was joking. Pretty sure anyways. 

“What?!” He looked at me, and then back at John. “Do we need to take him to the ER?” 

“I'm not sure he will cooperate, but I think it would be prudent on his part to do it.” 

“HEY! I'm sitting right here guys! It's my head?!” 

John grinned. Tim kept his eyes off my bloody shirt and on John.  

“And obviously I do not need medical attention. The aspirin will do for now, that and a 

clean shirt.” 

Tim kept looking intently at John “What do you think, John?” 

“HEY! I'm not a child!” I roared. John was grinning furiously now. 

“I think we should take him in. No telling what damage there is that doesn't show: it's a 

head trauma, after all. And besides,” John looked over at me, his face suddenly sober, “I think 

the police need to know he was attacked.” 

“WHAT?! No way!” I shouted.  

“Jim, consider the events of the past several days. I think it would be best to get medical 

attention and also to give the police notice that you have been attacked. It might help your case 

with them. It might even help with Virginia's case.” 



“I don't need any help with my police case!” 

“I think you do.” John looked straight at me.”Someone is trying to do you great harm, 

Jim. That should be obvious to even you now.” The smile on John's face had disappeared. “And 

as I said, I know more about your case than you do.” 

“Like what?” I was apprehensive. I trust John:  he doesn't exaggerate about things like 

this. 

“Like the fact that you are very close to being locked up just to prove one way or the 

other that it is not you making all this trouble for yourself.” 

“I already know that. And they can't unless I say so.” 

“True, Jim. But you are a very unusual case for the local police. And you have a record.” 

Silence again filled the room. 

“That was a long time ago,” I said quietly. 

“Very true, but it exists and this begins to look like the same thing.” 

I swore. “This is nothing like that!” 

“A series of economic personal disasters, set off by the death of a loved one? It is a very 

close parallel Jim.” 

“Bullshit! That was entirely different! And besides, this all began before Sherri...” 

“THAT is the one saving event for you,” John interrupted. “That is the sole reason you 

are not already eating jailhouse food.” 

“Says who?!” 

“I do. I have some friends who are willing to listen to reason.” 

“You saying YOU got me out of jail?” 



“Kept you out. So far.” John met my eyes. “I can't do this for much longer, Jim.” 

Another silence and Tim got restless. 

“Do we need to go to the Emergency Room? If not, I'd like to think about supper.” He 

glanced at me again, saw the bloody shirt and quickly looked away. “I'll be upstairs.” 

After Tim left, there was another short silence. 

“Thanks, John.” I wasn't sure what to say. I'm more used to being John's rescuer not the 

other way around. “It's good to have a friend like you, especially at a time like this.” 

“You are welcome, Jim. And I would have to say the same of you. Life would be very 

boring without you.” 

I smiled. 

“And I need to apologize for the other night. That's what I was coming over here for. I 

had no business going off on you like I did.” 

“It was understandable, under the circumstances. Apology accepted.” 

“And I need a place to stay for a couple of days. I don't suppose you'd have room for a 

houseguest, while I sort all this stuff out?” 

“I'd have to talk to Tim about it, but I think we could arrange something.” John smiled. 

“Nice to have you back, friend.”He paused. “Now, get ready for a visit to the E.R.” 

* * * 

As the Mustang rounded the corner, Timothy’s mind worked furiously. It was HIS truck 

that killed Grandmother! Him and his truck! Not me and not my car! If he hadn't been so 

fucking stupid to let his truck get so run down to where it was a piece of cake to...to get into. He 

wanted somebody to come along and take it. 



The red Mustang headed out of town on its own to the east towards Jim's place.  It's not 

my fault... a frickin' baby could have gotten in. And the brakes… I couldn't have stopped if I had 

seen her! 

As the care passed the city limits he sped up. 

And besides, I don't know for sure that I hit anything. I got out and looked. I didn't see 

anything. Hell, I stopped the fucking truck and got out and looked! There was nothing there, 

just some bushes. Probably not even the same bushes they showed on T.V. Whatever! My 

grandmother got hit by that fucking plumber and his truck and now she's gone. Gone! The only 

family I got and he has to go run over her with his truck! I can't believe it! 

 The wind was cold, and he pulled over and raised the top. 

I wonder if she left me anything. Other than this piece of shit.... I wonder if she had 

money in the bank. She must have, though: she gave me money lots of times. There must be 

some way to find out. 

He rounded the bend in the road. The debris of Jim's house and barn, the fence around 

it and the security cop came into view. 

“Wow!” He pulled over to survey the ruins. The wreck of the house was still smoldering. 

A heap of blackened timbers and twisted metal lay where the barn had stood. The police line 

tape fluttered and the rotting fruit hung in the air. 

The security cop heaved himself out of his car, and walked over. 

“Can I help you, sir?” 

“Uh... yeah. What happened here?” 

“Arson. They aren't sure who did it.” 

“Cool. They giving a reward?” 

“For what?” 



“For, like, turning in the guy who did it!” 

“I don't know about that. Haven't heard anything. They're still trying to decide if the 

owner did it for the insurance money.” 

“Really? Who… What kind of guy would burn his own house down?” 

“I dunno. But apparently, he did it before.” 

“Serious!?” 

  



Chapter 45 

Timothy eased the Mustang down the alley behind the house—his house now!—and 

backed into the garage. He pulled the dust cover back over the car. After a quick snack from the 

fridge, he noticed the light on the answering machine blinking again. 

The very professional voice asked for Timothy by name. She requested him to contact 

the law offices of a local attorney but didn’t reveal why. He was pretty sure he had seen their 

sign over one of the storefronts on Main Street. So there IS some money. A smile spread across 

his face as he dialed the lawyer. 

Next morning he walked to the office. For an hour he sat and listened, comprehending 

very little of what was said. He was an old friend of the family, the lawyer confided, but he 

didn't know about this side of the family until recently. Virginia had him re-write her will. He 

looked at Timothy expecting a response.  

“How much is it?” 

“I'm... not sure what you mean.” 

“How much money did she leave me?” 

“Well, there is more to this estate than just cash. In fact, most of it....” 

“How MUCH!?” Timothy demanded. 

“I take it you are thinking of how much would be immediately available. To be accurate, 

I need to make some phone calls...” There was a bead of sweat on the old man's forehead as he 

spoke. “Can I ask you to return after lunch? I will have my secretary...” 

“You’re telling me you don't even know how much she left me? What the hell did you 

call me in here for?” He was shouting, disgusted. 



“Young man, there is no need for foul language!” The secretary had come through the 

door at the first shout, a cordless handset in hand. She was of the lawyer's generation— tall, 

slim, stern— the incarnation of the 1980's Businesswoman in a long tweed gabardine skirt and 

creamy linen blouse. “I have the police on the line.” She didn't, of course, but she was 

convincing. Timothy swore again and  stood up—knocking his chair over backwards. He 

stomped out, slamming the front door. A moment later, the door swung back open.  

“What time? After lunch—when!?” 

“One-thirty,” the assistant chirped crisply, chin out, head high. “Your papers will be 

ready to sign and the cash available.”  

Another curse and the door slammed again. 

* * * 

“So, what do you know that I don't about my police stuff? And how?” John and I were in 

the car, in the back seat. They couldn't find a clean shirt that fit me and Tim was worried that I 

would have a seizure because of the head wound. “We need to be careful,” Tim had 

admonished. I just rolled my eyes. 

“I have... sources,” said John. “And I don't reveal them or their sources.” 

“Ok... Whatever. But what do you know that I don't?” 

“Not much more than what I have already told you. You’re under some suspicion of 

setting the fires and ‘losing' your truck due to financial and personal problems.” 

“What!?” I shouted. The car swerved a little and slowed down. Tim stared into the rear 

view mirror. 

“Everyone alright back there? John? You O.K.?” 



“I'm fine Tim! Keep your eyes on the road. No need for another hit-and-run in the 

neighborhood.” 

The car swerved again and Tim’s knuckles went white. 

 “So...how are you going to prove them wrong, Jim?” 

“It's not my job to prove them wrong! I'm innocent ‘til proven guilty!” 

“As far as they are concerned, all the evidence points to your guilt already. What have 

you got to offer to the contrary? Other than the bloody shirt you are wearing. And you could 

have faked or hired that done. You mentioned it was your wrench...?” 

“DAMMIT John! Whose side are you on? 

“I'm trying to make you aware of the situation you are in. There’s a serious possibility of 

you being locked up for several days, even weeks.” 

“They can't do that! It's... it's....” 

“It's called ‘probable cause'. Jim, crimes have been committed, against you and Sherri 

and possibly Virginia or even others. And they don't know who committed them. The police 

have a duty to investigate and solve these things. And you can't just put your head down and 

hope this all goes away. You need to take an active interest in this... a positive interest, I might 

add. You’ve been avoiding the police and, if anything, you’re being obstructive.” 

“What?! What are you talking about?” 

“The police are about out of options with you. In fact,” John said, “it was I who 

suggested they lock you up to see if it made any difference in the crimes against your 

property.” 

“John!... What the hell, John! I thought you were my friend! And what else have I got to 

lose anyway?” 



“That’s my point exactly Jim: what HAVE you got left to lose... except your life? I don't 

want to lose you, my friend.” 

* * * 

At the emergency room, they cleaned the wound and bandaged it. I thought it was over-

doing it to wrap my whole head, but there was no other way to keep the dressing in place they 

said. The police showed up. An orderly escorted Detective Miller and his sidekick Sergeant into 

the treatment room just as the nurse finished. She looked at the Sergeant and smiled. 

Apparently they knew each other. At the detective, she frowned and excused herself. He 

stopped her. 

“Is he able to answer a few questions?” 

“Medically? Sure,” she said with an icy pitch to her voice.  

“Thank you.” He kept it professional. As she left, he turned to John. “I need to talk to 

Mr. Worthington alone.” 

“No! I want him here,” I broke in. “Just in case... I ... need something.” That was weak, I 

thought. 

The detective looked from one to the other. John shrugged. “I'm willing to stay if Mr. 

Worthington is willing to have me. “ 

“Willing? Hell, I demand it!” 

“Very well.” The detective was obviously less comfortable with this arrangement, but 

the Sergeant proceeded to question Jim about what had happened during and leading up to the 

attack. Detective Miller listened intently. 

“So, you met the suspect once before?” 

“And there was no anger towards you that first meeting?” 



“Why do you think it was your own wrench you were hit with?” 

“When you approached his vehicle, were you acting in an aggressive manner?” 

“What was the suspect doing when you approached?” 

“What do you remember him saying?” 

Remembering John's advice, I did my best to answer patiently and completely. But 

finally, “Hey guy, my head aches, O.K.? I'd like to go home and lay down for a while.” 

Detective Miller broke in. “And where would that be now, Mr. Worthington? Home, that 

is?” 

“He’s staying with us for the time being, William.” John answered before anyone else 

had a chance. I shot a glance at John.  

“Is that so, Mr. Worthington?” 

“What he said,” said I, holding his head now.”It's beginning to throb, man. Think the 

nurse will give me something special for it?” 

“I think that's up to the Doctor,” responded John. And as if on cue, there was a knock at 

the door and a doctor pushed his way in to the room.  

“William! I didn't expect to see you here. Mr. Worthington? How's your head feeling?” 

Without waiting for any answers, the doctor moved through the crowded small room to 

look at the bandage. “Mind if I look in your eyes?” he said. After a moment, he said, “Good! The 

nurse at checkout will have a pain prescription for your headache.”He paused a moment. “I 

presume you have one?” 

“Worse than a three day hangover!” 



“That's to be expected. The good news is that there is no fracture or concussion. Just a 

very hard blow to the head. How did this happen again?”  

While he scanned the chart, I said, “I slipped and hit my head on a pipe wrench.” I 

added, “I'm a plumber.” 

John came as close to a scowl and he police kept their faces professional. The doctor 

looked up and laughed out loud. “That's a new one! Glad you haven't lost your sense of humor. 

Good indication of no permanent damage.” He glanced at the lawmen and nodded. “Mr. 

Worthington,... Officers,... John...have a great day.” With that he was out the door. 

* * * 

“But why would he try that?” I didn't understand John's reasoning about the grandson. 

“It’s his profile. Young, unattached, disconnected from any family, just lost a loved one 

and out for revenge on the world. He attaches all the blame to one object or person. He picked 

you. It's a classic.” 

“So...you're guessing though. You don’t really know this.” 

“In a manner of speaking, yes, guessing. But to say the least, it’s a well-educated guess. 

And in your case, it fits the facts as they stand.” 

“So...” I was taken by surprise that John knew so much about criminals. “I guess... I 

dunno. What's his next move? And what do I do about it?” 

“His next move depends somewhat on you. He will be very responsive to his intended 

victim's moves. To him, it's a game of cat and mouse.” 

“What if I do nothing?” 

“You have to do something Jim. It's called living. And he will countermove and 

manipulate until he gets you where he wants you, so he can make his final move.” 



“Which is?” 

“Kill you. Up close and in person, if he can.” 

 

Chapter 46 

 

“I'm still wondering how you know that there is someone trying to kill me.” 

“If you put the events of the past week together,” John said, “it’s the logical conclusion. 

Question is why do they want to kill you?” 

“Well, none of it happened before I began working on your house. That secret 

room...maybe it's cursed?” 

John smiled faintly. “I’m not thinking along the lines of the supernatural,” he said. 

“Neither am I, really. But it makes me wonder. Whoever is doing this stuff seems to be 

pretty human—with an evil streak! You mentioned the guy across the street. Why?” 

“He fits the bill better than anyone else we know.” 

“But... why? What motive would he have?” 

“I have a suspicion it has to do with his grandmother. This house was part of his 

grandmother's childhood, as was the house next door. The violence against you actually began 

when SHE discovered that WE had discovered the passageway. And there was that odd 

moment with her, calling me uncle.” 

“I forgot about that. You think she somehow got you confused with...” 



“Yes, my uncle, in her past. Then she somehow passed that on to her unstable 

grandson. There has been a considerable amount of trouble in her family's past as I mentioned 

before.  Psychologically, it’s a perfect setup.” 

“Well, suppose it is him. What am I supposed to do? Tell the cops?” 

“That... I am not sure of. We can't just ask the police watch him based on our suspicion.” 

“Let me guess... you already tried that?” I laughed, but I had a feeling. 

“Well... as a matter of fact...yes.” John couldn't help smiling sheepishly back. “Even for a 

favor the police are not allowed to provide surveillance on people who are not under formal 

suspicion.” 

“You are a trip, old man!” 

“And you are in danger, my friend. I am fairly sure. Short of kidnapping you and shipping 

you to Chicago to hide you with friends of mine there, I am not sure what to do to keep you 

alive.” 

“Maybe it's not something you need to do? I'm not a kid, you know.” 

“I’m very aware of that. But neither are you as indestructible as you make out. And I’m 

not sure you are taking that into account!” 

“I can take care of myself.” 

“I see.” John pointedly looked my bandaged head. 

“What? Eh... whatever!” 

“It could have been the end of you.” 

“But it wasn't. See? I can take care of myself!” 

* * * 



“Is it ready?” It was one thirty five and Timothy stood impatiently in front of her desk. 

Lydia Townsend, the lawyer's paralegal assistant looked fearlessly into Timothy’s face. It was a 

mixture of angry scowl and anxious smile. It was so familiar a look it made her own heart ache. 

“I said it would be.” For all her crust, Lydia had to smile. This one was so like her own 

grandson. 

He hesitated. “Well... where is it?” 

“Right here.” She pulled out the file folder she had purposely put out of sight before 

unlocking the door after lunch. “There are several places you need to sign to make this legal. It 

must be done in blue or black ink and must be a legible, recognizable signature.” Her voice was 

crisp but warm. “Here…” She handed him a pen and turned the sheaf of papers around and 

with a perfectly manicured finger, pointed to the middle of a page. “And here. And here.” Each 

time, she pointed, Timothy bent over the desk and carefully signed his name. In less than a 

minute it was done. His only living relative was transformed into a sheaf of papers in a folder. In 

her stead was a wad of cash. He smiled uncertainly. 

“Uh... where's the cash?” 

“We are required to write a check first,” she explained. He began to protest. “…which 

you just signed amongst all those papers. The cash is right here.” She pulled open the drawer 

that had concealed the folder and laid a bulging bank bag on the desk top. “The proceeds are in 

this bag. I took the liberty of providing some of it in small bills. Easier to spend.” 

He picked up the bag and hefted it. He unzipped it and looked inside. Looking up at her, 

he grinned. “Nice!” 

“Yes. I'd advise you to spend it wisely, but,” she smiled, “I have a grandson of my own. 

So... have some fun!” 

“Thanks!” He turned to go. 



“Timothy? Try to be careful? She... cared very much for you.” 

He smiled a tight smile. “I know.” And to himself he thought, and I'm always careful! 

* * * 

“So, I'm staying with you and Tim?” The three of us were headed home from the 

hospital. I was getting uncomfortable with the idea. 

“You have a better idea? Or some other option?” John tried not to sound unkind. 

“Not really.” I hated being out of options. It felt confined, almost trapped. And that 

made me nervous. 

“Well, you know the house was divided into three apartments, so there really is no issue 

having you live with us. The front upstairs still has its own kitchen and bath. It would be very 

much like having your own place, just not your own house.” 

“Right. I guess it's... something to get used to. It’s been a while.” I hadn’t lived in an 

apartment since I moved here, and the second floor of a frame house was a fire trap. I thought  

about my own house going up in flames and squirmed. I could get out the front window to a 

porch roof, but after that I would likely break my neck landing on the ground!  

“If it bothers you, you know you can lock your door to your rooms.” 

“Oh hell, John! It's not that... I just ... I dunno... I don't have anything of my own! No 

clothes, no tools, no pets.... nothing!” 

“The clothes part we need to remedy immediately,” he said as he eyed my shirt. “The 

other things I’ll leave to you. The pets, of course, are out of the question for now.” 

“Yes!” Tim from the front seat chimed in. “No pets, please!” 

“I wasn't thinking about pets. Clothes on the other hand... can we make a side trip on 

the way home?” 



“Tim? Do you mind if we turn here, and head out to that certain big box store you 

detest?” 

* * * 

Three bags full later—new jeans, tee shirts, socks, underwear, and another pair of 

boots—and I felt better. And a lot closer to broke. I had emergency money to use but it was 

going fast. And with no truck or tools there was no money from work coming in the foreseeable 

future. On top of that, the insurance money from his barn fire had been put ‘on review' rather 

than being paid out within the five days like the guarantee on the television said. 

John knew I was worried about no income and brought up the idea of redoing the three 

upstairs bathrooms.  “You’ll find out shortly how much they need it.” 

“I appreciate the offer John, but I haven't finished the pantry yet. Besides, I still need 

more than one job going at a time to keep the bills paid. Three jobs completed and paid for 

each week is the business plan.” 

“Oh. I didn't realize it took that much...” 

“And until my name is cleared here in town, it’s going to be difficult to get much of any 

work.” 

None of us mentioned the last column Virginia wrote in the local paper asking 

questions–no answers, of course!–about how someone with a past could clear their name 

when the same kind of things happened again in their life. Knowing her own past, I could see 

she probably meant herself. Considering the gossip about my barn and house fires, however, 

the majority of the village took it to mean me. And they had reason. 

  



Chapter 47   

“So, how would one go about clearing one's name in this town?” John asked.   

We were standing on the porch at the top of the steps while John caught his breath. 

Subtle and oblique as usual! John always says just enough to make sure you know what he’s 

talking about without him actually talking about it. 

“You mean me?” 

“Well you, yes. But anyone else either. It might have something to do with our mystery 

murderer.” 

“He’s trying to clear his name?”  

“More likely, he would be taking revenge in such a way that by getting rid of you, he will 

clear someone else's name, someone from his past.” 

“Like his aunt?” 

“His grandmother, yes. And if she somehow communicated to him that this house is the 

key to clearing her name... and that you are the one exposing her shame... “ 

“...then we’re both in trouble!” Tim came up the steps and I corrected myself. “All three 

of us!” 

“What?! What's wrong, John?” 

“We're all in trouble and are going to be murdered,” John calmly said, looking at Tim. 

“You're ready for that, aren’t you?” 

“What? Oh my God! John, When? ...wait a minute! John, are you joking?” 

* * * 

Without his grandmother there, the house was boring. Timothy moved to the casino. 

The Mustang shimmied with the speed and the speakers rattled with volume on the trip there. 



The addictive world of video poker distracted him, the bar dulled some of the pain. But he had 

to sleep. And there were dreams. 

“Gramma? Are you there?” 

“Timothy!” 

“Gramma? Where are you?” 

“What do you want, Timothy?” 

“I... I want... I want you back.” 

“It's a little late for that, grandson.” 

“But... I miss you!” 

Silence. 

“Gramma?!” 

“I said, it's too late.” 

“I miss you! Can't you... I don't know... can't you come back? Can I see you just once 

more?” 

“You should have thought of that when I was around!” 

More silence. 

“Gramma? I'm sorry...” 

“That's nice of you to say so.” 

“Gramma! Please...!” 

“It doesn't change anything Timothy. I left and I won't be back.” 

“Why!?” 



“You know why: you were the one driving.” 

“NO!!” 

He sat up in bed so fast he bounced once. “NO!”he roared. The girl he picked up at the 

poker table rolled over half-awake. 

 “What's wrong, baby?” 

“Shut up!” 

She began to caress him, but he slapped her hand away. 

“Get out! Get the fuck out of my room! Who invited you in here anyway?” 

“What!?” She was awake now, sliding off the bed, confused and angry herself.  

“GET OUT GODAMMIT! NOW!! How stupid are you? OUT!” 

She snatched her skimpy outfit from the floor and moved smoothly, gracefully, toward 

the door. It wasn’t her time out, but he had seemed… different. 

“Hurry it UP! NOW!” 

She turned at the door, tears in her eyes. “You don't have to...” 

“Mutherfucker…”, he growled as he lunged from the bed.  

She slipped out, quietly closing the door behind her. 

* * * 

He fell asleep again. 

“Gramma?” 

After a long silence, “What do you want Timothy?” 

“I want YOU! I want you to come back!” 



“You have my car, my house, my money. What else is there?” 

“I want YOU! I don't want the stuff.” He added, “Not anymore.” 

“Ah! Now the truth comes out. But I told you: It's too late now.” 

“No, please! Just come back!” 

“Timothy, you should have thought of that when you committed auto theft and when 

you broke the speed limit and when you stopped paying attention to where you were driving, 

and when you ran me down and didn't even stop...  

“NO!” 

“I knew it was you in the truck; I was trying to warn you.” 

“NO!!” 

Again he was sitting up in bed, alone in a dark, rented, room. 

“NO! It wasn't me! It wasn't ME!” He sobbed. “It wasn't me! I didn't DO it! NO! It was his 

truck! It was ... it was HIM!” 

* * * 

“I don't see any way around it, John.” 

“It seems we've traded sides on this argument.” 

“Yes.” I was still pondering the consequences, both short-term and longer term. “The 

people who have already decided I'm guilty—it won't matter either way.” 

“True: those who will not accept evidence never need validation for their opinion.” 

“Some of them will forget the whole thing after a while, if I just shut up about it.” 

“True again... but it would still be ‘there', an unsettled issue from the past. And they will 

bring it up at the most inconvenient time.” 



“But is going to jail for a month really going to settle anything?” I said. “I mean... what if 

nothing happens?” 

“Neither you nor I can control that. It is a chance to take... or not.” John paused.”I might 

add... the police have not agreed to anything. I haven't even asked.” 

“I thought you...” 

“..asked? Only hypothetically. They answered hypothetically as well.” 

“What did they say?” 

“They don't like the idea... to put you under surveillance is one thing. To actually lock 

you up for nothing is not legal.” 

“So, it's not even possible for this to happen?” 

“Oh, it could happen, but they need more than some vague suspicion you are up to no 

good. Or that someone might be planning to do you harm.” 

“You mean, I'd have to actually break a law.” It wasn’t a question. The prospect was not 

inviting. 

“That is what jail time is normally for.” John smiled. “On the bright side,... the jail here in 

town is reserved for small time criminals...” 

“Are you saying I'm not worth high security?” I smiled. “Dang! Somebody's trying to kill 

me! That should be worth some kind of security!” 

“It's not really a laughing matter, Jim.” 

“I guess. But hell! It's so unbelievable that anyone would want to kill me! Who in their 

right mind would bother?” 

“Murderers are seldom in their right mind.” 

“Well, yeah.” 



“So... none of this is guaranteed to clear my name. Or get me any work afterwards. Hell! 

I don't have tools or a truck to work anyway! And where is my truck? Last I knew the police had 

it. Do they just hold it for a certain length of time? Or is it some kind of evidence? Or what? You 

got any insider information on that?” 

“I didn't think to ask.” 

“I wonder if it's all still in one piece. Where did they say they found it?” 

“Outside a bar in Gary. Next door to the Good Shepherd Rescue Mission I heard.” 

“Gee, maybe I should hide out there for a month. Like in ‘Sister Act'?” 

“You're dating yourself.” 

“Why? Don't they do that any more?” 

“It's more sophisticated for one thing. And far more complicated. And I might 

add....while some people would be unobtrusive in that kind of setting, you are not one of 

them.” 

“Just a thought.” 

* * * 

“So there is a workaround to this?” 

“Of course. You've been around the law long enough know that.” 

“I expect it to be legal, no matter how close to the line you draw it. The man is no 

criminal.” 

“It's legal, John. In fact, it's not even unethical. It’s convenient for you and beneficial to 

the community.” 

“Very well then, I'll purpose the idea.” 



“Good. And we can maybe close this file. THAT would be a very nice detail taken care of. 

Get back to me as soon as you have his answer.” 

“I will. And thank you again for your co-operation in this, Sergeant .” 

“You leave me no choice, John! I'm just glad we're friends.” 

* * * 

“So?” 

“Because of the.... uh... unusual case that you are, they decided to make an exception 

and....” John paused dramatically, with an unreadably straight face. 

“...and what?!” 

“You can go to jail, starting sometime next week, pending the paperwork being 

completed.” 

“I never thought I would be happy to hear that. But I am so ready to get past this and 

get a life again.” 

“You know, there’s still the alternative of moving to Chicago for a month. That mission 

in Gary we talked about could use your services for a month, too.” 

“I bet they could.”  

“In exchange for a month's food and lodging?” 

“I don’t do charity work for churches.” 

“True. But you usually work, too. And right now, you can't.” 

“I'd still need parts. And tools. All my good ones were in the truck.” 

“So no getting out of town for you?” 



“No. And besides, there's Sherri.” We hadn’t talked much about her since my run-in 

with the kid. I’d been to visit every day for a half hour at least. There was nothing to do but 

stare in the window at her. Her burns were healing nicely but she was still in a coma and didn’t 

seem to be coming out any time soon. I wasn't about to move away from town for a full month 

with her like that. When John pointed out that I would be just as ‘far away’ in jail here in town, I 

shrugged. 

“That’s different. At least I could... I dunno. Something. Maybe.” 

John sighed. “I understand the feeling. I just want you to be very sure about this. Once 

you go in, you can't just walk out. This will be legal all the way around.” 

“I'm sure.” 

“Then I’ll make a phone call and get it started.” 

  



Chapter 48  

 

There was a knock at the kitchen door.  

A week ago that would have been normal. But the woman who answered last week and 

for the last 20 years had been in her grave for most of the week.  

“Who's there?” After the dreams, Timothy drove back to Freiberg. He was in the middle 

of a late breakfast when she knocked. 

“It's Dorothy. I’m a friend of your grandmothers.” 

He opened the door and stood in the opening, not allowing her to enter nor inviting her 

in. She understood and smiled in spite of it. He had, after all, just been through a hard time she 

thought. And that on top of a hard life.  

“Timothy? My name is Dorothy Parker. Not the Dorothy Parker,” she paused, but seeing 

no recognition of the ‘other Dorothy' in his face, she continued. “Anyway, as I was saying, your 

grandmother and I were the best of friends and wanted to stop by and...”  

“Thanks.” He'd had all he wanted of that kind of stuff, whatever it was. 

Undaunted she continued.   

“Well your grandmother was in the middle of some important work at the library. I work 

there, and wanted you to know about it.” 

“Like what?” He really didn’t care, but since her death she had become a mystery and a 

huge source of curiosity to him. What had she really been like, especially before she got so old. 

Like, when his own mother was born, what was she like? 

“Well,” she warmed to the subject, seeing he was asking. “She had done quite a lot of 

work on her side of the family, and... well here! These are some of the papers she had 

collected, and left with me or the Library, and I thought you might want them.” 



“What is it?” 

“Genealogy. Family history. Who was in your family and what did they do. Things like 

that.” 

“Let’s see.” He almost grabbed it out of her arms—it was indeed an good-sized armful 

for a woman her size. She was genuinely delighted that he was interested. 

He studied the top page. “How do I read this? “ 

Five minutes later she was seated next to him at the table, dishes pushed aside. 

 “And here’s you.” She looked up and smiled at him. He was deadpan. He knew who he 

was. “And here is...” she peered closer, “Hmm…your mother. Your father is missing on the 

chart.” 

Timothy said nothing. Dorothy waited, hoping for a tidbit, but when there was none she 

went on. 

“And here is your grandmother!” 

“Who are these people?” He pointed to the slots on the chart that came before his 

grandmother. 

“Those would be.... let's see... your grandfather on your mother's side... and I don't see 

any for your father's side.” 

“Who was my grandfather?” 

“Well of course, that's your grandMOTHER's husband! He was... let's see...right here... 

George Richland, yes. I remember George. “ 

“What was he like? I never met him.” 

“George? Why he was the best man you could ever hope to marry! He was always 

working, always volunteering in the community.” 



“Was that his Mustang?” 

“His what?” 

“The red Mustang, in the garage.” 

“Oh. Uhm ... he did have a red car, a small one.” 

“Yeah. Ok. That's the one... been trying it out. Pretty sweet.” 

“That's nice. If I recall, that was the car they would take out for rides—a convertible?—

with the top down. Very romantic!” 

Timothy didn't reply. 

“What else would you like to know?” 

“Anybody older than my Grandmother?” 

“Oh, well, of course! See, right here: this was your grandmother's father. Here is 

George's father... he and Virginia's father were friends, so Virginia said. That's how she and 

George got together. Sort of an arranged marriage.” 

“Really?” 

“Yes, and here's your grandmother's father. He grew up across the street from this 

house, as a matter of fact.” Dorothy glanced through the kitchen door into the dining room. 

“You can almost see the house from where I'm sitting now.” 

Timothy became very still while Dorothy continued. 

“In fact, George and Virginia considered buying the house, but it wasn't available when 

they were looking. Her grandfather grew up there, and her uncle lived next door. His house you 

can see from here! Isn't that precious? All that family so close?” 

“Yeah. I think it's time you left.” 



She was taken aback by the abruptness.”Oh! I'm sorry!... I... well, thank you!” She stood 

up, empty handed, and left. There were no goodbyes. 

Timothy sat thinking a long time about what Dorothy had said. His grandmother had 

been married and in love. He'd never thought about her like that. And she had a grandfather of 

her own. Which house had she said? He walked to the front room and parted the lace curtain.  

A man was walking around the house across the street, one house over. It was the plumber. 

His was the truck that took my only living relative away. Having looked for hours now at 

the genealogy chart and the notes and stories about his family—HIS family, not someone 

else's—Timothy had an inkling of what he had missed the past twenty years of his life. And it 

was this plumber and his rattle-trap truck that took it all away. His anger simmered. 

What’s he doing out there anyway? Timothy pulled the curtain completely out of the 

way. The plumber looked at the ground, then at Timothy’s grandfather's house and his uncle’s 

house. 

The thought of the plumber even laying eyes on his grandfather's ...no... great- 

grandfather's house, the house his grandmother visited, made Timothy angry. That was private 

property and the fucking plumber had no business snooping like that!  

* * * 

The alley was dark but the barn was darker. Timothy had walked around the block and 

was on the final side where the alley behind his grandfather's house opened onto the street. 

Great-grandfather, dammit!  

He walked back to his house. My house! That sounded good. He found a flashlight in a 

kitchen drawer, draped a dishcloth over the lens, secured it with a rubber band, and turned it 

on. It made a spot of light on the linoleum floor. Not a very bright spot, not very wide. Just what 

he wanted.  

When he got to the barn behind his uncle’s house, he walked confidently up to the door 

and slid it open enough to enter. The light worked superbly. Unfortunately, there was nothing 



much to look at in the barn. He wasn't sure why he was there until he stumbled and almost fell 

over a loose floor board. 



Chapter 49 

“So what... wait?”  

“Yes.” 

“And they’ll come get me and lock me up? What changed their mind?” 

“Oh, nothing changed, just a clarification of what we were wanting.” 

“And... what do I do?” 

“Nothing. They will take care of what needs to be taken care of as far as the paperwork. 

You just be yourself!” 

I didn't like the sound of that.  

“As in...?” 

“Nothing. Nothing at all,” John said breezily. “Just be yourself.” 

* * * 

A couple of days later, calls for work began coming in again. Nothing big enough to pay 

the mortgage or the truck payment, but work was work. Luckily the bank understood—they 

held both farm and truck notes and were willing to wait for the insurance money. It was a small 

enough town that they knew the story. The plumbing supply store extended me credit so I 

could buy some basic tools and John lent me his car for transportation. I was limited but I was 

back in business. 

“Off to work?” John had made breakfast early, knowing I would want to be out before 

his normal breakfast hour. Tim was a night owl and John normally ran the kitchen schedule to 

please him. Normal breakfast was somewhere around 10 a.m. 



“Feels good to work again. I need to look at the job—I might have to buy a tool or two if 

I can’t find what I need in the garage. This job is big enough that I’ll rent a truck today—leave 

you the use of your car.” 

“I have no plans for it. By the way, I gave you a key didn’t I?” 

“Right here,” I patted my chest pocket. 

 “Any news on the insurance investigation or your truck?” 

“Nope. They’re probably waiting on someone in some office somewhere to send one 

piece of paper to somewhere else.” I shrugged. “Who knows? It feels good to be working 

though!” 

“I can imagine. You'll be home for lunch?” 

“Depends. I might be done by then, or if not, maybe just work through ‘til it's done and 

then come back.” I added, “I miss the lunch time crowd at the Diner--good contacts there.” 

 “I'll be back sometime this afternoon,” I said as I got up to leave.  

“I'm sure you will,” John smiled. “Drive careful.” 

* * * 

“Political favor.”  

The patrol officer stared at his partner until he turned his head and faced him. “Since 

when are we doing crap like this?” 

“Special assignment.” The officer sitting behind the steering wheel turned his head back 

to the front. They were parked in an inconspicuous speed trap. 

“Bull.” 



“Same thing,” said his partner in a flat voice. “Special assignment. Why? You always 

question orders?” 

“Shut up.”  

A smug smile almost parted his partner's lips. 

“What do you care anyhow? It counts for our monthlies. And you know the guy's got it 

coming or they wouldn't be after him.” 

His partner just grunted. Not his way of doing things. 

“What are we looking for?” 

“A rental pickup truck. I have the driver’s name.” 

* * * 

 

The cop car came out of nowhere, lights flashing and siren on.  

What the hell? I looked down at the speedometer. Eleven miles over the ridiculously low 

speed limit on the back road that ran in front of a corn field? I swore. A speeding ticket! Just 

what I needed now.  I'd been to the jobsite, made my list of supplies and was heading to the 

plumbing supply place.  

Maybe I was a little over the limit, but dammit! I just wanted to get to work and get it 

done!  

To make matters worse, there was no shoulder here to pull over. Brush lined the road 

within three feet of the pavement. I slowed but didn't stop.  

“Please pull over to the shoulder.” The idiots! What were they blind?! What shoulder? 

And what was with using the bull horn? I felt my temper rising. Who were these jokers? I knew 



most of the patrol officers in the area and none of them would bother to go this far for a damn 

speeding ticket! 

I pulled over, branches scratching the paint on the passenger side of the rental. The 

officer driving waited before getting out of the car. I could see two of them, talking and then 

laughing. My temper went up another notch. Only one got out of the car, the driver. 

“Good morning sir. May I see your driver’s license and proof of insurance?” He played it 

straight-faced and serious. 

“Sure.” I reached over to the glove box and realized the insurance paper wasn't in it. I'd 

given it to the guy at the rental place and hadn't gotten it back. Dammit! “Uh, here's my driver's 

license. The insurance card... I guess I left it at the rental office.” 

“No insurance?” I swear the officer was smiling. I looked again, but the clean-shaven 

young face was as serious as a heart attack.  

“Well hell yeah I have insurance! They wouldn't rent to me if I didn't! I have a card to 

show them. I just don't have it here with me. I told you, I left it at the rental office.” 

“No need to us profanity sir. Just verifying what you told me. You say you have no 

liability insurance?” 

“No! I said I have insurance but I left the card at the rental place. They didn't give it back 

to me. Want me to call them?” 

“No sir. I just need to see proof of insurance.” 

I swore again. “Well I don't have any with me.” 

“Are you aware that you are required to produce proof of insurance on demand, sir? 

State law.” 



I looked at my feet, put both hands on the steering wheel and squeezed hard. Then I 

took a deep, slow breath and spoke calmly.  

“Ok, boys. What's going on?” 

The officer stood still and straightened up, on alert.  

“Sir?” 

“What the fuck are you guys doing? What's going on? This is no normal stop.” 

“As I said before, there's no need to use profanity sir. This is a routine stop, you were 

clocked at over ten miles an hour over the speed limit and I am asking you for your driver’s 

license and proof of liability insurance. You have given me your driver’s license and you are not 

producing proof of financial accountability or liability insurance. Is there something in any of 

that which you don't understand?” 

“Whatever. I don't have the card.” 

“Thank you. Please wait here, sir. I'll be right back.” 

As the officer got back in the police car, the two officers looked at each other, said 

something and laughed so loud I could hear it.  

It took all I had to not get out of my truck and walk back there. 

It became real obvious how this stop was going to turn out. They escorted me to the 

rental place where there was no insurance card—of course! I was then taken to the police 

station for no liability insurance, insulting an officer and resisting arrest. No bail was set. The 

sentence was 30 days in jail. It wasn't until afterward I realized this was exactly what John had 

been talking about, ‘just be yourself'. Bastard! But I had to smile in spite of myself. 

* * * 

“Friend, huh?” 



“I care about keeping our friendship alive. That requires keeping you alive.” 

“In jail?” I was already bored. And I hadn’t been able to call that customer back until 

after lunch. How do you explain that their bathroom wasn’t going to be working for the next   

thirty days? I wasn't impressed with John's chosen method of protecting my life. “A gun would 

work, and I have a concealed weapon permit.” 

“Jail here in town is probably the safest place you could be at this point. Sociopathic 

criminals seldom visit city jail cells. And the officers here are familiar with your case. And,” he 

added with emphasis, “it is in their best interests to keep you alive. Your case has been far 

more trouble to them than you might think.” 

“So, no sociopaths? That means you won't be by much?” John kept a straight face. 

“I remind you, I considered having you kidnapped and held in a convent in Chicago. 

Unfortunately, that involves Federal charges and crossing state lines, and my contacts are not 

good enough to make that happen. And no, I won't be by as often as you might like, sorry to 

say. Here in town you are easy for me to get to but I also have more...obligations here to keep 

me busy.” 

“I've never asked, but what exactly do you do for money?” 

“Oh, I have several sources of income. Mostly non-commercial, some are non-profit as 

well.” 

“Nice non-answer. None of my business, I guess.” Now it was John's turn to smile. 

“I'll see you in a day or two.” 

  



Chapter 50 

 

"So, you knew it was there all along?"  

"Did I say that?" John was in one of his ‘admit nothing' moods. I never understood the 

need for that but apparently he did.  Once he got into that mood, it took a while for him to get 

back out. I usually gave up on the conversation or changed the subject, just let him get over it 

on his own. This was different though. 

"John! If you knew there was a room and a tunnel..." 

"Did I say that?" he cut in.  

"Yes! Just now you said, ‘My uncle told me there was a secret room and tunnel in the 

house.' You just finished saying it." 

"I did no such thing!" 

I didn't want to get into it with him: I'd had no one to talk to for a week, not counting 

the officer on watch. He didn’t answer questions on principle. 

"Your imagination has run away with you, Jim." 

"Oh no it hasn't! You knew about this before all this began. How much of my discovering 

this was just some kind of confirmation for your uncle's words?" 

"I can't answer that." 

"The hell you can’t! You won’t! And now you won’t even tell me why! How ‘bout you 

take a walk? Come back some other time!"  

I turned my back and clenched my jaw. 



Between John and the Freiburg Police Department, I'd had all I wanted of stonewalling 

and stalling. I was locked up in a jail cell for doing nothing, so they could try to solve a problem 

which this probably wouldn't solve. I was at my limit of patience even before he showed up 

with that revelation.  

"Very well." 

And he just sat there. Not leaving. Not speaking. Just sitting. 

After about 5 minutes, I turned around. 

"I have to pee." 

"That's not my department." 

"Officer!" I shouted. My cell was tiny with no privacy. It was an eight foot square in the 

corner of a large room, partitioned off with old-fashioned bars and a door that locked. The bars 

and door looked like they came from some old western movie set. The room had been the city 

courtroom, I was told. When they built the new court house, this room was converted to the 

jail. The original cells were converted to offices, with plenty of accompanying jokes. There was 

no urinal or wash basin installed in this new jail cell and the officer in charge had to escort me 

to the small bathroom partitioned off the opposite corner of the room.   

A somewhat sleepy, disinterested voice from the next room answered with an indistinct 

noise that sounded like a question. 

"I said I have to PEE!"  

A chair scraped and the blue-clad bulk of the junior officer in the Freiburg Police 

Department appeared in the doorway.  

"You have a visitor." He stated the obvious. 

"He's about to leave. And I have to piss like a racehorse." 



"You can't leave your visitor in your cell alone." 

I turned directly to John's face to say it. "Goodbye." 

John still didn't move. 

"Officer, I have to go now! Will you escort his man out, please? " 

The officer looked back and forth between us. "I can't escort both of you at the same 

time." 

"Take him," I pointed with my chin. John sighed, stood and walked out of the cell. The 

officer locked the cell door and followed him out into the outer room, shutting the door behind 

them. He returned five minutes later, indicating he was ready.  

"Thanks. The urge has passed. I'm fine now." 

The officer looked at me, shook his head, and left. He sat down behind the Plexiglas 

shield at the front desk, but left the door open between the rooms. 

I had been seventeen days in jail. Seventeen says of nothing happening to me or John or 

Tim. Seventeen says of nothing happening to what was left of my possessions on the farm or 

off. My Jeep was parked off the street at John’s and Tim had volunteered to feed the chickens, 

which he did daily. I was convinced no one was after me and the police department was almost 

convinced, too. This was only John's second visit and he brought no news about the supposed 

murderer or anything else. What he did bring up was a conversation he and his Uncle had back 

when John inherited the house. From what John said today, he was told what was under the 

house. The uncovering of it was as much entertainment as anything for him. That thought made 

me very angry, considering the consequences I was dealing with. 

About five thirty that evening, the Sergeant who’d been at my original interviews came 

on to relieve the junior guy at the front desk. He was tall, broad shouldered and competent but 

heavy with extra pounds that weren't muscle. 



 "Seems like you're having a rough day." 

"Rough life, lately." 

"Want to split a pizza? Won't fix the world, but make the evening go a little faster." 

"Is that ... legal?" 

The sargeant laughed.  

"I promise I won't put it on your record.  Actually, I ordered pepperoni and extra cheese 

from a place I know in the next town. They'll deliver without any complicated questions." 

"Sounds good to me. What do I owe you?" 

"Now that would probably be illegal—a bribe for sure! And besides, I can't eat the whole 

thing. These pies are huge. You'll see." 

So the whole world wasn’t against me after all. Or so I thought. 

* * * 

I was laying down with my bare feet on my pillow, facing the officer who sat at his desk, 

wolfing down his part of the pie.  

"Wow. You were right! This is great!" I was talking with my mouth full so the words 

didn't come out that clearly. But the officer understood. His own mouth was at least as full.  He 

grinned and shook his head in the affirmative. 

"Yeah!" he said, muffled with pizza. 

"Great crust!" 

"Mmmhhmm." 



The pizza was gone in ten minutes. The full stomach made me sleepy almost before I 

was done eating. 

"Where'd you get this? I need to go there when I get out!" I was so sleepy, I wanted to 

find out before I fell asleep and forgot to ask. This guy’s relief would be in at eleven pm. 

"Oscar's. Nes' town over." He was so sleepy he was slurring his words. But then, he had 

eaten the lion's share of the pizza, too. 

 

I have no idea how long I slept, but I was roused from sleep by someone pounding on the office 

door. The public waiting room for is separated from the rest of the building by a sturdy partition 

and locked door. Another wall with a locking door separates the rest of the offices from the 

actual lockup area. Someone was pounding on the door from the lobby into the rest of the 

building.  

"Hey." I could barely speak the word, but I wanted to warn him. "Sarge!" 

There was no response. I could hear snoring. Not gonna be pretty when his relief arrives, 

I thought foggily. But that was all I could manage.  

"Hello? Anybody around?" a voice called from the other side of the door. 

Sounds familiar, I thought. 

I heard something metallic jiggling and then it sounded like the door from the lobby 

opened. I couldn’t move my head to see who it was. I was too groggy to even form words: my 

mouth wouldn't obey. 

"Anyone awake back there?" I couldn't place it. "Well, look who we have here!" A face 

came in to view outside my cell door. A face I recognized... it went with the voice. 

But... who is that? Damn! I can’t wake up! I can’t make my body move!  



"Ah. The man who killed my grandmother!" 

  



Chapter 51 

 

I couldn't make my lips move. 

“What's wrong, plumber man? Can't move? Lazy fucking bastard!” 

I should answer the little bastard, should react, should be angry and defend myself. 

Just…too much effort. 

“ Maybe it was something you ate? Maybe the fucking pizza?” 

He took the keys from the officer's desk, unlocked my cell door. He leaned over me, 

positioning his face six inches from mine. 

This must be a dream. Has to be! But this is in color, and I never dream in color. I 

remember that. And I can feel his breath on my face. Odd. 

“At least they put you in jail. It's not the punishment you deserve, but it made you a lot 

easier to locate. And ordering pizza? Genius! That gave me a chance to personally deliver it—

after I added one more topping of my own.” Timothy paused. “You ever hear of Special K? 

Some guys use it for date rape, but I had a better idea for it.”  

He’s taunting me. But I can’t keep my eyes open. But this has to be a pizza dream. 

“All that grease on the pizza? It wasn't just grease. It was just big enough dose to give 

you a great relaxing experience. Your friend over there will be taking a long nap. But for you”—

at this point he showed me a butcher knife and held it an inch from my eyes—”for you I have a 

special present. You recognize it?” 

Is this a dream? A nightmare? Damn! I can’t wake up. Or is this real?!  But... it can’t be 

real, I'm in fucking jail. But I can feel the kid's breath on my face. That part can't be a dream, 

can it? But... how could the kid get in my cell? None of this is making sense. 



“Recognize this?” the kid repeated, waggling the knife an inch from my nose.  My eyes 

had flopped shut again. “I found it in a box under the floor of your fat friends’ barn, along with 

the story of what went down when he killed my grandfather. It’s an antique now. This is the 

knife that killed my great grandfather. You know about that, don't you? Your fat friend told you 

about that, didn't he? Did he tell you what he did with the body? ‘Cause I found out that part 

out too! Want to know where he's buried? Or did you help?” He paused.  

 “Like that?” He whispered it, softly, almost tenderly, and smiled.  

The knife blade is cold where he keeps rubbing it on my cheek. I can see the tip of the 

blade, sharp-side toward my eye. He just keeps rubbing... 

 “Feel good? Nice and smooth? Your stubble is a little long, plumber man—maybe you 

need a shave? Start with the whiskers on the underside of your jaw... and the first layer of skin? 

How did it feel for my grandfather? Do you know? Did you and your fat friend laugh about it, 

while you knifed him?” 

I made a huge effort to answer him but it came out a mumbled “whtlabou.....” 

“What’s wrong, plumber man?” Still he spoke softly, his face close to mine. “Kat got 

your tongue? Hmmm?” 

He smiled as he straightened up. His voice rose with each syllable as he spoke. “Mouth 

full of shit, plumber? Can't speak English? C'mon!” He now stood at full height and was 

screaming down at me. “What did he say, my Grampa, when you knifed him? What did you 

say? Did you laugh? Did you stab him or was it your friend?” 

 I just grunted. This dream-kid… he’s not making sense. I need to wake up. 

“Too sleepy to talk? Maybe a reminder would help. You want a reminder of what it felt 

like for him?” I felt pressure on my belly just below my belt. Then it felt like he punched me 

hard and a warm feeling began to spread from there. 



I just want to sleep! Or else wake up enough to make this idiot dream go away. 

Whatever topping he put on my pizza it is working real well for him. Dammit! I think I wet 

myself. 

He stood up. 

“You smell like shit.” I opened my eyes long enough to watch him walk out of my cell. 

The knife was bloody now. How did he do that? Where’d the blood come from? Fucking weird 

dream. I let my eyes close again, and I was drifting off. 

“Are you one of those soft-hearted heroes with the need to keep other people from 

getting harmed?” 

Apparently Timothy glanced back and realized I couldn’t see what he was doing because 

he came back to the cell. He grabbed my feet and rolled me off the cot onto my back. That 

hurt! He dragged me out the cell door. He spun me around. I opened my eyes and saw him 

carefully pick up the butcher knife again. 

“Where was I? Oh. Yes.” He moved toward the drugged officer. “You wanna try to wake 

him up before I slit his throat? Maybe call his name? You guys are buddies, right? Sharing a 

pizza?” 

I was beginning to believe this was no dream and this guy was about to commit murder. 

And I was going to be the prime suspect. I couldn’t figure that out, but it sounded about right. 

 The blade began to move. I tried to sit up, to shout “NO!” What I managed was a weak 

jerk of my torso and an incoherent noise. 

He stopped and turned to look, knife in mid-air. 

“The hero protests! But gee...”  He made a swift-across motion with the knife. “…it’s too 

late.” He bent over, smiling. His shirt was bright red now. He wiped his hands and his knife on 

my shirt. From a styrofoam coffee cup, he dumped more of the sergeant’s blood on my chest. I 



felt the heat spread across my chest. It was so warm, and I was so, so sleepy. He pulled latex 

gloves on and dragged me by my collar back through the cell door, dropping my head on the 

concrete floor by the cot. 

I was awake but I still couldn’t move. My eyes focused on the knife in his hand as he 

straddled my chest. The blade was bright, shiny red.  

“Time for a shave, hero?” 

“Not at this time,” said a voice behind him. 
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“Too sleepy to talk? Maybe a reminder would help. You want a reminder of what it felt 

like for him?” I felt pressure on my belly just below my belt. Then it felt like he punched me 

hard and a warm feeling began to spread from there. 

I just want to sleep! Or else wake up enough to make this idiot dream go away. 

Whatever topping he put on my pizza it is working real well for him. Dammit! I think I wet 

myself. 

He stood up. 

“You smell like shit.” I opened my eyes long enough to watch him walk out of my cell. 

The knife was bloody now. How did he do that? Where’d the blood come from? Fucking weird 

dream. I let my eyes close again, and I was drifting off. 

“Are you one of those soft-hearted heroes with the need to keep other people from 

getting harmed?” 

Apparently Timothy glanced back and realized I couldn’t see what he was doing because 

he came back to the cell. He grabbed my feet and rolled me off the cot onto my back. That 

hurt! He dragged me out the cell door. He spun me around. I opened my eyes and saw him 

carefully pick up the butcher knife again. 



“Where was I? Oh. Yes.” He moved toward the drugged officer. “You wanna try to wake 

him up before I slit his throat? Maybe call his name? You guys are buddies, right? Sharing a 

pizza?” 

I was beginning to believe this was no dream and this guy was about to commit murder. 

And I was going to be the prime suspect. I couldn’t figure that out, but it sounded about right. 

 The blade began to move. I tried to sit up, to shout “NO!” What I managed was a weak 

jerk of my torso and an incoherent noise. 

He stopped and turned to look, knife in mid-air. 

“The hero protests! But gee...”  He made a swift-across motion with the knife. “…it’s too 

late.” He bent over, smiling. His shirt was bright red now. He wiped his hands and his knife on 

my shirt. From a styrofoam coffee cup, he dumped more of the sergeant’s blood on my chest. I 

felt the heat spread across my chest. It was so warm, and I was so, so sleepy. He pulled latex 

gloves on and dragged me by my collar back through the cell door, dropping my head on the 

concrete floor by the cot. 

I was awake but I still couldn’t move. My eyes focused on the knife in his hand as he 

straddled my chest. The blade was bright, shiny red.  

“Time for a shave, hero?” 

“Not at this time,” said a voice behind him. 

  



Chapter 52 

John stood in the inner doorway.  

AStep away from my friend.@ 

He was dressed as always in his baggy pants, golf shirt and cardigan sweater. He leaned 

a little on his cane. And yet his words carried the authority of a man who’s orders are obeyed 

immediately and without question. I wanted to cheer; I managed a groan.    

Timothy was surprised for a moment.  

AWell, well, well. If it isn’t the old fat man, come to rescue his dumbshit plumber friend.@  

He glided toward John, knife held with the sharp side up. Timothy slashed at John=s 

throat but John’s cane swung up, deflecting it. Timothy hesitated, surprised. In that moment, 

the hook of the cane connected with Timothy=s cheek. He growled and lunged for John’s right 

arm. The other end of the cane swung around and came down hard on Timothy=s forearm. It hit 

hard enough to cause him to cry out again and almost drop the knife. Timothy then crouched 

and the knife flashed towards John=s groin but the curve of the cane connected with the bridge 

of Timothy’s nose. An unhealthy cracking sound and fresh blood splattered Timothy’s blood-

soaked shirt. 

 AStop while you are able, young man.@ John had barely moved his feet. Timothy was 

furious. He tried to circle, but John just stood there in the doorway. The cane=s hook came up 

again and hit Timothy in the teeth.  

He spit blood and stepped back cursing. 

The point of the cane followed him, jabbing his solar plexus with a force that made him 

grab his belly and gasp for breath. 

AI suggest you surrender.@ 



AFuck you, Fatty!@ he wheezed.  

ANot to me, to the police. They will arrive shortly.@ 

As if on cue, a siren wailed in the distance as the door from the street opened and 

closed. No one spoke.  

“Who’s there?” Timothy shouted. No answer. 

John moved out of the doorway, towards me. Timothy bolted through the door. There 

was a shout, a crash, and the door to the street opened and closed again. And just like that, the 

fight was over. 

“Tim? Are you alright?” 

“John? He got away and I think I broke the chair.” 

“That’s alright, as long as you’re not broken.” 

Tim walked in, shaken but looking fierce. “I broke it over his back!” 

If I could have laughed I would have.  

“How did the siren sound? I didn’t know my phone could be that loud. And who would 

want that for a ringtone?” 

John looked over at me. “As a precaution, I had Tim download a police siren ringtone 

and play it as he walked in. The actual patrolman is not due back for another hour and they very 

seldom communicate while on patrol.” 

I shook my head. John smiled. “It doesn’t always take a gun.” I fell asleep. 

* * * 

I woke up in the hospital. Apparently the dose of Ketamine wasn’t dangerously high. The 

stab wound from a dirty butcher knife in the abdomen was routine too, for the staff here. Or at 



least no one was giving me much sympathy for it. I asked about the Sergeant but nobody 

wanted to talk about him. It was lunch time on my third day here and I considered signing 

myself out and taking a taxi to John’s. He saved me the trouble. He showed up before I could 

figure out where the hell they’d put my pants. I never did find my new boots. We didn’t say 

much. Or more accurately, he wasn’t answering any questions beyond time and temperature. 

“So what’s my prognosis? When do I get to go home?” 

“That would be between you and your doctor. I would suggest you follow his advice 

though: wounds in that area can easily become infected if not properly cared for. And Tim and I 

are not experienced in caring for that sort of thing.” 

“In other words, ‘follow directions’… like with the cops? It seems to work out well.” Just 

a hint of sarcasm there. John smiled.  

“Speaking of police, have the locals changed their mind about me?” 

“Some have, some still their doubts. There is no guard outside your door if that’s what 

you mean. As far as I know, no charges are pending against you, but they blame you for the 

sergeant’s death, even if indirectly. At the moment they are preoccupied with losing him.” He 

paused. “His funeral was this morning.” 

“They don’t think I murdered him, do they?” 

“No, they simply blame you for causing the situation that lead to his death. The young 

villain, by the way, has apparently left the country. Virginia’s cash has served him well. I suspect 

he’ll be back though.” 

That was something to think about.  

“Any word on my truck?” I finally asked. “Or any other insurance stuff? The barn? 

House? Is anybody finally convinced it wasn’t me doing all this?” 



“The Gary police had your truck, but they returned it on a flatbed truck. There wasn’t 

much left of it. Apparently the parts were… very saleable. I’m afraid it won’t be much use to 

you.” 

I groaned. I knew insurance would cover the tools but the truck was old enough that 

even if they totaled it the insurance wouldn’t buy a replacement. 

“What about the fires?” 

“Your stay in the hospital is big news about town. Even the librarians are asking after 

your well-being. I'm sure your insurance agent has heard.”  

I sighed.  Yep. Mr. No Answers.  

“I don’t have his number with me. Can you ask him to call me here?” 

“I’ll do my best.” 

It was a full week before I was deemed well enough to release I still had to have home 

visits by a nurse for wound care follow-up.  So on a Monday afternoon, I was wheel-chaired 

through the lobby to John’s waiting vehicle.  

  



Chapter 53 

It was noon and the diner was as busy as always. Early November snow was coming 

down steadily, big fat flakes piling up in the street. It wasn't stopping this crowd: the special 

was Amish Chicken and it was going fast. There was one table at the back with only one 

customer. He was good looking, kinda beefy, confident blue collar guy. He wasn't smiling but 

his expression was more serious than angry or sad. Typical customer. Yeah, it was me. 

The bell over the door tinkled and a man with a briefcase shuffled in. Few patrons 

noticed him or greeted him. Those who did nodded and then looked away. In return they got a 

small smile and tilt of the head. He was short of breath from the walk, his grey suit pant legs 

were wet the first foot up from the ground. Not a typical Diner customer. Yeah, John.  

“‘Bout time. Car broke down again?” 

“My arrivals have never been governed by the reliability of an internal combustion 

engine.” 

“Is that a yes?” 

“I prefer to walk.” 

I grinned at him. “Stubborn as ever.” 

“How is Sherri?” John was quick to shift the topic of conversation off of himself. 

My grin disappeared. “Still the same. She moves a little, but not much else.” 

“What does the doctor say? Any ... expectation of change?” 

“Not much: she's staying healthy, not deteriorating. She's just not waking up.” I paused, 

seeing John's hesitation, wanting to ask a question. “Yes, I tried the ‘kiss to wake the Sleeping 

Beauty' thing. I guess I’m not her Prince Charming.” 

John blushed. He struggled to find comeback and gave up. He doesn’t understand 

romance very well. 



“What? Something about not handsome enough?” I asked. 

“I'm sure she would find you adequate.”  

“She used to say more than that!” 

“Lovely snow, isn't it?” He was blushing for no reason.  

“You started this one John.” 

He ignored the last comment.  

“I hear they have replaced her at the doctor’s office.” 

My turn to avoid now. I’d already heard the news. What most people didn’t know was 

that the new secretary was my ex. Yeah, what were the chances of that? After almost ten years, 

we didn’t have anything in common but sad memories and now she shows up in town. I hadn’t 

tried to contact her but I knew the meeting was inevitable. She probably knew my story by 

now, including the Sherri part. And I had no doubt John had found out the relationship and 

more. So, with nothing to say about that, I just kept quiet. Eventually John got the hint.  

“So how is the farm coming? Have you bought anymore animals?” 

“Gonna wait til spring. They can get their own food outside then. Feed prices are high. 

And with the truck payment and business still not back to normal I don’t need the expense or 

hassle.” 

 “But at least you have the one goat, and what else? Dog? Chickens?” 

“A new dog for company. I decided to wait on the rest. I have a goat picked out, a nanny 

named Chrysostom—the guy raising her was some religious nut. I bought and paid for the goat 

but he’s keeping her in exchange for most of the milk. I get two quarts a week to drink. I'll bring 

you some if you want.”  

“Perhaps think about selling some at the Market?” 



“No time. I’m hustling work now—any job that comes along. Kinda like old timesr. The 

goat’s milk is good though. Anyhow... how are things at your place? Thanks again for keeping 

me all those weeks while my new place was going up.” 

“Oh, not too badly. The pantry ceiling looks original. And the new “kitchen cellar” is very 

nice–Tim didn’t want to call it a ‘root cellar' and I don't drink his wine, so we aren't calling it a 

wine cellar. Access from the cellar makes it useable and the dumbwaiter—Tim uses it more 

than necessary. Your idea for the slate floor was perfect.” 

“Not too cold now that it's winter?” 

“Not at all. The gas heater works wonders... and to see the flames–that just makes the 

room!” 

“Well good. You paid a pretty price for all that, even at my low, low prices!” 

“Well worth it, despite Tim’s griping about the money.” 

“You get the tunnel stuff straightened out? Building codes and all?” 

“Not yet. It is a very significant part of the City's history. The fact that it solved a 

decade's old murder mystery makes it all the more valuable.” 

“What did the neighbors end up doing with their end of the tunnel? Tim still didn’t seem 

satisfied with the door on your end being just air tight and lockable.” 

John looked away. “No he isn't. I hesitate to say, but he nailed the door shut, just to feel 

more secure about it.” I cringed. The door frame and plank door were solid oak and had been a 

major part of the work: I changed it completely four separate times, along with three different 

colors of stain and paint. 

“Oh,” I said out loud. 

“Yes.” 

There was a short silence while we both thought about the nails.  



 “What did the neighbors do with their end?” 

“Not a lot. The shelves and door that the Mayor originally put up were still there. The 

door still works, even the latchstring. Essentially, they did the same thing Tim did: nailed the 

door shut. They have no interest in the history of it. They just want their children safe from the 

dangers of a tunnel cave-in.” 

“Makes sense, I guess. From the look of things, they don't have money to do much 

more.” 

“I agree. But at least they are not further destroying history.”  

“Are they worried that the houses are still connected by the tunnel?” 

“Not really, not from what they say. But they rent, it turns out–I thought they owned 

it–and they are getting ready to move to a different school district.” 

“So, just leave the mess for the landlord?” 

“Yes. Eventually someone will deal with it. “ 

* * * 

So, that's the way it turned out folks. So far, anyhow. Not what it should have been for a 

simple pantry ceiling remodel. But like I always say, when you get into remodeling, you never 

know what you'll find. John and I are better friends for all we went through. Hell, I owe him my 

life! But there's something he's not telling. Not just some little thing either. But as he often tells 

me. ‘We'll just have to be patient, and find out.” 

The End 

 


